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Testiracnials of Headers of Hotenia's Folios 

"The Hotena Folios are great. I can't stop reading -them. Please 
send ^1 and #2 Fblios by Hotena cn live Longer" — W, H. of New York. 

"Scxi of Perfection by Hotema is the best and most oorrplete analysis 
I ever read of tiie secret of earth life' and the method of individual rederrp- 
tion and 'Salvation.' This reveals not only the 'True Path' to 'Atcnenent,' 
but gives the lie to the frauds of all false teachings on this most ijiportant 
of all subjects — The Hunan Soul and it's path to perfection." — P. G., Calif. 

"RiBh another set of the Hotema folios. I'm lending the set I purchased 
to a friend, who says they are great." — Wm. C. L., N.C. 

"I have difficulty laying down the Hotema folios long enou^ to write 
you to say I received them. It is thrilling to read works of an intellectual¬ 
ly advanced person and find line after line e^laining the thin^ as I have 

pieced them out in ny own serious studies and meditations." — A. E. B., Kansas 

"Hotema's folios are really great. Please send live lon^r I and II by 
Hotena to ny mother." — C. P. Alaska 

"Hotena's folios astound me with the infornaticn they reveal." — T. P. 
MoG., N.Y. 

"I have just finished reading the Ifysterious Sphinx. It is a jewel — 
it is Li^t — More Li^t and Rjrther Li^t." — E. D. B., Washington 

"We consider Prof. Hotema cne of the world's greatest teachers." — 
Grant E. Hcxhens, N.Y. 

"I have read Hotema's nanuscript of his wonderful work on the Tarot. 
It seems that each new work Hotena writes is more revealing thai the one 
before; and that is a gi^ntic acoonplishnent, fac they are all raaster- 
piecses." 
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"This late work on the Tarot presents many new and startling ideas which 
I have never read before in any writings. 

'Ve are slowly and gradually led into tiie realm of genius, and shewn the 
answers to nany profound antlircpological and psychological prcdslene that have 
perplexed the best scholars for a^s. 

"It was left for the m^d of Prof. Hotena to correlate and analyze 
existing data, as well as to decode the synfcols and allegories of the Aicient 
Masters, and to reach and explain the facts and conclusions which are of im¬ 
mense value to mankind, both new and in the future. 

"The interpretation of the ancient Ihrot symbolism is a great work, pos¬ 
sibly his greatest, and I was so thrilled by reading his manuscript that I shall 
orcter additional copies. I have already ordered four copies to be sent to ne 
as soon as published." — Wm. C. Lloyd, 310 N. Broad St., Burlington, N.C. 

"I have read the ffagic Wand (Caduoeus) and learned more from it than ny 
irany years in one of the "rfystery" schools. How wonderful it would be if only 
more people would find the Li^t and Seek the Truth." — Dr. A. M. J., Chicago. 

"As a Spiritualistic Minister and Iteadier, I have fouid that because of 
human iterance and fear, cnly a few are strong enou^ to face the facts as 
Hotem has presented them. Having to unlearn v^iat one has been taught that 
is false requires far greater effort than if one could start with a dean, 
blank sheet and place thereon the facts of life." — G. D. C., Califernia 

"Hcftema is a thinker far above the best scientists, for he is not afraid 
to oppose them and show vhere they are wrong." — A. F., California 

"Hotema's Elarne Divine surpasses everything I have ever read before and 
■I'm studying it with unlind-ted enthusiasm." — Mrs. H. R. F., Florida 

"Ihe Great Red Dragon is to me an answer to ny unconscious prayer for 
li^t in the darkness." — W. B. H., Iowa 

"We -think the ^fystery of Man is -the irost wonderful writing we have ever 
read." — W. T.,- California 

"A reader fan of mine sent me your bock '^tystery of the Bible'. For 
over 40 years ny beliefs have been along the lines of your bock, which I re¬ 
gard as -the greatest ^terary naste^ieoe of all tine. Anyoie who has read 
or studied the bible is certainly missing the most important part of his edu¬ 
cation if he does not read this bock, and I reooimEnd it most hi^ly to ny 
friends and enemies alike. Every man, woman and child should read it. 

substantial mailing list is available to you, free, as a public serv¬ 
ice I feel henored to have the opportmity to make, in order that the Wbrd of 
this great bock may be spread far and wide." — A. D. Barber, Managing Trustee, 
Barber Scientific Foundation, Washingten, D.C. 
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PROLOGUE 

That it migjit be fulfilled what was spcken of the Lord by the preset 
s^ing. Out of Egypt have I called iry sen (Mat. 2:15). 

To that stateirent Wm. McCarthy refers and says: 

"The Christians, who go about with a fine toothed conb and a spy-glass 
searching for biblical prophecies, find (this) one in Nunibers, chapter 27:17. 

"There shall come a Star out of Jacxh, and a scepter shall rise out of 

Israel, and shall smite the comers of Moab, and ctestmy all the children of 
Sheth. 

"The coning of Christ, they (Christians) yell. let’s see: Christ had no 
scepter; he did not smite the comers of Moab, and, in fact, he did not come 
from Jacxh, (for) God was his father" (Bible, Chur^ and God, p. 284). 

This event, so hi^ly inpressive to the Christians,' draws attention to 
Egypt, whose people and past histcary were such a nystery to the Christian 
world until - 

■ "The pick that struck the Rosetta Stone in the loamy soil of the Mile 
delta in 1796," wrote Kuhn, "also struck a mi^ty blew to historical Christ¬ 
ianity. For it released the voicoe of a long-vcdcaless-past to refute, with a 
withering negative, nearly every cne of Christianity's historical claims, 

"The cryptic literature of old Egypt, sealed in silence when Christianity 
tock its rise, but haunting it like a taunting specter after the third century, 
now stalks forth like a living ^ost, out of the temb, to point its fin^r of 
accusation at a faith tliat has too Icng thriven cn falsity" (Who Is This King 

of Glory?). 

Egypt, "the land of the Winged Globe," says the Masenic Encyclopedia, "the 
land of science and philosophy, peerless for stately toibs and nagiificent 
temples, the land whose civilization was old and mature before other nations, 
since called to empires, even had a name" (Vol, 1, p. 232). 

Christian readers will suffer a sickening shock as the follcw us and 
learn the facts about the Egypt out of which "have I called iry son." 

We have been years in compiling this work, and consulted the best auth¬ 
orities on Egypt that we could find, and have excerpted freely from their 
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writings, and especicilly fran the valuable v7oxks of Dr. Alvin Boyd Kuhn, 
titled "Who Is This King of Gloiy," and "The Lost Li^t." 

In his Prologue, in the latter work, concerning which the President of Ihe 
Illinois State Library Board said: 'This bock will be to religion what Dar¬ 
win's work has been to science," Dr. Kuhn stated: 

"The corruption and final loss of the basic meaning of these (ancient 
scriptures) has been, in the whole tiie, the greatest tragedy in human history. 

'Tike Shakespeare's tide, which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune, 
but, omitted, casts all the rest of life in shoals and quicksands, the wreck¬ 
age of the Esoteric Gnosis in the centuries following Plato's day, cuOninating 
in the debacle of all philosophical religion about the (end of) Ihe -third cen¬ 
tury of Chris-tianity's develqjment, and ushering in sijcteen cen-turies of Dark 
Ages, has -thrown all religion out of basic relation to true understanding and 
caused it to breed on endless train and persecution -that more than any-thing 
else blacken the record of man's heroic struggle toward the li^t. 

"The present (1940) most frightful of all historical barbari-ties _ owes its 
incidence directly to -the dec^ (and corruption) of ancient philosophical know¬ 
ledge and the loss of vision and virtue that would have attended its perpe-tua— 

tion." 



Chapter I 

UNITAKIANISM 

The Universe is a Unit. The Ancient Masters so regarded it, and tiieir 
doctrine and philosophy was cne of IMtarianism, 

Hie God of -die ancient world was the Sun. It was not irtil the 4th cen¬ 
tury that this was changed. Hien the Sun God was transformed into the 

SW OF GOD 

The Christian Bible gives the world ^proximately fifty-four (54) hours 
of the life of this Son of God. His Faliier created the world in six d^s, and 
He saved it in less than five days. 

These are the facts that have been unearthed by unprejudiced researchers 
after digging into the ancient rubbish for one hundred and fifty years. 

The ancient doctrine of Lhitarianism was based on Astral Light, which mod¬ 
em science calls Cosmic Radiation, and that doctrine was commonly called 
Astrology. 

No work nor system of the ancient world tfiat has come down to us, has been 
more bitterly ccndemned than Astrology, and yet tine has proven that it is the 
only science the world has ever had. 

This condemnation has been necessary in order to hide the source of Christ¬ 
ianity. For Christianity is founded ipon Astrology, and then to conceal that 
fact, the symbols have been personalized and the allegories have been literal- 
ized. 

Astrology was a science in India for thousands of years before the Vedas 
were conpiled. 

The renowned magician and astrologer, Asuramaya, was bom in Atlantis, 
thus testifying, upon the authority of the Puranas, to the very extrene anti¬ 
quity of this Astral Science. 

Ptolemy Philadelphus (309-246 B.C.), a learned scholar of his tuns, was 
surprised to find that Astrology was the central theme of all the religious 
systems of the ancient world. 
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In his desire to build up the stock of his great library at Alexandria, 
he offered rich rewards for all kinds of ancient scrolls. Wise iren of all na¬ 
tions, inpelled by their desire for the reward, journeyed to Alexandria with 
their choicest writings. 

In this way Philadelphus succeeded in securing for his library some 280,000 

of the most valuable scrolls of the ancient world. 

By comparing the various scrolls of the different countries, he discovered 
that all of them had practically the same system of ciUture and education. 

And why not? We have all come from the same source. The nature of life 
and the constitution of Man are the sane in all regions of the earth, and gov¬ 
erned by the same law. 

Inscriptions on stcne tablets found in all parts of the world, indicate 
that the entire earth was colonized by people from one source, and that source, 
according to James Churchward, was the sunken continent of Mu or Lemuria. 

The Bible itself nentions a time when the "whole earth was of one language 
and one speeoh" (Gen. 11:1). 

In that day all systems and religion and philosophy were the same. 

All systems of culture and education are copies of this one origirlal sys¬ 
tem, which varies in different countries only as the customs and conditions of 
the people vary. 

Traces of this one system have been preserved by inscriptions m stcne 

monuments and temples of all races and all nations, in spite of the ruthless 
work of destruction conducted by the religiois bigots, who seek to make their 

system appear as the only true one. 

It was this destructive work that forced the Ancient Astrologers to pre¬ 
serve their wisdom by resorting to ways and means not understood by those who 
had not the Key. 

By this secret system there has been preserved unto this day^ the gist of 
the only true Science of Cosmogcny, Anthropology, and Biology that the world 
has ever had. 

EGYPT 

For reliable data on the systems of the ancient world, we go to "the Land 
of the Winged Globe", the land of astrological-science, "peerless for stately 
tombs and iragnifioent temples, vhcse civilization was old and mature before 
other nations, since called to empire, even had a name," s^s the Masonic Ency- 
dcpedia. 

By the ancient Greeks, Egypt was called Aiguptos. This finally became 
Efeypt. 

The Bible calls Egypt the "Land of Ham" (Gen. 10:6; 14:5; Ps. 105:23, 27; 
106:22). 

In Ps. 78:51,. appears mention of a "Tabernacle of Ham in Egypt." 
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New, Ham appears as the sen of Noah (Gen. 11:18), and he dwelt in the land 
currently called Egypt. This information appears in a tradition of the ancient 
Hebrews, who called the land Mizraim, who was the sen of Ham (Gen. 10:6; 1 Ch. 
1:8). 

Ham had four sons: Mizraim, Canaan, Cush, and Phut. The land of Canaan 
1^ adjacent to the land of Ham, and may have been the home of Canaan. 

When Abraham was 75 years old, he left Haian for the land of Canaan (Gen. 
12:4, 5). 

Lamech, Noah's father, was 56 years old vdien Adam died. This gave Noah, 
thru his father, direct contact with the life and learning of Adam, which Noah 
passed <n to his sen Ham, who passed it on to his son Mizraim. 

Thus, the line of contact extended back in an mbreken line frem Egypt 
directly to Adam — from the land after the Flood to the land before the Flood. 

A strange story appears to have been interpolated in the first nine verses 
of the 11th chapter of Genesis. It fails to harmonize with the rest of the 
ch^ter. The 4th verse mentions certain people as preparing to build "a tower, 
vdiose top m^ reach unto heaven." 

At this time Noah was 602 years old, and some authorities assert that this 
"tower" was the Great Pyramid of Gizeh. 

There was a .definite reason why the Jien who oonpiled the Bible carefully 
omitted all direct reference to the Great Pyramid. That reason will appear as 
we proceed. It was planned that way for a certain purpose. 

The evidence, uncovered by archeologists shews that many ages before the 
biblical Moses saw the light of day, the Land of Ham was noted for stately 
tonbs and palatial tenples, and the center of the greatest Sdenoe of Creato- 
logy. Anthropology, and Biology that the world has ever known since the sink¬ 

ing of the continents of Atlantis and Lemuria. 

After the sinking of those two oontinents, Egypt be cane the axis round 
vdiich rolled the Ancient Arcana as it passed from the East to the Vfest aid met 

in the land of Ham. 

Vtords Cut In Stone 

But the arrival of the despots was e3<pected, and was described in the fam- 

our prophecy of Hermes, who said: 

"0 Espt, there shall remain of thee for future generations only fables 

that no one will believe; nothing of thee shall endure save the Words Cut In 

Stone." 

And it was so. 

The history of the Land of Ham extends back into distant antiqui'^, and 
vanishes completely in a cloud of obscurity. The Christian art(y of■ higpts and 
fanatics dd their destructive work well and thorou^ly. 

Ihtil 1895 4. the oldest records found in Egypt reached back only to the 

4th Eynasty, ' 
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Since then, there has been a stea<^ stream of surprising discoveries in 
prehistoric and early historic cemeteries; and due to these discoveries, monu- 
irents alreacfy known, and such as the annals of the Palermo Stone, have been 
nade to speak for the beginnings of Egyptian history. 

Due to imnense excavations and investigations in recent years, the people 
of ancient Egypt have become better known to us by their work than any civil¬ 
ization which preceded Greece. 

That primitive history of Egypt has been preserved because it is carved 
cai stone that has resisted the ravages of time and the hand of the bigots. 

In spite of the fact that its stcne monuments have been cleared of the ac¬ 
cumulation of the ages, and its hieroglyphs deciphered, the occult knowledge of 
the Egyptian Masters is still known to only a few, and they, for the sake of 
safety, keep silent. They have no desire to be burned as witches. 

House of Enoch 

The Masters who ctesigied and built the Great Fyranid of Gizeh were not 
produced in Egypt. 

The ancient H^rews had a tradition that the Great Pyramid was built 300 
years before the biblical delugp, and that the names of Seth, Enoch, Noah and 
Shem appeared on the roster of the builders. 

■pie Egyptian "Bock of the Dead" stated that the leacter was Enoch. The 
Egyptian transliteration of the word Phoenix is Pa-Hancxjck, or "House of Enoch." 

Prof. Thevenin adduces evidence to shew that thousands of years ago, there 
sudctenly appeared in Egypt from some unknown land, scientists and philosophers 
with a knowledge of astrology, astronory, geometry, chemistry, physics, mathe- 
natics and mechanics so extraordinary, who had scientific instruments of such 
precision, vho understood Cosmogeny so well, and who emplcyed their kncwledge 
so skilfully, that their work is still miraculoiffi and beyoid our oomprehensicn. 

Joseph, noted Jewish historian, bom in 37 A.D., gives it as an historical 
fact that Seth, Adam’s third son (Gen. 5:3), and his immediate descendants, 
"were the inventors of a peculiar sort of wisetom ccncemed with the celestial 
bodies and their order. 

_ "piat their kncwledge and inventions nd^t not be lost before they were 
sufficiently known, upon Adam’s prediction that the world was to be destroyed, 
they buip: two pillars, cne of brick, the ether of stcne, and inscribed their 
discoveries. upon them both, so that in case either pillar was destroyed by the 
Flood, the other might remain and exhibit these discoveries to mankind. 

"Now, this (pillar) reimains in the land of Siriad (Egypt) to this dav." 
~ Jewish Ant., 1, 2. evt* jr 

That pillar of stone is said to be the Great Pyramid of Gizeh. 

The ancient Arabians had a similar tradition. In a scroll preserved in 
the Bodleian Library, Abou Balkhi said: 

"The wise men, before the Flood, foreseeing the coming of a catastrophe, 
either by submersion or by fire, which would destroy all created things, built 



in Efeypt many pyramids of stone, to have some refuge against the approaching 
calamity. 

"TVro of those exceeded all the rest in height, being 400 cubits high, and 
as many broad, and as many long. They were built of large blocks of marble, 
and so well joined together that the joints were scarcely perceptible. Upon 
the exterior of the structures were inscribed every charm and wonder of physics. 

Massoudi, another Arabian author, relates the same informaticn, even mor« 
circmistantially, and said that: — 

"On the eastern or Great Pyramid, built by these ancient men, the celestial 
spheres were inscribed, likewise the positions of the stars and their circles, 
together with the history and chronicles of past times, of that which is to 
cone, and of every future event." 

Another Arabic fragment, claiming to be a translation from an ancient Cop¬ 
tic scroll, gives a similar account of the origin of the Pyramids, and stated 
that:— 

"Innumerable precious things were treasured in these structures, including 
the mysteries of science, astrology, astronony, geometry, physics, and such 
useful knowledge" (p. 173). 

Still another Arabian accoimt states Ihat the Pyramids were constructed by 
Hermes, the same person as Enoch, father of Methuselah (Gen. 5:19-25), to pre¬ 
serve the arts and sciences and other knowledge during the Flood. 

One legend states that Hermes, also known as Enoch, was the Master Archi¬ 
tect who planned and supervised the building of the Great Pyramid. He made it 
a complete dramatization of the fundamental essentials of sidero-geological, 
physical, psychological, astral and historical wisdom. He embodied in it the 
sciences of mathematics, geometry, astrology and astronoiy, which were regarded 
as the foundation of all science, philoscphy and religicxi. 

Pre-Flood Knowledge 

The knowledge and wisdom accumulated by Noah and his predecessors before 
the Flood, when men were said to have lived almost a thousand years, Noah would 
not leave behind to be destroyed by the Flood. 

So, to preserve this ancient wisdcm, this wise man of the antediluvian 
world, or some of his immediate descendants shortly after him, if not in his 
lifetime, built the Great Pyramid. 

Of necessity, therefore, the science which fashioned this giant edifice 
possessed knowledge and tools which came from the grand world before the Flood, 
and found imperishable manorial in this Monument of the New World. Hence, if 
not built by Noah, by Seth, and the Sethite antediluvian palriarchs, there was 
still a direct link between it and them, between their science and that which 
it represents. 

It is certain that the profound prophetic, astrological and philosophical 
wisdom embodied in and represented by the Great Pyramid, required thousands of 
years for its discovery and developanent. It could not possibly have been dis¬ 
covered and developed by tdie Egyptian natives. Nor has any one ever claimed 
that it was. 
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Modem man has only recently reached that stage in cosmic science which 
enables him just to begin to decipher and understand sane of the sinpler parts 
of the strange message of the Great P^’ramid. 

That is the reason why this ancient structure, with which rren have for 
centuries believed themselves acquainted, has suddenly burst forth with a li^t 
so dazzling and a science so gripping as to oDnvert the scoffers into sober 
believers, and to convince scholars and scientists that it can be accounted for 
only on the theory that a Master Scientist of great antiquity was the Architect 
and Builder. 

Ihe Great tbnument 

Chronologically, tlie Great Pyramid antedates by thousands of years all 
present nations and faith, including Hie nost ancient writings in the Christian 
Bible. In fact, those writings are conparatively recent. 

It is not only the massive masonry of the Great Pyramid that merits so 
much attention, but die space around whicJi this giant structure was built to 
endure the passages of time and the rnvages of the elements. 

It spears that within the restricted area of this .^fcnument is contained 
the most startling story ever written of the Earth's history, of the nysteries 
of the Ifriiverse, of Creaticn, and of man's place in nature. 

A written record may be easily forged, altered, or interpolated. But a 
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stcne structure could not be dianged without the changes being instantly detec¬ 
ted. For any alteration would nean a inutilaticn of the masonry, as has occurred 
in the face of the Sphinx. 

The church fathers tried to batter \jp and destrxy the ^hinx, but the 
Stone Synbol of the Four Elements was too much for them. 

Every prophetic elenent embodied in the Great Pyranid is far older than 
any part of the written Bible. As the two works in general often tell similar 
stories, it is certain that the biblical scribes had intinate knowledge of the 
Great fVramid. 

Then vhy did they so deliberately and oonpletely fail to mdce aiy direcrt 
and definite reference to it? 

To that questLon would come an amazing answer if it could issue from the 
lips of Constaitine's "correctoras" who oonpiled and "revised" the books of the 
Bible. 

Direct reference to the Great Pyramid was cautiously deleted frm the Bible, 
which was conpiled and edited so as to deceive the masses and future generat¬ 
ions. 

It was in the plot to have the time come when fee masses would despise Eg¬ 
ypt. For the scheme was to sink Egypt so low feat it would be stigmatized the 
"Land of Darkness." 

We steal what a man has, then murder him to conceal the crime. 

OF Cf CLES 

As the Ancient Masters discovered feat nan's bocfy is the Temple of the 
Solar Spark, it was logical feat they nade an important branch of their sci¬ 
ence the teaching of how to keep that Ttenple in fee best of order. For fee 
reception and transnissioi of Solar Force requires a healfey body. 

Solar Force cannot function normally thru abnormal bodies. An electric 
glebe must be in perfect order to receive and express the electric force flow¬ 
ing into it, or else the force produces no apparent effect. 

The Bexk of fee Master says: "And feus, throu^out fee teachings of fee 
Egyptian ^tysteries, the Visible Li^t was but a shadow of fee Astral Light; 
and in fee wisdom of feat ancient comtry, fee Measures of Truth were the years 
of the Most Hi^," 

"The adorable Fire and immense cfepth of Flame which fee human heart must 
not fear to touch, is that power proceeding from the Giver of life, fee Glor¬ 
ious Sun" we are told. 

The astronomical change in fee dLspensaticn of the Astrologers is termed 
fee Precessicn of fee Equinoxes. 

This is a retrograde motion in fee passage of fee Sun as it crosses fee 
ecliptic each year. 

The Equinox was observed by fee Astrologers to move at the rate of 1 deg¬ 
ree in 72 years. 
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This irovemsnt nakes the place of the Sun, at the beginning of the astro- 
ncjiacal year, appear to retrograde thru the Zodiakcs 1 degree in 72 yeaocs, 
conpleting the circle about 72 x 360 degrees equal 25,920 years, or 25,868 to 
be exact. 

This cycle of 360 degrees is divided by 12 into sections corresponding to 
the zodiakol signs, each section oraitaining 30 degrees. When we divide 25,868 
by 12 we have 2,156 years as the duration of cne siibcycle, or Age as it is 
called. 

Thus it will be observed that it required a vast period of time for the 
Astrologers to check and recheck this data thru the ages, in order to formulate 

their chart and prepare their records, showing and describing not only these 
nysteries of the Universe, but also the conditions of the Earth and its inhab¬ 
itants, as affected by the vibrations of the various Celestial Bodies symbol¬ 
ized in the Zodiakos,—all of which the dictionaries, histories and encyclo¬ 
pedias, prepared under the censorship of the Mother Church, cfeclare is false, 
counterfeit and spurious. 

Facts Concealed and Distorted 

Histories, encyclopedias and works of moctern science state that the Zodia¬ 
kos "seems to have originated with the Chaldean astrynoirers about 2100 B .C." 

That statement is utterly false, and those who make such statements are 
either falsifying or disregarding the facts. It is a case of falsifying to hide 
the facts. 

As further evidence of the flagrant manner in vhidh nodem science works 
"to save face" by concealing ancient knowledge, it is said in a bcxh of 818 
pages, published in 1941, and titled "Marvels and l^steries of Science," that 
it was Hipparchus who discovered the "precession of the Equinoxes in 125 B.C." 
We quote: 

"The Greek astronomer, Hipparchus, who has been called the father of ast- 
rcnony, disoovered-in 125 B.C. the precession of the equinoxes by oonparing the 
length of the year, determined by dates when certain bri^t stars could first 
be seen in the dawn after the sun had passed them in its annual mcstion, with 
the length of the year of the seasons cfetermLned with the gnomon. 

"This amazing discovery of a moticxi of the earth that requires nearly 
26,000 years for the conpletion of cne circuit, sonetimes called the Great Year, 
could not be explained at cne time, but had to wait 1800 years for the mind of 
Newton to ejqjlain the physical cause." (p. viii). 

More lies and falsehoods fed to -flie Christian world. 

That "amazing ^scovery" w^ destroyed by the Mother Church to make the 
Christian world believe its claims that the Ancient Astrolo^rs were "sv^jer- 
stitLous heathens." 

The equinox passes thru the 30 degrees corresponding to each zodiacal sign, 
and this gives rise to the Age of that sigp. 

The equinox, or place of the Sun at the beginning of the astrmDmical year, 
retrograded by "Precession" back fron the first constellated Aries, ^^idi is 
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the beginning of the Circle of Stars, 30 degrees, and therefore into the space 
corresponding to the sign Aquarius, in 1881. 

That is the time of the beginning of the Ajuarian Age in which we new are. 
And as the mental and astral forces received by hiaianity are different when 
the Sun's place amcaig the stars at the beginning of the year corresponds to 
the place of the different zodiakol si^s, it gives sore idea of the type of 
civiHzation that, past or future, exists while the equinox is in any sign by 
multiplying 2,156 years by the nunber of signs removed from Aquarius, and ad¬ 
ding to or subtracting from, the year 1881. 

We new reach an interesting theory vhich m^ hare no valuable practical 
^plication, but shews how far advanced the Astrologers were in the nysterles 
of the Lhiverse. 

That is, the dbliquity of the ecliptic is constantly changing, a fact 
known to the Astrologisrs and cnly discorered by the moderns. 

This refers to the fact that the Pole of the Earth is moving in an orbit 
at rl^t aigles to the earth's diurnal rcjtatian at the rate of about 1 second 
every 2 years, or 1 degree in 7200 years. 

Should the earth continue this motion, it would turn cxaipletely polarwise 
in 7200 X 360 or 2,592,000 years. And as turning around completely equatorwise 
is called one common d^, so turning oonpletely around polarwise is called one 
polar day. 

According to modern astroncaiErs, the earth does not thus turn ccxipletely 
over polarwise; but after moving 3 or 4 degrees, it starts to swing back, ac¬ 
cording to known lews, which causes it thus to wdbble. 

As the time involved to observe this swinging back was so great, some 
Astrologers concluded this polarwise motion continued uniformly on around the 
circle, so they based the larger periods of duration on this false Polar Day of 
2,592,000 years. 

It is asserted that the days of creaticn msitioned in the Bible actually 
refer to these PcxLar D^^s of ininense durartricn. 

The Polar Day was known to the Egyptian Masters, and its duration was in¬ 
corporated in the Great Pyramid of Giz^. But just because the amount of aver¬ 
age movement of the earth Polarwise was included in this monument, does not 
wamant i:s in oenduding that they believed the earth oonpletely to turn over, 
as this movement over a few degrees, even thou^ it swings back, is actually 
cue of the most important astxoncndcal movements, having a profound effect vpon 
the climate and other matters car the earth. 

And it is this average novement of 1 degree in 7200 years which the Great 
Pyramid records. 

It was the Ancient Astrolo^rs' knowledge of the preoessiesr of the equin¬ 
oxes that constrained them to divide the Zodiakol Circle into 30 degrees. And 
they knew the exact annual amount of preoessicn down to the fracticn of a 
minute. 

Nor did they have "to wait 1800 years for the mind of Newton to explain the 
physical cause." 
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However, if Newton did explain it, his explanation does not appear an the 
bock titled "Marvels and I^teries of Science," — a title that should be changed 

to the Marvels and I^steries of the Universe. 

Ihere are no marvels and nysteries about "science". So-called scientists 

are strong on throwing bouquets at thenselves. 

In 4,588 B.C., the Sun entered the zodiakol sign of Taurus, the B\^l; and 
for 2,156.67 years the Bull was the object of veneration. Bie Bull, in turn 
was sucoeedec by Aries, the Ram, vhen the Sun entered that sigp in 2,432 B.C. 

And here we discover the origin of the Lamb of God (Jn. 1:29). 

From 2,432 B.C. until 276 B.C. the Ram, or "Lanb of God," becane Ihe ob¬ 
ject of adoration when, in its turn, it opened the equinox for 2,156.67 years, 
'4:0 (Oliver the world from the wintry reign of cold, barrenness and darkness," 
as the ancient nations termed it in their annual celebrations. 

During those centuries, ihe people living north of the Equator called 
Aries "The Lanb of the Sun God which taketh aMay the evils of the world" (Jn. 

1:29). 

The annual "birth of the Sun" was widely oelebrmted, for 2,156.67 years, 
by all ancient nations ncrih of the Equator on that day, which d^ has now 
corns to be the 25th of Decenber, the birthd^ of the gospel Jesus, and so well 
comnErcialized that it constrains the foolish people of the U.S.A. to squander 

millions of dollars each year. 

Known By Iheir Fruits 

If primitive man were an ape or a troglocfyte, or the Stone Age creature 
pictured by science, or the superstitious heathen as claimed by the Mother 
Church, hew could the builders of the Great Pyramid in prehistoric d^s have 
known enou^ even to nake and handle the tools, machines and ei^edients indis¬ 
pensable in the construction of an edifice so enormous in dimensions, so mas¬ 
sive in its materials, so exalted in its heists, and so perfect in its work¬ 
manship, that unto this d^ it stands without a known rival on earth? 

How could such primitive, ignorant, unlettered men have knewn the spherity, 

rotation, diameter, density, latitudes, poles, land distributiens and tempera¬ 

tures of the earth, or its astroncnical relations? 

How oDuld such primitive man have solved the problem of squaring the cir¬ 

cle, or determining the four cardinal points? 

How could -they know of the grand precessional cycle, the length of its 
duration, the number of d^s in the-true year, the mean distanoe of the sun 
from the earth, and the exact positLcn of the stars vdien the Great Fyremid was 

built? 

Hew could they devise a standard system of weights and measures, so evenly 
fitted to each other, so beneficently conformed to the common wants of man, and 

so perfectly harmonized with all the facts of Nature? 

How oould they know how to put all these things on record in one single 
structure of stone, without one verbal or pictorial inscripticjn, yet prexsf 
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against all the ravages and changes of time, 
and capable of being read and understood dcwn 
to the very end of the world? 

Yet all these things these Ancient Astro¬ 
logers did, and did know, and proved it by 
their work. 

There stands that amazing knowledge re¬ 
corded in solid stcne and displayed to the eyes 
of the world, challenging the scrutiny of all 
the ejqjerts and scientists on the earth. 

Scholars, scientists, religionists, evol- 
utiaiists,—they may sneer, but th^ cannot 
lau^ down this mi^ty piece of nesonry, nor 
scoff its angles, proportions, measures, nature 
references, and cosmic correspondence which its 
builders gave it. 

There they stand in all their speaking sigiificance, stubborn and invin¬ 
cible beyond all the power of modem iran to sippress them. 

Nothing can blot out that amazing record. And it is written in stone and 
true astral dignity of the Ancient Astrologers, fashioned in the image and like¬ 
ness of the Universe, and illumined and inpelled of the Living Fire to make this 
memorial of man’s sacred possessions, ere they should finally be lost amidst the 
continuous deterioration, degeneration, debauchery, and corruption of humanity. 

It is a record whose antiquity none can dispute, whose authenticity none 
can corrupt, and whose secrets ncne can construe without the Key of the Ancient 
Astrologers. 

And that Key is contained in the Ancient Tarot. 

UNSOLVro MYSTERIES 

This is the modem agp of steel and cement, believed by many to be the end 
of progression in that direction. 

And here appears a baffling problem connected with the cement used by the 
Masters in building the Great Pyramid. 

That cement could be reduced to the consistency of paint, and yet made to 
hold for centuries with such tenacity, that the rocks break rather than the 

joint. 

Chemists can analyze it, but no scientist can produce it. Modem science 
is not so modem. 

Another nystery as great relates to the drills and saws used to cut the 
granite blocks. 

Among the reasons vhy the Coffer or lidless Chest in the Great Pyramid is 
a veritable miracle in stone, and the profoundest single object in the world, 
are the spiral markings of the drill used to hollow out its interior. 
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To drill out granite thus, as a carpenter bones out wood, requires not 
only a drill of extreme hardness and foulness, but a machine permitting over¬ 
head pressure ranging from cne to two tens. 

That the scientists who bijilt the Gread Pyramid had and used such drills 
is a fact established by the evidence of the character of the work done. For 
in no other way could be mde the spiral markings as they appear in that solid 
granite Coffer. 

And every ^fasQn knows vdiat that Coffer is, what it means, and for what it 
was used. 

And here is more evidence to indicate that the ancient engineers used sone 
form of atomic energy in their work. 

Evidence also appears that the mechanics operated bronze sa«7s having hard¬ 
ened teeth, set with sapphires. In other instances, the cutting edges must 
have been set with diamonds. 

But this is just a mere fragment of the whole truth—only the faintest ray 
of li^t on a nystery that the world would be glad to unravel if it could. Its 
ejqjlanation would undoubtedly disclose more valuable secrets. 

The press of August 20, 1936, described a subway system, used by the Ast¬ 
rologers ten thousand years ago, which passes beneath the causeway extending 
between the second pyramid and the Sphinx, "carved thru hard sand stene, (and) 
about eight feet in hei^t," said the account, which added: 

"The causeway is more than 70 feet wide (and) rthe central division was a 
covered road, dewn which the priests marched cn ceremonial occasions." 

In the center of the subway is a deep shaft that ends in a large rocm, in 
the center of which is another shaft that desceneJs to and ends in a roeny ccurt, 
flanked with seven side chambers, some of which cxsntain huge sarcophagi of 
basalt and granite. 

In one of the seven rocras is a third shaft extending to a side chamber. 

Total depths of the three shafts is more than 125 feet. 

Modem engineers assert that these giant structures, cut in solid stone, 
are strong evidence to shew that the ancient engineers used some form of atomic 
energy, and were so cautious about their secret that they were carefiil to leave 
behind no trace of their devices and mechanisms. 

To support this assertion they cite the case of Jehn W. Keely who aston¬ 
ished a groip of men in 1888 when he gave a demenstratien of his machine powered 
by atende energy. 

In 18 minutes he cut a tunnel in hard gold-bearing quartz that was 18 feet 
long and 4% feet in diameter. He refused to divulge his secret, and later des- 
treyed his machine and his secret died with him. 

It is well to add some information here unknewn to the modem world. After 
Christianity was established in the 4th century, the Reman amy, headed by Cath¬ 
olic Priests, gathered two ship-loads of these ancients machines and devices, 
carried them out into the Mediterranean sea and sank them. 
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That is the reason why there was not found any trace of these medianisms. 

Bock Of The Dead 

For almost 3500 years no human voice disturbed the Mostly silence of the 
interior of the Great Pyramid, after the despots had assassinated the Masters 
vdio were unable to esc^)e. 

In all those centuries no eye beheld by the li^t of a torch its hidden 
passages and chambers. For in all those cxjnturies no one was able to discover 
the entrmce, so perfectly had the builders fitted the hin^d, limestone door 
that swung irward at the bottcm, and with no great effort. 

It is doubtful whether it had ever been discovered without the aid of the 
data contained in the Egyptian "Bock of the Dead." 

The Great Pyramid's chronology is based ipcn the preoessional cycle of 
25,920 years. This cycle of time began 7,100 years before the dcys of the bib¬ 
lical Adam. 

The Pyramid's system of astroncmical science is so profound, ccnprehensive 
and purposeful, as to transcend anything that the mind of modem man'may devise. 

Some scholars think the Pyramid was built in some past Aijuarian Age by 
Astrologers who possessed the science that envied them to solve the mysteries 
of Creation, and who sou^t to preserve that knowledge by concealing it in sym¬ 
bols that constitute measured revelations, or revelations thru measurements. 

The earth entered the Cycle of Ajuarius in 1881. It takes the earth 2160 
years in its great circuit to pass thru the range of a Constellation of the 
ZodLakos, of which there are twelve. 

The previous Aquarian age ended 25,950 years ago. If the Great Pyramid was 

not built then, the next preceeding Aquarian Age extends back almost 26,000 
more years, or about 52,000 years from now. 

And that is the age some scholars have fixed as the time when the Great 

Pyramid was built. 

Pyramidal Facts 

The Great Pyramid is the most accurately orientated structure on earth 
today. It varies only five seconds from the true north and south position; 
and even this sli^it variation, engineers believe, has resulted from a shifting 
of the earth's surface since the structure was bihlt. 

The pyramid engineers divided the Circle into 360 degrees, and we have 
copied their system because we were not able to improve on it. They used the 
"pyramidal inch" because it was the equivalent to a primitive Diameter Inch. 
This was the unit of measurement adopted by the Hebrews. 

As we ^proach the interior of the structure with a tape measure of Polar 
Inches or British Inches, it begins to speak in its sign language of "revela¬ 
tions throu^ measurements," disclosing the story of past agss before it was 
built, of the days vhen it was buLlt, and of the ages yet to come. 
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It is said that modem engineers are unable to construct geometrically a 
square equal in area to a given circle. But the Antechamber of the Great Pyra¬ 
mid shows that its builders squared the circle. 

A circle whose circumference equals the number of days in the year can be 
"rolled" from -die center of the Antechamber to the end-wall of the King's Cham¬ 
ber, exactly 365.242 pyramid inches. 

The squaring of the circle is related, then, to the "rolling of a circle 
on a line or flat plane." 

A circle rolled one-eighih of its circumference to the right and left of 
a center line, defines the exact shape of the Apex or chief comer and head¬ 
stone, and the full form of 1he Great Pyramid (Ps. 118:22; Mat. 21:42- Mk 12- 
10; Lu. 20:17; Acts 4:11). 

Certain lines of neasurement in the Great Pyramid reveal the true solar 
year of 365.242 days, and the sidereal year by the measurements of 36,525.6 
inches. 

Science has found that certain measurements of the Great pyramid represent 
the solar cycle and also the difference between the solar, sidereal, and orbits 
years, Hiereby resulting in neasurements that give the average distance of the 
.sun from the earth, the earth's surface displacements, and the displacements of 
the earth's orbit. 

The ancient men who did that are the ancient men whom the chuirdi has found 
mucih pleasure in referring to as "superstitious heathens", then destroyed their 
scrolls in order to hide the facets and truth firm the world. 

The "measured revelations" of the Great Pyramid shc>/ that its engineers 
not only knew the distance of the eaih frcm the sun, but the length of the 
solar year to the exact fraciion,. the length of -the sidereal year, and the pos¬ 
ition of the pole star, the weight and rotundity of the earth, the length of 

the earth's axis, the parallels of latitucte, that the earth revolves around the 
sun, and numerous ether scientifically known and ctemcnstrable facts which sci¬ 
entists have discovered only within the last -two centuries. 

The Greeks, presented in the encyclcpedias by the church as being so wise, 
estimated in 500 B.C. that the distance of the sun frcmi the earth was approxi¬ 
mately ten miles. They later raised it to 2000 miles. Finally, they fixed the 
distance at 2,500,000 miles. 

At the clc^se of the 16th century, Kepler increased the figure to 36,000,000 
miles. 

It was not until 1908 that modem science, after a ctecade of stuefy, fixed 
the "average distance of the earth from the sun at ^proximately 92,900,000 
miles". 

IGxjwii^ the results of noctem man's Icng struggle with this vast problem, 
it is ama2dng to leam that thousands of years ago, the Great Architect who 
si^rvLsed the balding of the Great Pyramid, built into its base the plans 
which give the distance of the earth from the sun as 92,996,085 miles. 

Dr. P. Lowell said: "The Great Pyramid was a grand ebservatory, the most 
superb one ever ereerted. 
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"The Grand Gallery’s floor exactly includes every possible ccsition of the 
Sun's shadow at noon from the year's beginning to its end. 

thus reach the remarkable result that the gallery was a gigantic gno¬ 
mon or sindial, telling not only like an ordinary sundial, the hour of the da/, 
but an a more iirpressive scale, the seasons of the year" (Precision of the 
Pyramids, p. 90). 

The facts appear to show that the Great Pyramid, built more than fifty 
thousand yeare ago- sone fcr1y-five thousand years before God had created the 
earth according to the Bible, represents not oily a civilization that had no 
infancy known to us, and whose work and art are so vastly stperior to all that 
foUcwed, but ^ewise a langu^ so perfec± in termnology as to permit tech¬ 
nical calculations, exact specific:ations and explanatory i^istructions positiv¬ 
ely indispensable to a task as tremendous, ctifficult and artistic as 1he Great 
Pyramid. 

The evidence unearthed shows that the Great Pyramid anticipated by thou¬ 
sands of years all the natural lara of "gravitational" astronomy that have been 
discovered and advanced by Kepler, Newton, Laplace, Einstein, and all the other 
modem scientists. 

It required the discoveries of irodern science to teach us these things, 
and to reveal scans of the wcnderful wisdom that was lost to the world, when the 
church burned the ancient libraries and scrolls in order to plunge the people 
of the Roman Empire into darkness. 

Simply as an archiTectural achievement, this Pillar of Stcne (Isa. 19:19, 
20), has held its high place at the head of the list of "The Seven WbncJers of 
tte World." And uncter the studies of the engineers, astronomers, mathematic¬ 
ians, E©ptologists and Divines, it has recently come to assume a characrter 
vastly more remarkable. 

Facts and coincidences so numerous and extraordinary have been evolved 
which the imost sober philosophic minds have been startled by them. 

For it would verily seem that it were about to prove to be a Key to the 

IMverse itself—a synt>ol of the profcundest facts of sdenoe, truths of philo¬ 
sophy, and of all the past and future history of himanity. At least, many ccm- 
petent scholars have been constrained so to regard it, after the most thorou^ 
sifting that the ^pliances of science have been able to give it. 

This information comes as quite a humiliating blow to the egotistical 
scientists who have believed that we, in this civilization, stand at the very 
peak of human development and knowledgje. 

As we continue to advance, we are able to discern the footsteps of these 
Ancient Masters vjho trod the Path of Ld^t Icng agps before us; and we are 
learning that they were then familiar with all the mysteries of the Uhiverse 
which science has discovered in the last five hundred years. 

We praise the discoveries of Ctopemicus, Galileo, Kepler, Newton and La¬ 
place, and many other highly endowed men of the last few centuries, and we 
praise them none too highly when we p^ glowing tribute to their grand work. 

But as we progress and learn more, we can see that the Geocentric and 
Heliocentric Systems of Astrology and Astronomy were known to the Ancient 
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Jfesters hundreds of thousands of years ag3. 

And still nodem works on these subjects allege that "the older system of 

astrolosr had as its foundation Hie supposition that the Earth was the center of 
the Cosmos, and that the mi^ty boiies of the filed stars, no less than those of 
the system now known as the Solar System, moved around Hie Earth as thou^ it 
were their stationary and governing center" (Ifeliocentric Astrology, by Yarmo 
Vedra, p. 10). 

That statenent is untrue and absurd. 

After it had burned the ancient libraries and ancient scrolls, then the Mother 

Church instituted the postulate that the Earth is the very center of the universe, 
and the sun and all other celestial bodies revolved around it. 

When Copernicus revealed that the Earth revolves round the Sun, hilarious 
^rties were held by the church to discredit him, in which the reveling Christ¬ 
ian famtics would pretend they were too dizzy to walk upri^t — for who could 
keep his balance on a revolving Earth? 

Chapter II 

ATOMOLOGY 

When modem science succeeded in cracking the atom, it was surprised to find 

that Atons, long considered as the ultinate of ffatter, are actually constituted 
of whirling Sparks of Astral Li^t, living Fire. 

Then science promptly boasted that, in this achievement, it had gene deeper 
into ^fette^ and advanced farther in the realm of the unknown than nan had ever 
gme before. 

Archeologists have discovered that more than fifty thousand years aga the 

rasters had a perfect system of symbols, similar to the biblical symbols, for 
vhat modern science terms "nuclear fission." 

For almost two millennia, scholars have tried to interpret these symbols, and 
failed because their knowledge was insufficient for the task. 

Before science uncovered the secret of the Atomic Bomb, we coiie first to the 
greatly ridiculed postulate of Hie ancient alchemists re^rHing the Transmutation 
of ^fetals — a theory long scoffed by scientists. 

With the discovery of "nuclear fission,' gold money suddenly went out of cir¬ 
culation by act of the National Congress, and it even became illegal, under the 
new law, for cne to possess gold money. 

Only these atomic scientists knew the reason why. They had discovered, with 
profound surprise, that the ancient alchemists' alle^ticmi as to the Tbansmutation 
of ffetals vas not so silly as modem scimee had believed. 
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When these shocked atcsidc scientists discovered that the Ti’ansinirtation of 
tfetal is a fact, they hastily notified the President of the United States, Eranklii 
D. Roosevelt, — and that is the reason why gold went out of lawful circulation. 

Gold will remain out of circulation only so long as this knowledge endures. 
Ihat will be of brief duration. A few centuries maybe. Then the secret will 

again be lost. 

It is said that the Egyptian Tarot contained in symbolism the secret of 
nuclear fission, and even stated the kind of netail required, — radium, synibol- 
izBd by the planet Uranus. 

The feat is perfcammed by tremerdous electric voltage. The Aicient Masters 
knew hew to do it, and they did it. 

And fLirthermore, these Iteters knew what occurs within the atem to cause 
it to break i?) or disintegrate. They understood the inderlying principle. 

like all great achievements, the most puzzling prcblems beccne sinple vhen 
the basic principle is understood. Even the ailments of nan. 

That is the reasoi why a certain doctor, in 1944, was silenced. He died sud¬ 
denly in jail of "heart attack." He paid with his life for getting too far ahead 
of medical art. 

That is the common practice, and extends back into the dim past. Ye know 
nothing at all, nor consider that it is expedient for us (doctors), that one 
nan should perish in order to save medical art (,^i. 11:50, 51). 

Thai the deceived, ndnd-ccntroUed masses ask the I'festers don't come out 
in public and teach the nysteries of Life. 

History constantly repeats itself because hunan nature never changps. 

As we study the synbolism of the Axiient Masters, finally destro^ in the 
4th, 5th and 6th centuries by the Mother Church, we are amazed to see the wealth 
of knowled^ they possessed. 

In faking a certain degree in the Ancient Ifysteries, the lips of the neo¬ 
phyte were li^tly touched with a live coal of fire, the interpretation of which 
is: In due time the nesses of the earth will be scorched by a tjerrific conflag¬ 
ration of their own making. 

It seems the answer to that one has appeared — the Atomic Baiib. 

Every Mason should know, but they do not, that the living Fire is symbolized 
by "the strong grip of the Lion's Paw" that "raised" (energized) Grand Ifeeter 
Hiram Abiff (History of Freenasonry, p. 181). 

The living Fire is symbolized by leo in the Zodiakos. 

Also, that the synbolical "den of lions" into which it is claimed the "early 
Christians" were thrown, is pure allegpry. 

As they understood life, evolution, cosmic law and human nature, the Masters 
knew aiproxinately viiat the condition of the earth would be now. 
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While the earth is constantly changing, as Hotena shows in Cosmic Creation, 
certain factors and principles remain the same. 

The Masters knew that human nature never changes. What non has always dene, 
he will alvays do. He would work his own destruction in the future just as he 
has done in the past. And the Iksters even knew by vdiat neans this would occur. 
So they wisely deferred the fatal event as long as they could by concealing the 
secret from the masses and despots. 

Now, read history a^in, and learn how ancient civili2ations have disappear¬ 
ed, and left behind no trace to esqilain the reason why. 

Modem man, in his deceptive "progress," is approaching the final stage. 
Already his latest discoveries have filled him with terror. He has cone too 
close to the Infinite Power of the Lhiverse. Not the church God, but the 
ML^ty Atom. 

As nan envisages the dangers of his new discovery, he is horrified by what 

he has fomd. He has been tau^t by the church to lock to a God in the sky and 
trenble at the thou^t of the approach of the Last Judgnent, and now he finds 
that the Omnipotent Aton is the Master of the Lhiverse. 

With this knowledge before us, we learn the reason why the Masters so care¬ 
fully concealed cosmic secrets from the unscrupulous despots, and the unreliable 
and irresponsible nnjltitude. 

To understand the Science of Man, we must know the secrets of the Lhiverse. 
And to knew these secrets puts into man's hands a power to great for any but the 
tried and tested Initiates. 

The Masters understood the Science of Man because they knew the secrets of 
the Astral World. In their scrolls they cfescribed the Science of Man in symbols 
and parables, fable and fiction, in order to preserve it for the race, and to 
conceal it frem those unworthy to have it. 

Land of Darkness 

The great Land of li^t and learning becomes the Land of Darkness. 

One writer s^s, "Why Egypt was called the 'Land of Darkness' is difficult 
to understand. There are many lands on earth that at one tine rose to great 
heists, and then sank to a very lew level; but nene of these is coramcnly re¬ 
ferred to as the 'Land of Darkness.' " — Symbolic Prophecy of the Great Pyramid. 

There is a story back of this that the tfother Church has tried hard to keep 
cmcealed from her dupes and slaves. 

Whm the facts are knewn, the answer is easy to find. LLvingstene had the 
answer in his work, "Book of David," under the subhead "The Constantine Bible" 
(p. 140). 

He knew who founded the Roman Catholic Church, why it was established, and 
who directed the task of conpLling the bock called "Word of fed." 

When Constantine "the Great" had gained the throne of the nd^ty Caesars, 
like most other despots, he craved more power. 
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Ife was ncrtivated by the vain ambition to have the exclusive religious power 
of the vorld. He would go to the seat of the religion which ruled most of the 
subjects of his vast realm, inport that religion to Rone, revise and alter it 
to serve his purpose, invent a popular nane for his new religion, and then con¬ 
ceal his fradulent work by sending out hiis army to demolish the ancient temples 
and to collect and destroy all the ancient scrolls that could be found. 

To make his work the more secure, effective, and complete, he would murder 
■the Masters of -the ancient religion, and ‘then discredit them and disgrace -their 
country by stigmatizing it, "Land of Darkness." 

When -this Raman despot and his successors had finished -their nefarious cte- 
signs, -the grand Land of Li^t and Learning was actually transformed into a 
"Land of Ehrkness." Its temples were demolished, i-ts scrolls were des-trcyed, 
and -two shiploads of its precious instrumen-ts and equipment were dimped into 
the sea. 

It was the most astounding crime ever camma-tted against humani-ty in all 

the known history of -the world; and i-ts ccnsequences and reactions were so broad 
and vast, -that it plunged -the RoTian Bipire into a state of intellectual darkness 
■that is still in evidence in Europe and America. 

For -this "good work", Constantine, -the murdered, was -the first person to 
be elevated to the plaie of "Saint" by -the blitting ins-ti-tution which that 
"gocxi work" created. 

Out of that darkness and desolation has come all the history of ancient 
days -that the Christian world has had until the last two cen-turies. 

When it became less dangerous to do so, archeologists began to salvage 
from -the ruins of -the "Land of Darkness" some precious fragments of the Lost 
Wisdom of the Ancient Masters. 

Facts Sippressed 

Die actual facts of -this crime have been suppressed as much as possible by 

the Lfother Church. 

Die Science of Cosmogony, An-thropc3dogy and Biology of -the Vtorld before -the 
Flood, brxau^t to Egypt by Enoch, Se-th, Noah and Shem, and preserved fron loss 
and des-tructicmi in the Great PyrHmdd, remained unknown to -the modem world until 
■the 19th century, thanks to the Mother Church. 

Our scientists, philosophers and theologians, reared and schooled in the 
intellecotual darkness created by the "good work" of Constantine and his succes- 
SOTB, have known so little about the basic sciences of the Lhiverse, that they 
were unable to decipher the ancient symbols and inscriptions cn the iranuments 
and temples of stone in Egypt. 

Had not the Wisdom of the World before the Flood been thus preserved, it 
had been forever lost, fcfe would have practically no alternative but to believe 
as true the baseless clainB of the religicnists, scientists, and evolutionists, 
that modem man stands at the peak of human development and progress. 

A oentuiy ago scholars said, -that "the more the subjects of ancient Egypt¬ 
ian mythology and syirbology were studied, the less they knew about them." 
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The reason of this is clear. That n^rthology and symbology related to Cos¬ 
mogony, Anthropology and Biology, whereas we had been led to believe by the 
church that it dealt with actual gods and saviors. 

Eeoent discoveries of the researchers into Egypt's ruins began in 1858, 
and have unearthed a m^s of startling knowledge, concealed fcjr sixteen hundred 
years in the stran^ hieroglyphs cn the ancient tablets and stone maiunents, 
which no one could interpret because the Key was lost. 

The Rosetta Stone 

When Archbishop Chrysostcsn, in the middle of ihe 5th century A. D., nade 
the boastful statenent that — 

"Every trace of the old philosophy and literature of the ancient world 
has vanished from the faoe of the earth," 

and that the Papacy, as — 

"The ^ost of the Roman Enpire, sat crowned on the gr^ve thereof," 

it appeared that man was lost in a world of darkness out of which he would 
never be able to work his w^ to the li^t, if the church could prevent it. 

A character in a modem drans nade the observation that, "Money is nade 
in the dark." 

Christianity was bom in the dark and lives and thrives on darkness. 

One author said, "We can easily forgive a child who is afraid of the dark. 
The real tragedy of life is when religion is afraid of the ligiit." 

The symbology and ^^gory of the Bible, neaning little to the laity and 
lying far beyond the ability of the preacher to interpret, seemed like they 
would never give up their secrets to the world. 

All this was suddenly chan^d in 1799 by the shovel of a trench-digrer that 
unexpectedly struck the Rosetta Stole in the soil of the Nile delta. 

For ^t shovel struck a fatal blew a^inst the Msther Church at the very 
close or lTie Ifl+h rpn-hiw 

sible^i^^' ^ Rosetta Stoie, Napoleon wisely saw its pos- 

^ It may be that, ferr direct cultural value to all races daidnated by Christ- 
i^ty, no event, ba^e nor refornation in human history surpasses that single 
discovery of an entablatured rock. y v ^ suigr.e 

rapi^y proving the of retributicn, the instrunent of 
Nemesis a religious system promoted by darkness, fostered by 

Ignorance, and sipported by superstition, ^ 

tor, opens up the vast treasure-house of ancient Egypt- 
presents -die full and incontestable evidence of Chris^^ 
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That literature sillies the missing link in the body of conparative relig¬ 
ious stridy which proves beyond all cavil that Christiffliity is not the first 
pure, divine release of the cue "true religion," but cnly a badly nangled copy 
and mutilated form of ancient Egyptian drama. 

In the year 195 B. C. the Egyptian Masters erected this stcne in honor of 
Ptoleny V. Epiphanes. It is feet laig, 2*5 feet wide, nearly a foot thick, 
and carved into its surface was an inscripticn, duplicated in three langua^s, 
in the Greek, in the Egyptian Hieroglyphics, and in the coirmcn Egyptian tcngue. 

But for the discovery of that stme, the history of ancient Egypt mi^t 
still be buried in the ruins of its towns and tenples, demolished by the Kcaran 
Amy under the leadership of Eonan Chtholic Priests, as they reduced the Land 
of Li^t and Learning to the "Land of Efarkness." 

By conpaiing the Greek translation of the stcne with the Egyptian, the 
French scholar M. ChanpoUicn, in 1822, was able to discover the Key to the 
fundamental principles of the ancient Egyptian Hiero^yphics, and to begin, 
for the first time in modem histcty, a decipherment of the nysterious, Icng- 
dead, tnkncwn language of Seth, Enoch, Noah and Shem. 

And so, the lost histcry of Ancient Egypt begpn to unfold before the 
staring eyes of the startled world. 

Chanpollion’s labors released the Ancient Voice which Qirysostcm had believed 
was silenced forever, and which Voice refuted witii a withering ne^tive practic¬ 
ally every cue of Christianity's historical ciaims. 

Ihe startling story told by the stcne anazed the world and shocked the 

Mother Church. 

Ihe church authorities always rush in and take possession of all ancient 
scrolls that nay be discovered, in orcfer to keep their true nessagss frcm the 
masses. But the Rosetta Stcne escaped them. 

The cryptic literature of ancient Egypt, sealed in silence by the Church 
Fathers when Christianity was being built, be^n to haunt the Church like a 

taunting specter, and stalked forth lik- a living ^Tost out of a dark tcnb, to 
pcoint its bony finger of accusation at a system that has far too long lived in 
darkness and waxed fat cn igncorance. 

For that literature, out of cblivion, new rises ip to proclaim the true 
source of every dogma and dextrine of Christianity eis being E©^iai, the pro¬ 
duct and heritage csf a remote antiquity. 

After the discovery of the Kosetta Stcne cane the translation of the 
Egyptian — 

1. Book of the Lead 
2. The Pyramid Ttexts 
3. The Bock of Thoth (Tbrot) 

vdiich laid epen to the world the irrefutable data vdiich showed that, far from 
being the First Gleam of Li^t in a world said to have previously been benighted 
in heathenish darkness, Christianity was cnly a poor, crippled orphan, appear¬ 
ing witheut the evidence of its true parentage and sadly belying in its external 
form, the semblance of its ancjestrul lineage. 
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■Die precioiiS scrolls of ancient Egypt new unroll the sagas of wisdom which 
announce the inexorable truth, that not one single doctrine, rite, tenet or usage 
in Christianity was a new contribution to world religion; but that every article 
and particle of that system was and is a disfigured copy of ancient Egyptian 
nythology, symbology and allegory. 

Christianity, it proclaims, not cnly failed to register one single advance 
in any line of wisdon, but deplorably vitiated and disfigured the beautiful 
structure of Oosmogeny, Astrology, Anthropology and Biology which it igiorantly 
adopted and wretchedly purveyed as its own alleged new creation. 

The Mostly shadow that pursued Christianity with the seiriblance of external 
similarity for sixteen hundred years, now resolves into the substance of verifi¬ 
able proof of original identity. 

The entire boc^ of Christianism is now seen to be nothing more than crudely 
revanped and horribly mutilated Egyptianism. 

The ancient parentage which it strove so desperately to hide and deny, and 
the narks of which it so sedulously endeavored to obliterate in the early days 
of its existence, now rise up from tlie dead past out of that "Land of Ccrkness" 
to charge its ungenerous offspring with faithlessness and deceit. 

The Christian Bible, the creation legend, descent into and exodus fran Egypt 
of the "Children of Israel," the arfc and flood allegory, the "history of the Is¬ 
raelites," Hebrew prophecy and poetry, the gospels and epistles, are all now 
proven to have been the transmission of Egypt's scrolls into the hands of later 
generations, which knew neither their origin nor their falhcmless meanings. 

Long after Egypt’s voice, ejpressed thru the inscribed hieroglyphics, was 
hushed in silence, the perpetual relics of Hamitic wisdon fresn the World before 
the Flood, with their cryptic message utterly lost, were dragged forth and pre¬ 
sented to the world by parties of ignorant zealots as a new body of facts and 
truths. 

Egypt's "Christ" was not an actual man. It had been equally fatal to Christ¬ 
ianity had he been. 

The fact of his synbolisra now rises out of the past which the Church Fathers 
thou^t they had sealed in cblivion forever, to strike the death-knell of a false 
and spurious religion. 

The "gospel life" of the Christian Jesus is nothing more than the garbled, 
distorted, fragmentary copy of an Egyptian prototype who existed only as a S3rnbol, 
a purely dramatic figure, portraying the nature of life and the Constitution of 
Man. 

With this single revelation of lost truth, the structure of historical 
Christianity crumbled into ruins. 

So long as the voice of ancient Egypt's wisdon was hushed in silence, so long 
as the Egyptian symbols could not be nade to speak, the pious imposture of the 
Church Fathers could continue unchallenged. 

The Itosetta Stene and Chanpollion's remarkable work in deciphering its cryp¬ 
tic hieroglyphics, reveal in ancient Egypt's wisdon the ancient origin and loig- 
denied parentage of Christianity. 
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Christianity can no longer support its claims in the face of contradictory 
evidence which, with the release of Egypt's hidden wisdom, the recovery of the 
lost language of synfcolism in which all ancient scrolls are written, and the re¬ 
covery of the buried esoteric meaning of all ancient religion, has increased in 
volume from hillock to mountain size. 

Qiapter HI 

LAND OF MfSIEFY 

Why has the Christian world called Africa the E&ik Continent and Egypt the 
Land of Darkness? 

There is "nethod in this nadiess." It has been dene to turrr the world 
against and away from that region vrfiidi contains the ancient secrets of Cosmogqny, 
Anthropology and Biology which the church has tried to hide from a deceived world. 

The Ancient itasters of Egypt had said, "As above, so below." As the ifecro- 
cosm, so the Microcosm. 

While the strangle system of Seth, Enoch, Noah and Shem renained a nystery 
until the last century, after a hundred years of study which revealed almost no¬ 
thing, that system has begun to give up startling infbnration, and to describe 
things so peculiar to us, that there is much we do not yet know about it. 

When we search thru histories and encyclopedias for data on these things, 
we find little but falsehoods and deception that have been prepared for us by 
the church. 

These histories and encyclopedias, rigidly censored by the church, assert 
that the knowledge and inventicmi that made Egypt famous, were taken there by the 
Greeks. 

The facts being discovered reveal just the reverse to be true. 

It was in this "Land of Darkness" that Thales (640 B.C.), Pythagoras (582 
B.C.), and other great Greek philosophers acquired their education. The record 
shows that Pythagoras studies under the Egyptian Masters for 22 years; and still 
they did not teach- him all they knew. 

Few naticans ever received more from other countries than Greece received 
from Egypt; and noie appear to have been more tenacious of the pretense that all 
their attainments originated with thenselves. 

The Greeks said the Egyptian Masters had three systems of ejpressing their 
thou^ts. 

"The first was clear and sijiple, the second was syrtxalic and figvirative; and 
the third was scientific and hieroglyphic. The same tenrs assumed, at their 
will, either the literal, the symbolical, or the transcendental. Such was the 
gienius of their language" (Pike). 

Heraclitus indicated this difference when he desi^ated the language of 
the Egyptian Masters as speaking, signifying, and ooncealing. 
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In the theogcnic and oosmogcnic sciences, the Egyptian Iteters used the 
1±iird ne-thod in writing. Their hieroglyphics had -three corresponding and 
distinct neanings. The two latter could not be uncterstood without the Key. 

These Mas-bers alone possessed the Key to the cosmogonic, anthropologic 
and biologic sciences which are synbolically and allegorically nentioned in 
the Bible, but understood by no cne without the Key. 

The Christian clergy have never been abilfi to nake sense out of the sym¬ 
bology and allegory of the last bock of the Bible, because -they <teal not with 
gods and crucified saviors as tau^rt by the chiaich, but with certain psycho- 
bio-physiological processes of nan's body that are still beyond the ken of 
modem science. 

The student will find an interpretation of -that synbology and allegory 
in "Son of Perfection," by Ho-tema. 

Christian theologians are profoundly ignorant of the true neaning of -Oie 
symbols and allegories in the Bible. 

Sane authors assert -that Ihe first set-tiers of the Nile Valley concealed 

their past history from the world. That is errcneous. It was ctestrqyed by 
the church to conceal the source of its theology. 

The finer arts never attain perfection quickly. At all tines and in all 
lands they have passed thru a long line of crude attenpts and inperfect be¬ 
ginnings before they reached perfection. 

This is not so in the case of Egypt, In Egyptian art and science there 
is no -^ace of such a beginning. They burst ipcn us at cnoe in the full bloc«n 
of their hipest perfection, indicating clearly that -they must have been 
brou^t there from other regions by other races. 

As the despots who rule the world control its history, the nesses have 
li-ttle opportunity to learn vdiat the despots do, and vdiat they have done, to 
keep their siibjects and slaves in darkness and igioranoe. 

pie history bocks and encyclopedias are ncre cr less unreliable, as the 
material prepared for them must pass censors before being published. 

The modem stu^ of the science and philosophy of ancient Egypt really 
began with the publication in fell of the texts, both hieratic and hierogly¬ 
phic, of the Heliopolitan, Theban, and Saite Ifecessicns of the Egyptian "Book 
of the Dead," and of the cognate funeral texts, such as the "Bock of the Un¬ 
derworld," the "Book of Breathings," and "Bock of Transformtions," the 
"Lamentations," and the "Festival Son^ of Isis." 

Aid even here, the workers and writers, prejudioed by the theory of 
Evolution, and pressurized and intimidated by the Christian clergy, have 
sifliprsssed, deleted, distorted, and perverted nany facts which, if’truly and 
feUy laxjwn, would dem^sh and destroy the current dognas, doctrines, op¬ 
inions,' beliefs and fai-th, and disclose the terrible "skeleton in -the closet," 
which -the Mother Church has s-tmven for more -than sixteen hundred years to 
hide ftan -the eyes of -the world. 

Were it possible or practicable to -teach publicly -the ancient science of 
Cbsmogcny, Anthrcpology, Biology and Psychology, it would produce a New Age 
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and a New Race. Ihe Mather Qiurch would sink and iredical art would perish and 
vanish. 

The ruins of the Meters’ architecture in the "Land of Darkness" has 
been the school of nodem builders. From the wcnders of that land which ^e 
ravages of tine and the elements have spared, vie nay oonjecture with laason- 
able certainty as to vhat has been destrxyed. 

In Constantine's "Land of Darkness", there still proudly standing because 
its very gigantism made it invincible to all the wrath aid fury of Christian 
fanaticism to destrcy, is cneof the most amazing works that nen has ever pro¬ 
duced, so far as the world knows. 

It seens certain that the greatest wisdom of the world stood there, and 
was present in the desigfiation and construction of the "sigps and wcnders in 
the land of Egypt," and the placing of thm there by "the Great, the lii^ty 
God," sa57s the Bible (Jer. 32:18-20). 

Aid so, the church God gets great credit as an inaginary entity tiiat 
does nothing. 

The Great Pyramid is so huge and so unconquerable, that not even ‘.he 
Itonan Amy, led by the Raian priesthood, could biri^ it from its base. 

And that Temple of Stone in Constantine's "Land of Darkness," before 
vhich eminent engineers of the modem world stand in a^e and wcndement, was 

erected so far back in the dim past, that all record and memDry of its birth 
have been lost and destroyed. 

Of the vast aitiquity of Constantine's "Land of Darkness," that bril¬ 
liant Englishman, Winwood Reade, wrote: 

"Buried cities beneath our feet; the ground cn which we walk is thie 
piaveraent of a tonib. See the pyramids towering to the s]<y (Gen. 11:4), with 
men, like insects, crewling round their base; and the Sphinx, cxxiched in vast 
repose, with a ruined tenple beneath its giant paws. 

"Since those hugp mountains of stone were raised, the very heavens have 
changed. When the Ancient Masters began their work, there was another Polar 
Star in the northern sky, and the Southern Cross shone upon the Baltic shores. 

"How ^orious are the memories of these Aicoent Wise Men, whose names 
are long sinoe forgotten; for they lived and labored in the dim, distant, 
irniwritten past. Too great to be known, they sit on the hei^rts of the cen¬ 
turies and lock down on their fane. Their Wbrk is so perfect that it seems 
to have been directed by sane Master of the Ihiverse." 

That is a brief sketch of the Glory of fee Masters whom the Mether 
Church tau^t the modem world for sixteen hmdred years to believe ihat 
they were ncifeing more than superstitious, heathenish idolators. 

Ife who knows the facts and continues to sippcrt Christiaiity, is a 
traitor to his own consciencje and to fee human race. 
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HERMETIC MAGIC 

In ancient Egypt it was that Magic attained to the grade of oonpleticn 
as a cosmic science and was formulated as a perfect doctrine. 

As a suranary of all the dognas that detained in the ancient world, no¬ 
thing equals those few paragraphs graven cn precious stone by Herues, and 
dencOTinated the Emerald Table, in substance as follows: 

lA^ty of being and unity in harmony of all things, aocorxling to the 
ascending and descending scales; progressive and proportional evolvrtion of 

ihe Word J H V H (Four Elements); immutable law of equilibrium and graduated 
progress of universal analogies; correspondence between the idea and its ex¬ 
pression providing a measure of likeness between the Macrocosm and the Micro¬ 
cosm; essenti^ mathematics of fhe infinite, proven by the dinension of a 
single angle in the finite: all this is ejqpressed by the cne proposition, 
"that which is above is like that which is belcw, and that which is below is 

like that which is above, for the fulfilnEnt of the venders of the one thing." 

Hereunto was added by Hermes, the revealing and illuminating description 
of the Creative Agent, the Pantamorphic Fire, the cosmic medium of occult 
feroe, — in a word, the Astral LL^t which irodem science has recently dis¬ 
covered and calls Cosmic Radiation. 

Ihat was the God of the ancient world, and so stated in the Bible in 
these words: "For our God is a Consuming Fire" (Heb. 12:29). 

In this connection Eliphas Levi wrote: "Let us go further and affirm 
the existence of a Eire which abounds in iira^s and reflections. 

"Term it, if you will, a svperabundant Light which radiates, which 
spraks, which gpes back into itself. 
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"It is the- flaming courser of Li^t, or rather it is the cosmic ag^t 
that overcones and hresDcs in that astral steed. 

"Picture all as vested in flame and enblazcned with gold, oc think of 
him naked as love and bearing the arrows of Eros. 

"But if thy nEditaticn pzolcngeth itself, thou wilt conhine all these 
• •entlems under the cne form of the Lion. 

"Thereafter, when thing? are no larger visible, when the Vault of Hea¬ 
ven and the e}?)anse of the universe have dissolved, when the stars have 
ceased to shine and the Imap of the moor is veiled, when the earth trenhles 
and the li^tning pl^ around it, invcke'rbt the visible phanton of Nature's 
sail, for thou.must in nowise behold it until thy body has been purified by 
the Holy Fire. 

'When thcu dost behold the Sacred Fire with dancing radiance dflashing 
formless through the depths of the whole world, foen harken to the Voice of 
lire" (History of Magic,' p. 67). 

After calling Fire Astral ligirt, Levi continues: 

"Clairvcyant ecstasis is a voluntary contact of the Ego with the Ihiver¬ 
sa! Fire, or rather with that li^t, abounding in images, which radiates, • 
which speaks, and which circulates about all objects and every sphere of the 
universe. ... 

"Having attained the power of direct reading in the Li^t, the adept be¬ 
came a seer. Then, having established oomiimicatian between the light and 
his cwn will, he learned to direct the former, even as the head of an arrow 
is set in a certain direction. 

"He coinminicated at his pleasure to the Egp of others; he establi^ed 
intercourse at a distance with those follcw-adepts who were his peers; and, 
in filhe, he availed hinself of that force which is represented by the Celestial 
lion. 

"Hereih lies the esoteric meaning of those great Assyrian figures which 
hold vanquished lions in their arms. have discovered the secret of Ast¬ 
ral Lig)it. 

"The-Astral li^t is otherv/ise represented by gigantic sphinxes having 
the bodies of lions and the heads of Magi. 

"Considered as an instrument made subject of intellectual power, the 
Astral-Light is that Golden Sword vdrich Mithra used in his innolation of the 
sacred bull. And it is the anew of Phoebus which pierced the serpent 

lythcn" (Ibid). 

The Sun was regarded as the father of Astral Li^t and the mocn its 

mother. 

Ihe Li^rt emanates from the Sun and receives form and rhythmic movenent 
fron the influence of the Mocn, vhile the atmosphere is its receptacle and 
prisen. 

'The earth is the nurse," — that is to say, it is equilibrated and 
motivated by the internal heat of the earth. "It is the universal principle, 
the Telesma of the world." 
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HeniES explained in what nanner Astral li^t, which is also a force, can 
be applied as a lever, as a universal dissolvent, and as a fomative and 

coaguia±ive agent; how also Astral li^t must be extracted from the bodies 
in which it lies latent in orxter to imitate all the artifices of natural 
phenoirena by the aid of its diverse manifestations as fire, motion, radiant 
gas, scalding water, and finally igieous earth. 

According to legend, the Emerald Tablet was found by Alexander the Great 
in the tinb of Hemes, vdiere it was hidcten by the Masters of Egypt in the 
depths of the Great Fyrainid. It was supposed to have been written by Hemes 
on a large plate of emerald by means of a pointed diancnd (p. 79), 

Ihe old astranatiErs dedicated the Emerald to Ifercury; and Berthe lot says 
that this was in confomiily with the ideas of the Egyptian Ifasters, who clas¬ 
sed the EmeiBld and Sapphire in their list of metals. 

Ihe planet >fercury was the planet of Hermes, and it nay be that scjie 
nyihical cmnection was believed to exist between quicksilver and the prec¬ 
ious stcne. 

Certain other works attributed to Hemes, such as the Divine Pynander, 
Asclepius, MLne:wa of the World, etc., are generally re^rded as productions 
of the Alexandrian School. But they ccntain the Hermetic traditions which 
were preserved in theurgic sanctuaries. 

Ihe doctrines of Hemes can never be lost for those who pcDSsess the keys 
of the symbolism. 

Amidst all their ruins, wrou^t chiefly by the Mother Qiurch, the nonu- 
ments of Egypt are as so many scattered leaves which can be collected and 
the bock of those doctrines thus reccnstrixited entirely. In that vast bock, 
the capital letters are tenples and the sentences are cities, punctuated with 
the chelisks and the sphinx. 

The r^der will be surprised to learn that tiie physical division of 
Egypt was itself a magical synthesis, and the names of its provinces comes- 
pcnded to the ciphers of Ihe sacred numibers. 

The realm of Sesostris was divided into three parts. Of these, I4>per 
Egypt, of the Thebaid, was a type of the celestial world and the land of 
ecstasy. Lcwer Egypt was the symbol of the earth. Middle or Central Egypt 
was the land of science and of the higji initiation. 

And each of these divisions was siibcJivicted into ten provinces, called 
Homes, and was placed under the peuticular protection of a god. 

This ma* thirty gods, and they were groined by threes, giving symbol¬ 
ical expressicn in 1his manner to all possible ccnceptions of the Triad with¬ 
in ^e Itecad, or otherwise, to the_threefold material, philosophical and re¬ 
ligious significances of absolute icteas attached primitively to numibers. 

We -thus have the first triangle of Uhity, or the Number 1. The seccnd 
triad coriespcsicJs to the cJuad, or Number 2, and its reflection is the Six- 
pointed Star of Solcmcn; the triple triad, or the ccii?>lelE idea under each of 
Its three fornB; the triple quaternary, being the cyclic number of astral 
re\rolutians, and so onward. 
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The geography of Egypt ijnder Sesostris was therefore a pentacle or sym¬ 
bolical suuiiidiy of the entire nagical dogna originating with Zoroaster and 
rediscovered or formulated nore precisely by Hemes. 

In this manner, Egypt itself was a preat voluire or a scroll, and the 
instrvictiois contained therein were multiplied by translation into pictures, 
sculptures, architecture throu^ the length and breadth of the towns and in 
all the tenples. 

The very desert had its eternal teachingp, and its word of stone was set 
squarely on the foundation^ of the pyiemids. 

The pyramids themselves stood like boundaries of the human intellectual¬ 
ity, in the presence of vhich the colossal Sphinx meditated a^ after a^, 

being buried iq) by insensible degrees in the desert sand, until it and the 
Great Pyramid uere almost completely buried when the earliest Egyptians set¬ 
tled in the Nile Valley, says Hotema in "The Jfysterious Sphinx." 

Even in this day, its face, badly scarred hy the bigoted priesthood of 
the Mother Chxirch, still emerges from its sepulchre, as waiting ej^ctantly 
the signal for its conplete entonbment at the coming of a human voice reveal¬ 
ing to a new world the secret of the pyramids. 

From our standpoint, E^t is the cradle of science and wisdom, for it 
clothed with images the antique dogna of the first Zoroaster more exactly 
and more purely, if not more richly, than those of India. 

The Sacerdotal Art and the Koyal Art made adepts by initiation in Egypt, 
and stjch initiation was not restricted within the egotistic limLts of caste. 

A Jewish bondsman himself attained not oily initiation, but the rank of 
ndnister-in-chief, perhaps even of Grand Hierophant. For he espoused the 
dau^ter of an Egyptian priest, and there is evidence that the priesthood in 
that country tolerated no raLsallianoe. 

In Egypt, Joseph realized the drean of coimiunion. He established the 
priesthood and the state as sole proprietors, and thus sole arbiters of labor 
and wealth. In this way he abolished economic distress and transformed the 
whole of Egypt into a patriarchal family. 

It is a natter of historical knowledgja that Joseph's elevation was due 
to his skill in the interpretation of dreams, — an ancient science which 
even devout Christians now refuse to credit; yet they believe that the Bible, 
which narrates the wonderful divinations of Joseph, is the 'Vford of God." 
Just more Christian incscmsistency. 

The science of Joseph was that of the Chaldean Astrologers, and was 
based on a oonprehension of the natural analogies which sijbsist betwem the 
ideas and the images, or between the Word (J H V H) and its syntols. 

Joseph had been tau^t that vhen the Ego is imnersed by sleep in the 
Astral Li^t, it perceives the reflection of its most secret thou^ts and 
even of its presentiments. And he knew that the art of translating the Hier¬ 
oglyphics of sleep is the key of universal lucldLty, seeing that all intel- 
li^nt bein^ have stienge revelatiCTis in dreanB. 
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The basis of absolute hieroglyphical science was an alphabet in which 
cosmic principles were represented by letters, letters represented ideas, 

ideas were convertible into numbers, and numbers were perfect signs. Such 
was tile Hebrew alph^et, based on the hieroglyphical science of the Egyptians. 

This hieroglyphical alphatet, thus originated, was the great secret 
which was enshrined in the Jewish Kabalah. It was ori^mted in Egypt, and 
its Egyptian origin is conroentorated in the Sepher Yetzireh, in which it is 
referred to Abraham. 

Now, this Hebrew alphabet of 22 letters was formulated from the famous 
Bock of Thoth, and it was divined by Gbunt de Gebelin that it has been pre¬ 
served to cur own day in the form of the Tarot cards. 

Ihe record of the Tarot still exists among the drift and waste of Egypt¬ 

ian monuments and tenples, demolished by the agents of the Ibther Church. 

Even today part of the figures of the Tarot can be seen in the ruins of 
-the tenples of Thebes, capitol of Egypt in 2000 B.C., and especially cn an 
ancient ceiling of one of the halls of the palace of Midenit-Abou.- 

Its most curious, most complete key is found in the great work ai Egypt 
by Athanasius Kircher. It is a copy of an Isiac tablet which belonged to 
the celebrated Cardinal Bembo. 

This tablet is of copper with figures in enamel, and it has unfortunat¬ 
ely been destroyed or concealed by the Mother Church. 

Benibo divined that it contained the hieroglyphic key to the sacred al¬ 
phabets, but he was unable to develop the explanation- It was divided into 
three equal ccnpartments; above was the twelve houses of the astral realm, 
and below were the corresponding distributions of toil throu^out the year, 
vhilfi in the middle place were the 21 sacred sigis answering to the letters 
of the sacred alphabet. 

In the midst, making 22 characters in all, was seated a figure of the 
pantamoTEhic lYNX, emblem of Uhiversal Being or IJhiversal ftmd, and corres- 
pcaiding as such to the Hebrew Yod, or to that unique letter from which all 
other letters are formed. 

The lYNX was encircled by the Ophite Triad, answering to the Three Mother 
Letters of the Egyptian and Hebirew alphabets. 

On the ri^t were the ibimorphic and serapin triads; cn the left were 
these of Nepthys and Hecate, represmting the active and passive elements, 
fixed and volatile, fructifidng lire and ^neratdng Water, — two of the Four 
ElenEiTts. 

Each pair of triads in conjunction with the center produces a septenary, 
and a septenary, is'ccntained in the center. 

The three septenaries finished the absolute nunber of the three worlds, 
the aerial, fluidal and physical, as well as the conplete nunber of primitive 
letters, to vhich a complementary sign was added, like zero to the nine num¬ 
erals. 

The ten numbere and the 22 letters were termed in Kabalism the 32 Paths 
of Wisdom, and their philosophical description was the siib ject of that vene¬ 
rated primeval bock, the Sepher Yetzirah. 



According to the Astrologers, the universe 

developed into differentiated existence in 
confomiity with the law of nunfoers. Ten enan- 

ations from Hie Cosmic Center manifest cn every 
plane as 3 general and 7 specific attributes. 

In their interaction with cne another they 
form, by a principle similar to that giving 

naisical overtones, 22 less abstract and more 

specialized influences, or astrological qual¬ 
ities. 

These, manifesting as the 12 zodiakol 
signs and 10 planets of the chain, together 

witdi the 10 original nuirbers, form the 32 
Paths of Wisdom, which are really the 32 fac¬ 
tors of all manifested existence. 

Yet, at any given tine, all these 32 influences convert at every point 

in the universe. That is, in some Quantity they are everyvhere present. Aid 
the specific point where they thus manifest — the earth, for instance _ 
being a synthesis of their influence, constitutes a 33rd factor. 

The Hebrew alphabet was di.vided into (1) Three Mother letters, ALeph, 

Mem and Shin; (2) Seven Double Letters, Beth, Gimel, Daleth, Kaph, Pe, fesh, 

Tau; and (3) Twelve Sinple Letters, He, Vau, Zain, Beth, Tteth, Yod, Lamed, 
Nm, Samech, /^yin, Tsade, Quc^. 

The oracles of Ihe Tarot give answers as exact as mathematics and as nea- 
sured as the harmonies of Nature. Such answers result from the varied com¬ 
binations of the different synt)ols. 

According to the Bible, the Israelites, led by Moses, carried off the 

sacred vessels cf the Egyptians vhen they left the land of "bondage". 

The account is entirely allegorical. The sacred vessels represented the 

nysteries of Egyptian wisdom, which were acquired by Moses himself at the 
court of Pharaoh. 

The Ifebrews got their education from the Chaldeans and the Egyptians, 
and the Hebrew scriptures are modified versions of the writings of those frcan 

wlxm they received their edification. 

Chapter V 

SWINDLE OF MYIHOLOCISM 

Not neny in the Christian world have yet gotten their eyes cpened suf¬ 
ficiently to see, that the Holy Bible is a clever compilation of ancient 

fables and dramas, conpiled from scrolls prepared by master dramatists and 
poets. 
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It was a base plot, ccnceived by clever nen and indirectly finan¬ 
ced by the Roman tax-payers. 

In the 4th century A.D. a group of crafty bishops persuaded Cbnstantine 
the Great to believe it was possible to rule the religious life of his peo¬ 
ple as well as their political life. He craved more power, and feieir argu¬ 
ments easily convinced him that it could be done. 

So, Uie bishops oonpiled a bock from the ancient scrolls, called it the 
infallible "Wbrd of God," and used it to scare the people and rule the nation. 

The trick was a booming success, but exceedingly costly. It required 
the slau^ter of more than seventy ndllLon petple, produced the fall of the 
Ronan Enpire, and ushered in>?a period of intellectual darkness that lasted 
for more than a thousand years. 

In the last century unprejudiced investigators have unearthed overwhelm¬ 
ing evidence to prove that the Bible is a bock of — 

1. Fables factualized 3. Symbols personalized 
2. Allegories literalized 4. Drujia historicalized. 

First of all, to ascribe the biblical bocks to any certain set of auth¬ 
ors, as the makers of the Bible did, is to trespass on Hie ground of sheer 
folly and base falsehood. 

In the comiim sense of the term, the bocks of the Bible were never 
"written" at all. No set of men ever sat down and cortpcsed them out of their 
thou^ts, observations, experiences, and knowledge. 

What the ancient scrolls actually contained were tiie outlines of anc¬ 
ient traditicn and le^nd, fomiulated by the accumulated wisdom of ancient 

sa^s, ooverdng the cbservations and eiperiences of mankind for hundreds of 
thousands of years. 

Out of that wisdom there cane forth those set formulations of cosmic data, 
cosmic laws, and moral codes that have survived the test of tine, and still 
stand as scientific committments. 

For that accumulated wisdsm presents in fable,, fiction, parable, alle¬ 
gory'-, syntool and dranatic poetry, the substantial facts of life, collected 
and correlated by ancient sages. 

And, furthermore, the work in its entirety is so profound, that sixteen 

hundr^ years of the most consecrated effort of modem men to fathom it, has 
left its esoteric meaning still unrevealed. 

But the tine of increasing knowled^ has come vhen persistent workers 
and unpreju^ced inves-tigators are slowly -tearing the deceptive msk of lit¬ 
erary disguise from the face of the ancient scriptures. 

And it cones as a. startling surprise for cne to discover, that what has 
teen gratui-totely ^suired to be the product of primitive naivete and heathen- 
i^ supers-tLtion, is new seen to be the variegated cloak of a recondite 
wisdom. 

Not cnly do the s-tran^ symbols and ridiculous allegories bear the im¬ 
press of ^nius conpetent to portray cosmic facts in comic figures and ludri- 
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cious fables, but these ancient authcjrs register an equal skill in their art¬ 
ful concealnent. 

The en^jlqyuent ty the sages of the crafty disguise, has carried them so 
far beyond us in kiKwledge and skill, that we have been gulled into accepting 
the disguise for the real thing. Well, that is, under the persuasion of the 
priesthood, with the bitter alternative of burning for doubting. 

By the daiJning li^t of a better cby we begin to see that the authors of 
the ancient scrolls were naster dramatists and clever poets. 

The scrolls were first prepared as draiiHtic poetay; and the changing of 
the Bible from poetry to prose was not ccmpleted until the li+th century. That 
is additional evidence to prove what the Bible really is. 

With soft touches and deft strckes did the ancient sages wea\« their pro- 
foixid pajtem of terrenic life, of astral powers and jhysical phencaiena, thru 
their clever narratives of gods, men, nermaids, harpies, satyrs, oentaurs, 
sphinxes, serpents, stags, dragpns, boars, bulls, of labyrinths, mountains, 
seas, rivers, whirlwinds j clouds of fire and falling stars, that not the most 
nitlandish detail of their fabricaticms can be ignored, withcxit the loss of 
sane sigpal link of neaning. 

Generations of scholars, chained for a thousand years in the cave of 
theological darkness, have perennially scoffed the suggestion that the anc¬ 
ient nyths nd^t be fanciful portrayals of esoteric facts. 

Aid these scholars of cJarkness have chared the OialcJeans, Egyptians and 
Greeks, the most enli^tened races known in history, with possessing the nent- 

ality of innature children. 

We have accused them of taking their three-headed dogs, fire-breathing 
dragins, beasts with seven heads and ten horns, their griffins, naiads, Cy- 
cJ-ops, Circes, and Medusas, for definite actualities. 

ANCIENT WISDCM 

A New Age is approaching which will witness a most significant event — 
the Renaissance of the Aicient Wisdom. 

Intelligent people are forced to realize that ChristLani'^ has long been 
discredited. It has failed to inprove the cxndLticxi of humanity, and is 
threatened with obliteration by ranpant forces that are hostile to its fraud¬ 

ulent claims. 

Since Cbninunisra swept it overboard in Russia in 1917, the Church, in 
self-defense, has called Cbnimnists all those vho have denounced its theology 
for what it is — pure hogwash and hckum. 

And since the churches in Russia were closed and replaced with schools 
of learning, that nation has nade irore progress in fcrty years than "the 
Christian countries have nade in four hundred years. 

The superior kncwiedgp vouchsafed from early graduates in the ODsmic 
Schod of Life to disciplined pipils of the Ancient l^teries of old, was 
transmitted for ages and agps from generation to generation by oral teaching, 
and canoealed from the eyes of the world in scrolls of synbology and allegory. 
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Oveiwhelning evidenoe indicates tiiat the taking of the ancient ritual 
dreams and scriptural nyths for objective history, and the symbolical figures 
for real persons, has been the fountain source of the most abject corruption 
of hunan intellect since the beginning of the world. 

While mechanical ejq)lcitations in this age have been nervelous, religian 
and jfiilosophy have sunk to the very lowest levels. 

Ihe two chief causes responsible for this are: (1) Physical science has 
ignored the astral nature and motivation of the universe, and (2) ecclesias- 
tida zealotry, blinded by bigotry, has rendered religion ridiculous. 

At this moment, the comncn intellectuality of the day, guided by a sci¬ 
ence based on materialism, and led and fed by a coirpactly institutionalized 
ecclesiastical pwer, stands oomnitted in ideas as to the origin, structure, 
neaning and destiny of nan, which are the lowest in all tiie history of the 
race. 

Cbnceptions in theology bearing upon the basic realities of man's rela- 
tLon to the universe are presented in pulpits, Sunday schools, and theologi¬ 
cal sendnaries vhich the uncorrupted, natural intelligence of an ei^t-year- 
old child shrinks from in terror, or accepts with gloony disnay. 

Philosophy and religion are prcpa^tsd csn the basis of a theology that 
is received by the nasses without conprehension, entirely repudiated by the 
intelligpntsia, and brazenly dissembled by the very priesthood that lips its 
canto and its Qraoles &>am Sunday to Sunday. 

To begin with, the biblical makers fraudulently changed symbols to real 
personages and allegory to factual history, and then centuries of errcneous 

indccfrinaticn have so warped the intelligence and victimized the mind of the 
nasses, that efforts to reach them wilh facts and truths are alnost fruitless. 

Biblical naterial presented as history and accepted as such is the var^ 
iest nonsense. 

The Ibeethinkers have been hi^ly successful in cJisproving it as history. 
But they lack the basic knowlod^ of life to redeem it for what it actually 
is. Being gmcted by the postulate of evolution, they can not rise above the 
level of their belief; nor ^ould cne ej^ct them to do so. 

The fables and allegories of the Bible, as historical events, never 
happened. Nor was it ever imagined by their original authors that anyone 
coiild be so stupid and depraved as to believe them as realities. 

They were originally desigied to ccnceal the facts of life from the 
eyes of the world, and ware used in the Ancient Jfysteries to teach the neo- 
pihyte the nystery of Man. 

ANCIENT MASTERS 

It will shatter current orthodcoQr in science and philosophy to present 
the truth and establish the fact that archaic nan possessed supernal sapiency. 

It will be a surprise for many to learn that out of the ni^t of remcte 
antiquity there looms the Glorious li^t of a transcenctent intelligence cn 
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the part of nunetxaus sagss and seers. 

The cradle of hunanily, according to sone scholars, was Hie sinken 
continent of lemuria, and frcm there, we are told, nane the Philosophy cf 
Fire uhich Hie biblicaL makers strove so diligently to eliminate from tr'e 
record as they conpiled their Bible from the ancient scrolls. 

In spite of their oautioiis wxk, nany traces appear in the Bible to 
show Hiat ttie living Fire was the God of the Hebrews (Heb. 12:29). 

At a period so renote as to be ccntsenporetry with the times incorrigibl:,' 
narked bi' historians as "primitive," the Ancient tfasters possessed scroJJs 
of sijch caelted Astral Li^t and Intellectual Content as to lie beyond Hie 
conprehension of vaunted modem intelligence. 

The tijir. has come vhen modem pride nust face H« fact that these "pr im¬ 
itive'’ pe.qple possess.?d scrolls which, ^ no pjossibility, could have been 
the product of "prindtiva** intellectuality. 

Ancisrit scrolls '/jhich only ancient sages could have produced, bespeak 
the panesence of sages on Hie scene. For man are known by their fruits. 

Thr pr'esonoe of sapient wt'itings, the eviefenoe of lost arts, the orunij- 
ling rerains of edifices surpassing all present achievements — these Hiings 
attest incmtrovertibly to the existence of Intellectual Giants in "prim- , 
.itivs" Tines. 

FiiiHher proof of this is found in the fact that prehistoric lore teems 
with aonoLTits of a Golcten Age, of heroes and giants of divine stature, of 
efendgods, .nnd sons of God who mingled with men, and left codes of l««^fl3 and 
manuals of civilization vhich nanifest a mastery not passible of aoquireaoenT 
by ^'primitive'- peopJe, and not yet achieved by mexiem m^. 

Hie na'T.r cf serre of these appear as Hermes, Buddha, Zoroaster', Osiris, 
Orpheus.. Cadmus, laots^j, 'Tammirebl, lanile hmdrads of others hopsr in the din 

lifht o.f remote leg-inc’er"^ as fr gures transcending by far what tie enn- 
sifer normpl. btaian stature, and leaving behind as evidence of their gL>=at- 
ness, thos? scrolls wliicn j.ave held ip, thru the ag^s, as the nenn of perfect 
wisd^ and sixitless conduct. 

By a grocp of scheim.^- nen, beginning in Hie 4th cxaitury, the Bib.le was 
finally caipiled fnem their writings, which consisted of fables, fiction, 
parables, allegoardes snd syntnls, and then presented to a deceived world as 
Hie infallible "Word Of God." 

Then, to hide the tacts, the ancient scrolls were destroyed. 

FACTS IN FABULOUS FOFM 

Modem atience admits Hiat it is incaipetent to ei^lain the nature of 
Life or to analyze the oonstituticn of Mai.. The fact is attested by two 
leading -scientists. 

Hie great Dr. Alexis Carrel said: "Our kncwledgie of Hie huiran bexi^^ is, 
in truHi, most rudimentary. It is inpossible, for Hie mansnt, to gpasp its 
GonstitutiQn" (Man The IbknoMi, 1935, p. 109). 
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The renowned Dr. Robert A. MilliJcan wrote: "I cannot explain vAiy I am 
alive rather thai dead. Physiologists can tell me much about the mechanioal 
and chemical processes of ny body, but they cannot say vdiy I am alive." 
(Collier’s, Oct. 24, 1925). 

The Ancient Masters considered the si±)Stanoe and not the shadow. They 
locked not at the thin^ which are seen, but at the things which are not 
seen. For the things seen are tenporal, but the things not seen are etema'i. 

The Masters discerned the real figure thru the fog. They saw ffen as a 
cosmic conpound of four segments or strata of siibstarce, possessing what nay 
be teriJEd four interpenetrated bodies, ejqDressing phases ranging from the 
dense physical coarseness thru the various gradients of astral tenuity, each 
finer phase interpenetrating successively its coarser substrata, and being 
bound in linka^ by the cosmic force of Pblainty Affinity, as Hotem has ex¬ 
plained in "The Flame Divine." 

The deeper lore of remote antiquity dealt with a keen analysis of sub¬ 
stance, the fannulation of laws of action bel^en the several phases in nan, 
and catalogued the extensive schedule of these activities of consiousness in 
that amplified psychology of the sagqs, to a degree of perfection that to us 
appears astounding. 

The science of psychology of the sages contains names for a host of 
sharply drawn segmentations of subjective activity vhich all modem probing 
has never systematically distinguished. 

The gods of the sages were not ghostly shadows, but cosmic forces ap¬ 
pearing m earth in tlie form of life and Mind, — realities of the cosmos, 
and by no means the fanciful nonentities which have befogged the preachers 
and befuddled the laity thru the centuries. 

These "gods" were the personified rays and energies of the universe, 
which niodern science is only now beginning to discover, and gping hog-wild 
over the greatness of the discoveries. 

Wh^nwe are competent to comprehend it, we can see that the knowledge 
of the listers shows that man rni^ step ip from the status of a victim of 
evolution's forces that results frum ignoranoe of the law, into the ranks of 
the sa^ vho works harmoniously with tfie cosmic plan. 

But that higgler level, we regret to s^, lies beyond the attainment of 
the masses at large, as long as they are controlled by institutions that live 
on darkness and thrive on ignorance. 

And how can the controlled masses ever be lifted Tp from their low 
level? For the facts of history show hac easily ecclesiastical propaganda has, 
more than aice, produced mass-psychological-hysteria that is extremEly danger¬ 
ous for unorthodox teachers, as witness the terrible work of the Crusades and 
the Inquisition. 

He who has the knowledge and the courage to attempt to improve the lot of 
the masses, vgould be murdered by them before he could finish the first les¬ 
son of life. 

And these sane deceived and enslaved masses ask the silly question, "Why 
do the Masters not oome out in public and teach us the w^s of life?" 
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Mace safe and strai^t the way of 
the Masters, and they will appear. 

Qiapter VI 

IHE TAROT 

In preparing this woik covering the 

Tarot Si^ixDlism, the author consulted 
the works of the leading comnentators 

on the subject, including those of Eli- 

phas Levi, Dr. A. E. Waite, Dr. F. H. 

Curtiss, Manly P. Hall, Prof. P. D. 
Ouspensl^, Carl 0. Huni, C. C. Zain, 
Andrew ThcxiHS, Paul F. Case and Frank 
Lind. 

A true and oorrect cteciphement of 
the Tarot Symbolism must conform to the 

principles of the Ageless Wisdom of the 
Ancient Masters as preserved in the 
symbology and allegory contained in the 

Christian Bible and in other ancient 
scriptures, otherwise the interpretation 
will fail to agree with the teachings 

of the Masters who originated and de¬ 

signed the Major Arcana. 

In his "Key To The Tarot," Dr. E. 
E. Waite wrote: 

"The true Tarot is symbolism. It 
speaks no other language and offers no 

other si^s. Given the inward meaning 
of its entolems, they do becoTie a kind 

of alphabet which is capable of inciefi- 

nite cxsihinations and makes true sense 
in all. 

"On the hipest plane it offers a key to the (Ancient) Lfysteries, in a 
nanner vjhich is not arbitrary and has not been read in. But the wrcsng sym¬ 
bolical stories have been told conoeming it, and the wrong history has been 
given in every published work whi^ so far has dealt with the siibject. 

"It has been intimated by two or three writers that, at least in respect 
of the meanings, this is mavoidably the case, because few are acquainted 
with them, while these few hold by transmission uncter pledges and cannot be¬ 

tray their trust. 

"The suggestion is fantastic on the surface, for there seems a certain 
anti-climax in the proposition that a particular interpretaticjn of fortune- 
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telling — I'art le tirer les cartes — can be reserved fcjr Sens of the Doc¬ 
trine. 

"The fact remains, however, that a Secret Tradition exists regarding the 
Tarot, and as there is alw^s the possibility that sone minor arcana of the 
tfysteries may be made piiblic with a flourish of trunpets, it will be as well 
to go before the event and to warn those who are curious in such matters, 
that any revelation will contain only a third-part of the earth and sea and 
a third-part of the stars of heaven in respect of the symbolism. 

"This is for the simple reason that neither in root-matter nor in deve- 
Icpnent has more been put into writings, so that much will remain to be said 
after any pretended unveiling. 

"The guardians of certain Tteiiples of Initiation who keep watch over the 
nysteries of this order, have therefore no cause for alarm." 

With respect to the interpretation of the Tarot synbolism, another com¬ 
mentator, in referring to the mind-ccntrolled multitude, said that beyond a 
certain limit, he who knows would speak to no purpose, as he would not be 

understood. "The revelation of the Great Magical Secret of the Aicient Mas¬ 
ters is therefore happily inpossible." 

"The Tarot is the most ancient of (all) bodes," wrote Dr. F. H. Curtiss 
in "The Key To The Lhiverse," piiblished in 1917, and he added: 

"It is a collection of cards enboc^ing the Secret Doctrine of the ages, 
almost every (ancient) nation having its version or variation of this synthe¬ 
tic exposition of the Ancient Wisdom. 

"The Egyptian version is called The Bode of Hermes; the Hebrew, The Bode 
of Man; while -the version wMch we shall interpret is the cane best known to 
the Western World, the Bohemian Tarot, or 'Bible of "the Q^sies." 

"The Gypsie Bible is conposed of a deck of cards upen which -the Ancient 
Wisdom is expressed in symbols, but like all symbols that are -tri^ and basic, 
they reveal "their neaning cnly to those who are capable of receiving it. 

"Ih many respects it is the Key which will unlock "the nythical doctrines 
and philosophies of "the Old World, and is called -the Arcana of "the Clavicles 
of SolcTOcn. 

'It is synbolized by a Key whose head is a ring conposed of a m rd <= 
containing the Four Cardinal Signs (of the Zodiakos), the Bull, the Lion, -the 
Eagle and "the Angel; its -trunk or body bearing the 22 characters, and having 
"the three degrees of the triad for i-ts wards. It is some-tines called 'The 
Key of -things kept secret from the fbmdation of the world' ". 

The earliest historical reference to "the Tarot in moctem times was nade 
in Europe in 1299. 

So^ conmentators -think the Tarot reached Europe with the first caravans 
of Gypsies. But th^ did not arrive in Western Europe until about 1400, and 
"the Tarot was then alreat^ known. 

And who were "the Qpsies? They were Egyptians and called themselves 
Egyptians, but the Europeans thou^t they said "t^^ies." 
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other comrentators assert -ttiat the Throt was brou^t from the East by 
the Crusaders, and it appears very probably that the Crusades were instrunen- 
tal in planting the cards on European soil, just as the Arabic numerals. 
Algebra and ether useful things were inported from Arabia by the returning 
soldiers of Christendcan. 

It is a sigpificait fact that the appearance of the Tkrot in Eurepe be - 
tween 1300 and 1322 coincides with the prosecution of the Khi^ts-Ifenplar by 
Philip the Fair of France and Fbpe Clement V, and the ultinate burning of their 
Q?and Master De Mbl^ in 1314, as related by Hotena in "Cosmic Creation." 

Carl 0. Hmi wrote that, according to tradition, the Tarot cards are the 
pages of the Bock of Thoth which was saved by the Hiercphaits of Serapis at 
the time of the biiming of the Ale5andrian library. He said: 

"Even today part of the figures of the TkrcJt can be seen in the nuns of 
the temples of Thebes, capitol of Egypt in 200 B.C., and especially on an anc¬ 

ient (veiling of aie of ihe halls of the palace of Mldniet-Abou. 

"The Bexk of Thoth, also called Hermes ThismegistiB, is the only docu¬ 

ment which contained the original teachings of the Tarot symbolism, and which 
was about the only thing sa\«d when the priceless Egyptian library was burned" 

(The Throt). 

The Tarot consists of four suits of cards, and the olctest names of the 
suits in Italian were D2ner’i, Oeppe, Bastoni, and Spacie - or Ctoins, Cqps, Ba¬ 
tons and Swords. 

The ancient Hindu gpddess AreJhanari holcte in her four hands a Ring, a 
Cup, a Wana, and a Sword, or the eject replicas of the four suits of the 
Throt whioh represent xhe Four Elements, Fire, Air, Water and Earth. 

According to fvnaximaftder (611 - 545 B.C.), in the creative process, il) 
Fire is the p?imal elcjnent, and gives birth to the other three as stated by 

Hotena in "Ctosmic Creation." 

Fire psrodices ^ses \ihich form the elemem: called (2) Air, which beccutiS 

(3) Wax-er viien the c-^nperature falls, and Water, slowly coagulating fonrs all 
solid natter which constitutes the .(4) Earth,. 

Thus di.d the ancients evplain iu a few words the nystery of Creation, 
wjhich is a perpetial process, wri-tiiout beginning and without ending, and neecis 
one aid of no chirrch God. 

All the evidence indicates that the Tarot had aouery anciaiL origin. 
All traces of it were so utterly destroyed by the Church Fathers to conceal 
the central doctrine of the ancient philosophy, that it was entirely unknown 

in the Western World until the 14th century. 

'ihe Ter’Ot of the Bchernians ty 11?. Garard Bricausse, v^o wrote under the 
pjseudonym of Papua, find a traislation of which was edited by Csr, Arthur E. 
Waite, is the work best known to the Western Wbrld, as stated above, and con¬ 
tains an interesting story concerning the Egyptian Tarot as follows: 

"A time followed when Egypt, no longer able to struggle a^inst her in¬ 
vaders, prepared to die honorably. 
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"Then the Egyptian savants held a great assenbly to arrange as to how 
the knowledge, which until then had been coifined to men judged worthy to re¬ 
ceive it, should be sa\!ed from oblivion. 

"At first tJiey thougjiit of confiding these secrets to virtuous men sec¬ 
retly recruited by the Initiates themselves, who would transmit them from 
generation to generation. 

'T3ut one of the Masters, observing that virtue is a most fragile flower 
and the most difficult to find, at all events, in a oontinijous line, proposed 
to confide the scieitific traditions to vice. 

"The latter, said he, would never fail conpletely and thru it we are 
sure of a Icng and durable preservation of our principles. 

"This cpinicn evidently prevailed, and the ^me chosen as a vice was 
preferred. 

"The small plates were then engraved with the nysterious figures which 
tau^t the most inportant scientific secrets of the Ifesters, and since then 
Hie players of cards have transmitted this Tarot from ^neration to generation 
far better than the most virtuous men i^icn the earth would have done, and at 
the same time have been utterly igiorant of the meaning of the symbolism." 

Papus wrote two books devoted to the Throt; but he lived in the Dark Ages 

vhen the rank and file of the masses knew nothing eicept what was tapght ty 
the church, and at a time vhen it was dangerous to teach anything not sanc- 
■rioned by the church. So, the result was that the Ancient Wisdom concealed 
in the nysterious ciy'ptcgrams mostly "went over his head." 

All works on the Tarot contain something of interest, but they also con¬ 
tain much hogwash ann hokum, which is characteristic of all "occult" liter¬ 
ature in general. 

There is first a purely scholastic search for the meaning of the letter, 
second, too hasty conclusions, covering with platitudinous pcndercsity that 
which is unintelligible to the author himself, the ignoring of difficult 
questLcns, unfinished speculations, and third, unneoesbary conplexLty and 
unsyimetrical construction. 

The books of Papus on the Tarot, who in his day was the most popular 
commentator on the cryptograms, are especially rich in this, thrasonical bom¬ 
bast. 

P^us himself admits that all conplexity indicates the iirperfecticn of 
a system. And that certainly applies 100% as to medical art and Christianity. 
He said: 

"Nature is very synthetic in her manifestations, and sinpllcity lies at 
the base of her most intricate jhenojiena." 

He knows not what Nature is. Nature is the phenomenal world, the work 
and product of Oosmic CreatLcn. Nature does nothing. Nature is. 

But Pap\£ is Go^ct as to the simplicity of Cosmic Creatich, and pre¬ 
cisely is this sinpllcity Tacking in all expositions of the Tarot. 
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Ihe authors who have written about the Tarot have exalted Ibis system to 
the sky, calling it the Universal Key, but they have oertainly lacked the 
knowledge and ability to ctemcjistrate how this Key should be used. 

One of these, and perh^s the greatest, was Eliphas Levi, who wrote: 

"An inprisoned person, with no other bock than the Tarot, if he knew how 
to use it, could in a few years acquire universal knowledge and would be able 
to speak on all subjects with unequalled learning and inexhaustible eloquaxje" 
(Transcendental Magic). 

Ijevi went a little too far. If he actually knew that much about the 

synbolism of the Tarot, he failed to present the knowledge in his own work. 

Ihe true Tarot consisted of 78 picture cards, but now the term Tarot is 
applied only to the 22 Major Arcana. And it is these to which this work is 
devoted. 

Hie word TAROT literally neans a vheel or scnething that rotates. Ihe 
Ancient Masters reco^zed the secret of the Oosmic Cycle. In the Jarvis 
Letters it is stated: 

"The itiportance of the piiture of the Orb which named all wheels, is 

further shown in the fact that hunen language was tiade on this Ball, Circle, 
Wheel. Hits ORB-IT names 'the going of tiie Orb' , and even the rut in the 
road nade by the vheel is called 'Orbita', because the rut shows the route, 

rute, ruis or way, av road of the Wheel. 

"Any schoolbcy can understand the general plan for the naking of words 

cn the Sun. The Rota or I'Jheel named everything Rotary and gping in rota-t- 
icn, and that which was attributed to the action or causing of the Sun, such 
as rolling, roting, roasting." 

The five letters of the word Tarot encircle the very ancient Solar Cross 
of Life, formed in Astrology by the Four Fixed Signs of the Zodiakos; Aries, 
Cancer, Libra, and Capricorn; which represent the Four Elements synbolized by 
the Sphinx - Fire, Air, Water, and Earth, and which oonstitvite the Fourfold 
Basis of Oasndc Creation, as explained by Hotema. 

Moving clockwise, 'T" is over Aries, head sign of the Zodiakos; "A" is 
the point of the ri^t arm of the Solar Cross, C^ricom; "R" is the ^int 
at the bottcm of the vertLcle beam of the Cross, libra; "0" is the point: at 
■Ihe left arm of the Cross, Ccfficer; and "T" is repeated at the tcp of the 
Cross, over Arles, the starting point. 

Fran the Tarot has been drain the inspiration for some of the most im¬ 
portant works of Occult Wisdcan published in the last hmdred years. 

Many intelligent authors of nystical bocks have modeled their works on 
the plan of the Taixxt; but usually their readers, knowing nothing of the 
Tarot, never e\en suspect this, as the Tarot is generally not nendcaied. It 
it were, the avera^ l^man would not know vhat it is. 

The revival of interest in the Tarot be^n atraut a century ago with the 
writings of Alphcnse Louis Constant, under the piseudcnym of Eliphas Levi; but 
as he was a Reman Catholic and believed the Chiinii was bom just in time to 
save civilization, the Ageless Wisdan preserved in the synbolism of the Tarot 
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also "went over his head-" 

Ifivi said that the Tarot was his most valuable source of infcrmtion, 
and his writings had great influence on the mind of Helena P. Blavatsky, the 
Founder of Theoscphy. 

The Ancient Masters arranged the Tarot in three parts: 

1st part - 21 cards numbered 1 to 21; 
2nd part - one card numbered 0. 
3rd part - 56 cards of four suits of 14 cards in each suit. 

The cards numbered from 0 to 21 deal with the Greater Arcana, and are 
called Trunpa Major. 

These are the 22 cards whicih the Church Fathers had in their possession 
vdien they conpiled their Bible, and then destroyed the cards so conpletely 
that no traces of them can be found anyvhere, except as we have stated above. 

These are the 22 cards which form the iuportant part of the Tarot, and 
are the cnes in which we are interested. 

And why were they thus destroyed? For the sane reason that the ancient 
libraries were burned and the ancient scrolls cfestroyed. They revealed too 
much of the Ageless Wisdom which the Church has tried so hard for sixteen 
hmdred years to keep from seeing the li^t of day. 

One of the best works cn the Tarot was written by P. Christian. In his 

Histary of M^c he described the ritual of initiation into the Egyptian Mys¬ 
teries in which a leading role was played by the pictures of the 22 missing 
Arcana of the Tarot. This is what he said: 

"The neophyte enters a Icng gallery, supported by caryatides in the fcm 
of 24 sphinxes, 12 cn each side. On each part of the wall between the sphinx¬ 
es there were frescoed paintings, representing the mystical figures and symi- 
bols (of the greater Arcana). Ihese 22 pictures faced one another in pairs. 
... (These pairs we have listed below). 

"As the neophyte was escorted past the 22 pictures of the gallery, he 
received appropriate instruction from his ccnducrtor, consisting of an inter¬ 
pretation of the symbolism. 

"Each arcanum, made visible and tangible by each of these 22 pictures, 
is a formula of the law of human activity in its relation to astral and phy¬ 
sical forces, the combination of which produces the phenonEna called Life." 

It is importmt to observe that, acccarding to these statements, gods and 
saviors were not involved. The symbolism cf the 22 Trumpa Major dealt with 
the law of Life, and with all related phenanena. 

We have repeatedly stated in C3ur various works which Eesurrect the Age¬ 
less Wisckan of the Ancient Masters, that it would destroy the sordid insti- 

tuticans of the earth, which live on ignorance and thrive on darkness, if man 
were tau^ correctly the secret of life and the cxinstitution of his cfwn body, 
the Ttemple of the living God, which God man himself is, as stated by Paul in 
the Bible (1 Oor. 3:16). 
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Of -the many authors we consulted on Ihe Ikrcit, Ouspensky is the only cob 
\/iio discovered that it is feasible to arrange the Major Arcana in certain 
pairs, as they evidently were in the Egyptian Ifenple of Initiation, and estab¬ 
lish a logioal, sensible relation existing between them- 

And here again, in this pairing, we neet another one of the regular 

tricks enplcyed by the Masters to confuse the exoteric. Ouspensky paired the 
cards as follows: 

1. Magician 0. Fool 
2. Priestess 21. Wbrld 
3. Ettpress 20. Resurrection 
4. Enperor 19. Sun 
5. Hiercihant 18. Moon 
6. Itenptaticn 17. Star 
7. Chariot 16. Tower 
8. Good 15. Evil 
9. Hermit 14. TimB 

10. Wheel of life 13. Wheel of Death 
11. Justice 12. Judgpent 

When arran^d in pairs in this way, we shall see as we proceed that one 
card links in with the other and, vhet is most inpiztant, that they can thus 
be intelligently e:5>laLned and understood only together, and not separately, 
for the synbolism of one card oonpletes that of the other. 

For instance, tt;e first card, called the Juggler or Magician, representi; 
Cbsmic Elements and Creative Processes, called God by the Church; and its 
oonpanion card, 0, the Fool, represaits the newly incarnated Ego starting out 
in its tnkncwn journey of terrestrial exLstenoe in a far oountry, and signi¬ 
fies the average nan of darkness. 

'Ihe second card, the Hi^ Priestess, represents the Vtorld Mother, Virgo, 
the Virgin of the skies, and variously called in different countries, Isis, 
Eevaki, hVlitta, Astarte, Minerva, Oerce, ^fery, etc. And its conpaiion car-) 
21, presents the World in the cycle of Time, the product of the Cbsmic Ele- 
irents and Creatine Processes indicated in card one. 

CDSMIC CYCLE 

It is well here to state that the T&rot Synbolism deals with and is 

fomded the basic fact that Cbsmic Creation is a steady, constant process, 
and noves in a continuous cycle. 

Creation did not begin on a certain day or time, eis stated in the Bible, 
and reach its finish and ocnclusion cn a certain day or time, as stated in 
the Bible. 

For Creation has no beginning and has no ending. It moves as a Wheel 
and Rotates as a Circle, with no beginning and no ending. 

The si^lest illustratLon that nay be presented to demens-trate the Crea¬ 
tive C^le is that in the case of the elaient called water, whose synbolic 
color is Blue. 

Even the man of darkhess knows that water is condensed vapor, and becomes 
ioe «hen the tenperature feLlls low enough to produce -the change. Ihen, as 
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AmasmoXB. 

tJie tenperature rises, 
the ice changes back to 
water, and a further rise 
in temperature causes 
the water to vaporize 
and disappear from si^t. 

Now, what has hap¬ 
pened? Did the water 
and ice have a beginning 
and an ending? No. 
There was simply a 
transfomation of ele¬ 

ments under the law of 
Creation. 

But the nan 
of darkness is not tau^t 
in the schools, colleges 

and medical institutions 
Uiat the Creative Process 
pursues the sane cyclic 

course in all instances, 
from water to man. 

There is nothing 
n^^sterious about Creation 
when the basic principle 
is understood. Creation 
is Transfornation, not 

beginnings and endings. 

The sane process 
operates in the vegetal, 
animal and hunanal king¬ 
doms. The only differ¬ 
ence is in the nature 
and complexity of the 
objects created. 

The mo<fe of operation in -fte case of animals is more complicated, and, 
at the present sta^ of evolution, must be preceded by a definite act to set 

the creative process into operation, as e^lained by Hotema in "Cbsraic Crea¬ 
tion". 

HEBREW ALPHABET 

In his work, "History of Ifegic" Eliphas Levi said: "The alphabet of 
Thoth IS the origmal of our Tarot only in an indirect manner, seeing that 
the latter is of Jewish origin in the extant copies and that its pictures are 
not older Than the reign of Charles VII (p. 82). 

Levi ignores the fact that the Tarot "of Jewish origin" was copied from 
ancient Tarot of the Egyptians, the original of which no doubt came from 

T f^TTn ivn ra A-m -if*-*—? *-• 
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Ihe Jews had the Tarot when they invented tJieir alphabet of 22 letters 
it seens, aid perhaps tried to make the letters fit the synbolism of the 22 
l^jor Arcana, so some assert. 

Frank lind thinks the Jews failed in their attempt, and said: 

"/strologprs. Alchemists, Kabbalists, Mystics, have all vied in trying 
to nake the Tarot conform to their cwn system of belief. As Grillot de Givry 
ri^tly renarks, the agreement between the Hebrew alphabet and the cards of 
the Ifejor Arcana does not go far" (Hbw to Understand the Tarot, p. 16). 

But Dr. Case and sctje Others have assumed that the Jewish alphabet does 
conform to the Tarot synitKiLisn), and so used it, beginning with Aleph, the 
first letter, and assigiing it to card 0, The Fool. If this is erroneous, 

then all thru his bock Case has assigned the wrong Ifebrew letters to the 
various cards. 

Dr. H. F. Curtiss, in his "Key To The Lhiverse", listed the first ten 
cards of the Major Arcana, omitting 0 and beginning with card 1. He assigned 
Aleph to card No. 1, the Magician, aid said: 

"The first letter of the Hebrew alphabet is Aleph, corresponding to our 
letter A, and its numerical value is 1. Like number 1, it e^qiresses the out- 
breathing of the Divine or as the Kabbalah ejqiresses it, ’soft breathing'. 
Aleph is the first of the mother letters, out of which all the others are 
produced. Also out of soft breathing are all the sounds enqiressed by the 22 
letters" (p. 68). 

It is well to the reader scHiEthing to make him do his own thinking, 
so we shall list the 22 letters of the Hebrew aljhabet and he cai nake his 
own oonpariscn between than and the 22 Major Arcana. 

1. Aleph, a silent Hebrew letter denoting unity and coimenoenient-, to 
join together; to discipline. It synhllizes inity of atoms, of worlds; it 

represents the creative principle, the Ego, going forth into huiran embodiment. 

2. Beth, meaning to build, to form, to create. Its radical meaning 
is a "house" or "birth-place". For instance, Beth-el is the "house of God"; 
Eliza-Beth, the "house of Eliza"; Beth-lehem, the "house of bread"; Bal-beth, 
the "house or tenple of the sun". 

3. GLmel, literally meaning a camel, and hieroglyphically meaning "a 
hand, half closed and extjended in order to draw to its possessor that which 
4s needed for his own sustenance". Three in the langua^ of Ifebrew principles 
stands for that which rules and directs, as the mind rules or directs the 
body. 

In ALeph the Ego is incorporated in nan as Adam; in Beth it finds its 
home or rest in the feminine Principle, Eve; and in Gimel we have the sen or 
offspring. 

4. Daleth, meaning a door to swing epen and shut; conpleted action of 
cosmic ^neration. It is ccaibined with Ihe Sun (Card 16) and referred to 
fertility. 

The Sun has a dual as^t in that vhile in its pcsitiue aspect it is the 
fructifying power v^ich stimulates fertility, in its negative aspect it 
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scorx±ies, kills, produces putrefaction and causes the opposite of fertility, 

or sterility. 

5. He, a t-riiidow thru whicii light enters, to see, to behold, or :m a 

deeper sense, stan(te for perception. It corresponds to the zodiakol sign 

Aries. It refers to hunanity in some aspect, so the 5th letter He represents 

nan as distinguished from all Cftliar animals. 

While He is the Breatii of Life which is shared by all aninals, yet only 

nan possesses the principle of Intelligence (Aries, the head) so well deve¬ 

loped that he can use the hr'cath to formulate and e-xpress his thoughts in 

intelligent speedi. 

While all animals l-ave sane form of intelligent communication, only nm 
possesses the power of speech, the great gulf between man and all other ani¬ 

nals whidi the hvolutionists have ne\ier been able to bridge. 

6. Vau (V) neaning a peg, a hook, a conjunction, reciprocity and rela¬ 

tion. The "6" is called hexad, from the Greek word hex, meaning 6, the Latin 

of which is sex. So, this is 1he house of suffering, or the house where the 

light nixes with darkness, or the Word (Ego) in the Ilesh actively makes 

known its powers to mortal nan. 

7. Zain, neaning a scepter, sword, or we^on, while hieroglyihically 

it means an arrow, both meaning sug^sting tfie icfea of conquest. 

At this stage in. his life nan must become a conqueror, with the kingly 
ability to rule first hinself, then all nature, and with ^e power to defend, 
preserve and use the mystical weapon bestowed \jpcii very Victor, namely, the 

Sworxi of the Ego, or the Fier^^ Swrd of Ihe Magician. 

8. Heth, nedniTig fullness, a new cycle, a new sense. A new First as 

an octave in music, color, d^s of the week. Its hieroglyphic meaning is a 
cultivated field in /hidr a crop is produced. It thus sug^sts labor and 

effort as well as the I lea nf i.niircase and weallh. 

Ihe "field" is the field of man's nal-ure and consciousness. Hence, 

the step indicated by the 8 tli le tter should bring to man the increase of evo¬ 

lution. This can be attained only thru effort, battle, victory and balance 

and by sedulously cultivating the soil of his field. 

9. Teth, a serpent, to twist or curve. As 9 is the Number of Initia¬ 

tion, an Initiate is called a Waga or Serpent of Wisdom. Jiost as the serpent 

chants and renews its external skin, so the Initiate changes and renews his 

personality. 

10. Yod, to praise, the origin of all things, for by and frm Yod were 
all the other letters created. Its hieroglyph is "the finger of nan," point¬ 

ing upward, the sigp of aspiration and also of conmand. Yod, representing 

the Active Principle of Life nanifestations, symbolically stands for the Re¬ 

incarnating Ego. 

11. Kaph, to extend, to broaden; new hope or wish of the Ego in its 

involution toward natter or rebirth. 

12. Lamed, sigpifying whiplash, to train, to teach. The nunber 12 sig¬ 

nifies bom in affliction and is kabballstically assocriated with Benjamin, 



12th sen of Jacob. 

The 2Iodiakos is syirbolized in the word Jacob, which si^ifies an arch, 
a vault, a dcane, which is set in order by cosmic processes, and then called 
Israel. 

This done or vaiiLt is the Zodiakos of the Heavenly Mai or the arcli or 

the curve of Heaven. It oorrespends to the 12 faculties or l(±ies of the brain, 
and is likened to the offspring of Israel. The 12 sens of Jacob represent in 
reality the 12 faculties of the brain. 

13. Mem, literally neans "seas", water, to flow out. 

14. Nun, a fish, to sprout, or life renewed thru form or nonifestation. 

15. Samekh, to i?)hold, to sustain or draw near, to refresh. 

16. Ayin, a silent letter denoting prophecy; it intimates the superfi¬ 
cial aspect of objects seen. 

17. Pe, represents the logos or Word. 

18. Tsadhe, a hock or scythe, meaning to cut dewn, to reap. 

19. Quoph, to encircle, to be quick or give instant recogiition of 

thin^ in the objective world. 

20. Resh, the iiead or hipest seat of Consciousness. It stands for 

intuition or the instant recognition and relation of thin^ in the subjective 
world. 

21. Schin, si^ifies a tooth, ca? to pierce, also engraftment. 

22. Tau, denoting to grieve, repent or to abiefe. In the alphabet of 
principles it represents the crucifixion of the intersecticxi of the horizon¬ 
tal line of involution by the vertical line of evolution. 

vS.S.S- 

Neither height nor depth can measure ! the possibilities of the human soul.** 
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CARD 1, THE M^ICXAN £ CARD 0, THE FOOL 

card 1, The ^fegician 

Magus, Magicdan and Juggler are the various names gLven this card by the 
different connentators. 

Ifegic is the ancient name of Science, especially the HeruEtic Sciences. 

Vfe can think of notliing more nagical than the creation of the flowers of 
the field and the beasts of the forest. And the same laws apply with equal 
force and effect to nan, as shewn by Hotema in "Oosndc Creation,'' 

Cccrd 1 presents the picture of a youthful figure, clad in tte robe of a 
tfegician. The figure has the bri^t oountenanoe of Apollo, the Greek God of 
the Sun. 

Above the head hovers a synbol of the life link, the Silver Cca?d nen- 
tdoned in the Bible (Eccl. 12:6), which links together terrestrial and celes¬ 
tial Life, as Hotema e^qjlains in "The Plane Divine", 

This synbol is to indicate the Macrocosnac character of the Ifegician. 
It sigiifies that he embodies the Creative Principle and personifies the 
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tetradic qualities of Life kncwn as Oonsciousness, i-tind. Intelligence and 

Vitality. 

In short, the Magician represents that Lfriiversal Principle which the 
church calls God. 

/bout his waist is a Serpent Cincture, the serpent appearing to swallow 
its tail, farming a Circle, the ancient symbol of Eternity. 

In his left hand, pointing upward, is the Magic Wand, the serp^t- 
wound Staff of Hermes, syjibol of the Creative Bower, Polarity, — without 
which there would be no Creation, in spite of all the Gods invented by nan. 

His ri^t hand points downward toward the earth, indicative of the anc¬ 
ient axiom, "As above, so belcw." 

Before him stands a square table, representing the four hypothetical 
comers of the world. On the table are scattered the four symbols which 
represent the Four Great Elements of which the Universe is constituted, 
symbolized by the Sphinx in all nations of the ancient world. 

Ihis is the ancient secret of the Four Letters of the Ineffable Name,- 
J H V H, which in turn, represent the Four Elements of lire. Air, Water 
and Earth. 

This fourfold elemental basis of Creation appears on each level of 
integration in a different guise, and is discussed in detail by Hotena in 
"Oosmic Creatian". 

These Four Great Symbols appear in a deck of commcn playing-cards, 
and are called Clubs, Hearts, Diamcnds and Spades. By the ancients they 
were called Wands, Cups, Coins or Pentacles, and Swords. The two colors 
represent Polarity. 

The ^fegician's sky-colcired hat is symbolic of the Astral World. The 
leimiscate formed by its brim implies the orbit of tLie sidereal bodies. 

The Great Magic 

Creation is the Great Magic. The great mysteries of the Lfriiverse are 
the creative processes constantly occurring all around us; yet so trite and 
oomimcn to us that we never note nor reflect upon them. And science cannot 
explain them- 

Take two small seeds, much alike, and let the chemist decompose them, 
analyze them, torture them in all the scientific ways he knows. The net 
result of each seed is a little sugar, a little fibrin, a little water — 
carbcn, potassium, sodium, and the like — one cares not to know what, for 
to know can tell cne nothing. 

We plant the see<te in the ground. The rain moistens them, the sun 
shines on them, and little shoots spring ip soon and grow. What a miracle. 

One shoot de^elcps into a slender, feeble stalk, soft of texture, 
like a comncn weed; the other a sturdy bush, of woody fiber, armed with 
thorns. 
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A miracle that no scientist can ej^lain. 

This is the creative work of Hie Four Great Elenents of the Aicient 
Masters. 

From (1) the earth, (2) the invisible air, (3) the linpid rain-water, 
and (4) solar fire, the chemistry of the seeds has ejctracted colors also — 
shctdes of green that pamt -tiie leaves vghidh put forth in the spring. Lvtsr 
cone the flowers of various colors and odors. 

A ndraele that no scientist can ej^ilain. Is it a greater miracle to 
nake Man? 

Che can think of nothing more nysterlous and tragical Ihan the creation 
of the flowers of the field and the beasts of the forest. 

The same cosmic laws ^)ply to all things, including nan. 

Aid so, quite logically. Magic was the ancient name of Science; and 
the naiDB of the first card was the hkgicich. 

Card 0, The Fod 

Sone ocmmentators place this card between Cards 20 and 21. It is the 
premier ooirpanicoi :of card Ik). 1. Its syrnbolism, not understood by most of 
the connentators, deals chiefly with the Ego at the dawn of its incarnation. 

Consider the youth of today. He is the Fool vAio, with li^t step as 
if the earth had no tr^ and trannels to worry him, pauses at the very 
brink of a sheer precipice among the heists of the world. 

dad in g^y garments, his yellow hair bound by a green wreath, he 
calndy surveys the blv£ distance before him — its expanse of slqr rather 
than the prospects aromd him. 

The deep precipice before him means nothing. It is as if an^ls were 
wciiting to typhoid him if he took another step that would plunge him into 
the deep abyss. 

He ^ipeais as a Prinoe of another world, cn his journey thru a far 
country (Lu. 15:13). The sun, shining behind him, knows vihence he cane, 
vhither he Is bound, and how he will return by another path after neny 
days. 

His inner ^ment, dazzling vhite, indicates purity. IdiriLy traced on 
its foldsaat the neck are the Fbur Synbols of the Ineffable Nane, J. H. V. H., 
inplying that he is the product of Fire, Air, Water, Earth. 

His white vestment is almost entirely concealed by a black nentle, 
sigii^ing darkness, and is lined with the red of passion that will drag him 
dowi. 

He has The Mystic Rose in his left hand, which signifies Life, and his 
ri^t hand balances a black rod over his ri^t shoulder, frean viiich there 
hangs at his back a weiUet curiously embroidered, the flap of vrfiich is sovn 
with ten stiches. 
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The lock of the flap forms a closed Eye, and be lew the flap is the 
picture of an ea^e. 

The rod represents power, by the use of which nan brings into his Mind 
the iDffliifestation of cosmic unity and conpletion, represented by the ten 
stiches cn the wallet, and the ten circular omaments cn the Fool's black 
robe. 

Ten is the number of Completion, of Perfection thru completion. It 
was a phallic number with the Jews. Ihe ea^e cn the wallet, representing 

the zodiakol sigi of Scorpio, was also a phallic emblem. 

The 10th Sephira unfolds naturally from the 9th, and in the Number Ten 

conpletes the Cycle of The Jfystio Rose, as well as the decad of the numbers. 

The l^tic Rose in the Fool's left hand is white, indicating that free¬ 

dom from the lower forms of Desire which produces the ifernit in Cand 9. It 
is a cultivated flower, showing as do the other details of the Fool's vest¬ 
ure and equipnent, that he comes from a world of cultural activity. 

The Fool's rcbe is encircled at the waist by a girdle of twelve orna¬ 
ments, of which seven are visible, signifying the Seven Incarnations thru 
which the Egp passes in its cycle. 

These twelve ornaments represent the twelve signs of the Zodiakos, 
thru which are indicated the powers of the Astral Bodies as they affect 
man. 

Ihe icy mountain peaks in the background inply that the cold, ab¬ 
stract principles of Cosndc law control terrestrial life. 

The Closed Eye 

Ihe closed Eye on the wallet flap means so much that it merits especial 
attention. 

In general, it signifies the closed Mind of the unthinking multitude. 

We must remenher that man is bom into a world of rdgidly standardized 
systems which stagnate his progress, stalemate his thinking, and stultify 
his Mind. 

These systems permit no thinking and prevent mental developnent. Ihey 
domantize the brain. 

The Mind is conditioned by controlled and standardized educatimal and 
theological systems. Ihis conditioning process molds the Mind to fit the 

pattern prepared for it, and the pattern is cleverly designed to make man 
believe it elevates him whoi, in fact, it debases him. 

So, the Eye cn the Fool's wallet is "closed" to indicate this nental 
state. 

^fen's Mind "is the most colossal power in this world" wrote Dr. Carrel. 
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It can flash around the world in an instant, and span Uie future as well as 
the past. 

The old nan can see himself as a child playing with his toys, and the 
engineer can see the sky-scraper he plans to build, filled with people. 

lhat phase of Ancient Wisdom appears in the Bible: — 

Vfe look not at the things seen with our eyes, but we lock with our 
Mind at things not seen with our eyes. For the things seen with our eyes 
are tenporal, vhile the things seen with our Mind and not seen with our 
eyes, are eternal (2 Cor. 4:18). 

Nothing fri^tens those institutions that are founded on standardized 
systenB so much as Ihinking does. Because those who Think, usually find 
Thuth and Li^t, — two qualities entirely fbrei^ to these institutions. 
So, the Thinking of the nasses is done by these institutions. 

The church did have the authority to murder and bum those who refused 
to accept its standardized line of thoq^t, and exercised that authority 
freely and gaily for centuries. 

Those stubborn, dan^rous Thinkers were called "heretics." They were 
enemies of the chur^ God, and the church, as God’s terrestrial re^nt, had 
the "divine ri^t" to destroy God's enemies. 

The Mather Qiurch declares: "Deciding for himself what he will believe, 
instead of accepting the (standardized) teachings of Qirist and His Church, 

the heretic rejects truth and enhraces error." This nakes him an eneny of 
God and he thus forfeits his right to life. 

That great writer Ri^rt Hu^es said: "The thing that nakes church 
members such 'Dcngerous Citizens' is their (stupid) belief that they have 
a 'God' directing them, and that those who cppose them are 'opposing God'. 
This is the basic origin of all the horrors and holy wars." 

It was not until 1816 that public pressure was so strong that it cc8i- 
strained the Pope to iss\£ a bull putting "ai end to tcrtijre and cteath (by 

burning) at the stake for opinicn's sake (Wall, p. 341). 

CREATION 

Leading scientists declare that the Condition of the Earth is the Par¬ 
ent of Creaticn. 

They cite the fact that no living thing can cane into existence until 
the Ocnditicai of the Earth is perfectly suitable for living thin^ to ap¬ 
pear and survive- 

That is the actual Law of Creation. Ihder that law man comes into 
existence. His creation, his appearance, is the proof that he was per¬ 
fectly adapted to the ccnditions of the environment in vhich he appeared, 
as Hotena explains in his remarkable work, "Cosmic Creation." 

That is a State of PerfecticHi in which nothing is wanting and nothing 

is needed. 
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That ancient Dactrine of Perfection provided no place for the priest¬ 
hood, and it nade man the God of -the physical wrld. as stated in the 
Bible (Gen. 1:26). 

Ihen the time came wh^ that Doctrine was debased and corrupted by 
the priesthood, and the Iteters were silenced and slau^tered, and man was 
plunged into intellectual dartoess. 

And "that is the Man of Dartaess, symbolized by Ihe I'festers in the 
Tarot cartonHncy as the Fool. 

That man’s Mind is closed. His -thinking is dene for him. He is tau^t 
from childhood to worship appearance and ceremonies, to believe in "sacred 
books" or the "writings of learned -theologians," and to accept "the (stand¬ 
ardized) -teachings of (a nythical) Christ and His Church." 

That man's Consciousness functions thru five faul-ty senses, and is ex¬ 
tremely limited in its realization of -(he world in which that man lives. 

That is the Fool, the Man of Darkness, who carries in a wallet the es¬ 

sence of -the Knowledge which shold be his, but he knows it not. His ig¬ 

norance of hijiBelf and of the world constrains him to stumble blindly on, 
cois-tantly searching for -that which he already has. 

It is our purpose in -this work to e35)ose -(he fraudulent teaching of 
a nythioal Christ and His Church which mdee nan a Fool and keep him in 
intellectual darkness. And so, we shall meet -the Fool frequently. 
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diapter VIII 

CARD 2, lEffl PRIESIESS 6 CARD 21, THE WORLD 

Card 2, Hi^ Priestess 

Card 2 presents, primarily, tlie Creative Principle, Polarity, Sexual¬ 
ity, Duality. It is the condition that develops naturally from the primal 

division of 1he Cosmic [Jhit, the fiindamental phase of Creation. 

This is not cnly a Icxig story, but an inportant cne, and the details 
of it are contained in Hotema's work titled "Cosmic Creation." 

The Hi^ Priestess in this case is Isis, chief goddess of the Egyptian 
Ifysteries. In this role she represented the World Mother, the Nurse of all 
Creation. Her priests were dsligated to observe perpetual chastity, Viiiich 
placed them above the plane of animalistic propa^tion, the subject of the 

Edenic allegory. 

In the picture Isis is crowned with thesolar disk between two horns, 

indicative of the union of the positive and negative elements, which are 
further implied by the Solar Cross cn her breast. 

She sits between two pillars, one white and one black, representing 
the positive and negative properties of substance. These are also the two 
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pillars of Masonry, Jadiin and Boaz, and 'v;ere pronvinently pictured at the 

entrance of Solomon's Temple. 

'■In nagic," says C. C. Zain, "this car'd "depicts the principle of rece- 
pticn, the polar opposite of the principle indicated in Arcanum 1. It is 
the feminine reaction of the mgical agent, and teaches us the androgynous 

nature of Astral Li^t" (The Tarot, p. 93). 

Ihe bases of the pillars are cubes, representing the Four Elements, 
Fire, Air, Water, Earth. The c^itals of the pillars represent Egyptian 

architecture, in the form of lotus buds, signifying creative action. 

Isis sits at the entrance of the realm of Nature. The veil, extend¬ 
ing between the pillars behind her, conceals the Ifystery of Creation, and 
is net to be rudely lifted by the profane nor desecrated by the impious. 

There is a scroll, or bock, in her lap, or held in her ri^t hand in 

sone cards, cn which is inscribed the word Tore, which is the phonetic 
equivalent of the Hebrew Torah, or "Law". 

Ihe various coimentators have missed the point as to this scroll. One 
says it is to convey the messa^ that the Scriptures have an esoteric mean¬ 
ing. Another says it is the Secret Law. Still another says it is the 
record of past events, of all mental and physical states, indelibly im¬ 
pressed in subconsciousness. All of them are wrong. 

This book, in some sets of "Tarot Cards", also appears in Card 10, 
Wheel of Life, in vhich case the Four Creatures of Ezekiel occupy the angles 
of the cards, and each of them is reading the bock. 

This bock is so inportant that Hotema dealt with it in detail in his 

"Son of Perfection," where he explains that it represents the Temple in 
which the Ego dwells (1 Cor. 3:16). 

It is mentioned in the Bible as the Bock With Seven Seals (Rev. 5). 
And little does the Christian world dream that the Seven Seals are actu¬ 
ally Seven Great Nerve Centers of the human Itemple. 

These vital centers are called "seals" because in the non of darkness 
they are serai-dormant. This condition causes man's Consciousness to func¬ 
tion on a very low level, exactly as desired by the Mother Church, and the 
result is that such a man lives in a very small world. 

One purpose of initiation was to teach the Neophyte how to activate 
these Seven Major Batteries of the bo(^, and thus greatly to expand the 
world in which he lived. 

That was the path to Seership which the Church (destroyed, and which 
we shall mention in our interpretation of Card 17, the Star, and also Card 
9, the Hermit. 

Of this bexh the Bible s^s: 

"And I saw a strong angel proclaiming with a loud voice. Who is worthy 
to epen the bock, and to loose the seals thereof? 
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"And no man in heaven, nor in earth, neither vnder the earth, was 
able to open the bock, neither to lock therein. 

"And I wept much, because no nan was found worthy to cpen and to 
read the bock, neither to lock thereoi. 

"And one of the eldeis saith unto men, Weep not: behold, the Lion of 
the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, hath prevailed to open the book, 
and to looce the seals thereof" (Rev. 5:2-5). 

The "strong angpl" was Pharmel, one of the four angpls of the Solar 
God. The Lion is leo, symbol of Solar Fire, and also the si^ of Judah, 
■nie "root" of nan is his Astral Self. For the nystical Ttee of Life, Man, 
is the inverted ashvattha tree, which has its roots in the astral world 

and its branches in the physical world. Therefore, "the root of David" 
is Chvid reincarnated. 

"And 1 beheld, and lo, in the nddst of the throne of the Four Beasts 
(syiribols of lire, Air, Water, Earth), and in the midst of the Ancients 
(symbols of the hours of the day), stood a Lanb, as if it had been sac¬ 
rificed, having 7 horns and 7 eyes. 

"And he came and tock the bode cut of the hand of him seated cn the 
throne (Rev. 5:6,7)." 

The lanto represents the trenbling Neophyte, who has been prepared, 
tested and accepted for the ordeal of initiation in the Ancient Ffysteries. 

The horns and eyes reparesent the seven noetic powers of action and 
the seven noetic powers of perception, which are awakening in the boefy of 
the Neophyte. 

A scholar who has read Yoga literature relating to the Kmdalini and 
the Seven Chakras of nan's body, knows where the last bock of the Bible 

originated. 

It was written ty the Hindus thousands of years before the world ever 
heard of the gpspel Jesus, and a cx^y of the scroll was brou^t back to 
Asia Minor by /^oUenius about the middle of the first century A.D., when 
he visited India. 

This Apollonius became the "ffystery Man of The Bible", the Jesus of 
the gpspels, the Paul of the epistles, and the John of Revelation, as ex¬ 
plained by Hotena in his various works. 

When the "pious" Church Fathers copied the scroll for their Bible, 
they fraudulently changed the context to bring their nythical Jesus into 
the picture, and these interpolations are so conspicuous and produce such 
bredcs in the narrative, that they can be sifted out by a hi^chool 

student. 

This JesvB is the very foundation of ChristLanity, and it was impera¬ 
tive that he be mentLcned in the Bible. That is the reasen why the Bible 
was compiled by those who organized that religious system, and the only 
reason why the New Testament was wni-tten and added to the ancient liter¬ 

ature. 
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When this Jesus was bom, Christianity was bom, and when he falls, 
Qiristianity fails. 

Initiation 

Let IB follow the Neophyte and see what occurs. — 

Being prepared, tested and accepted for initiation, the Neophyte was 
ordered to enter the Great Pyramid during the night, and descend on hands 
and knees thru a narrcw passagp witliout steps, until he reached a cavelike 
opening, lliru which he had to crawl to another subterrwiean cave, on the 
walls of vMch were inscribed these words: 

"The mortal who shall travel this road alcne, without hesitating or 

locking back, shall be purified by Fire, by Water, and by Air; and if he 
can sunnount the fear of death, he shall emerge from the bosom of the 
Earth. Then he shall re-enter the Li^t and claim the right of preparing 
himself for the reception of the mysteries of the Great Goddess Isis." 

The trenbling Neophyte first net in his journey three disguised men, 

armed with swords, who sou^t to fri^ten him, first by their appearance 
and noise, and then by enumerating the dangers that awaited him in his 
journey if he continued. 

If his ccuragp did not falter here, he was permitted to pass cn to 
the Hall of Eire. This hall was lined with burning naterlal, and the floor 
was a grate painted flame color. Thru this hall he was obli^d to go 
quickly to escape the effects of the flames and heat. 

He next came to a wide channel fed with water frcan the Nile, over 
which he had to swim with a srrall lamp in his hand, which afforxfed all 
the li^t he had. 

On reaching the other side, he found a narrow passagp leading to a 
landing place about six feet sqijare, with movable floor. Cn each side 
were stone walls, and behind metal wheels were fixed. In front was a 
door, opening inward, and preventing any farther advance. 

In trying to turn two largp rings annexed to the door, in hcpes of 
continuing his journey, the wheels began to revolve, producing a terrific 
effect, -Sie floor gpve way, leaving him suspended by the arms over ap¬ 
parently a cteep abyss, up from which came a violent current of cold air, 
vrfiicdi extinguished the lamp, leaving him totally in darkness. 

In this process of trial, the Neophyte was ejqxjsed to the action of 
the Four Elements, fire, air, water, earth. 

After the risk of falling into an unknown depth had continued for a 

moment, the floor resumed its original position, the wheels stopped, and 
the door opened, disclosing the sanctuary of Isis, the Hi^ Priestess, 
illuminated with a blaze of li^t, there her priests were assembled, in 

two ranks, clad in ceremcnial robes, and bearing the nysterious Symbols 
of the Or^r, singing hynris in praise of their divinity. They greeted 
and congratulated the Neophyte on his courage and escape from the dangers 
fchich had surrounded him. 
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The entrance to the sanctuaiy vas coistructed in the pedestal of llie 
triple statve of Osiris, Isis and Hcrus. The vails were decorated with var¬ 
ious ^legprical figures, syirbols of the Es^ptian Ifysteries as presented in 
the pictures of J^jor Arcana, anmg which were others, but those particularly 
prominent were: 

1. A Serpent casting an egg out of its mouth — a symbol of all things 
by the rays of the Sun. 

2. A Serpent coiled in the form of a Circle, holding its tail in its 
mouth — a synhol of Eternity. 

3. The Double Thu, a syntol of the Fbsitive and Negative Forces of the 
Jh.crocosm vhidh creates all things. 

4. The Sphinx, a symbol of the Four Elements of Creation. 

5. The Chduceus, a syiribol of the Creative Principle. 

This was vhat raay be termed the first degree of initiation in the myster¬ 
ies of the Hi^ Priestess, all the details of vhich were never known to any but 
the initiates themselves. 

Card 21, The World 

This is the companion card of the Priestess, vho ccaitinues as the actress. 
She has now changed her costume by removing her robe and appearing with only 
a blue scarf over her left shoulder, extending dcwn and over the generative 
center of the body. 

The phenomenal World is called Nature. It is the world we see, and can¬ 
not come from nothing. Neilher was it created in six days by the church God. 

The visible world is a picture produced by the ccndensaticai of the Four 
Elements, represented by the Fcur Beasts of the Egyptian Sphinx, which 1he Bible 
says Ezd^el saw in his vision, and presented in a manner to deceive the nasses 
and conceal the facts. 

Hotena ej^iressed the cpinicxi in his "Cosmic Creation" Hiat Laplace got the 
hint of his Nebular Gosmogpny from Ezekiel's vision. The postulate was bitterly 
condemned by the Mother Church because it e^lcded the creation fdale of 1he 
first chapter of Genesis. But it was embraced by science as the logical solu- 
ticn of the riddle. 

Now cones a nuclear astrcpiysicist of C^ada who asserts that theuniverse 
evolved frcan a vast cd.oud of hydrogen gas, and the constant reshuffling of the 
nuclei of the elements finally created all the elements now known car the earth. 

The "wheels" mentioned in the Ezekiel (1:15) simply represent the Zodiakos, 
the symbolism of which aqplies to the World and to every kind of cosmic force 
and element of the universe. 

The elliptic garland in Card 21 ccntains 22 groups of three leaves, eleven 
grcx4>s cn each side. The tcp and bottom of the ^rland have a horizcntal 
ei^Tt-shaped-binding, similar to the Life Link over the head of the Magician 



in card 1, and over the head of the woiran in card 8, which is to indicate the 

macrccosndc character of the wreath, and the ancient sxicn, "As above, so 
below." 

There is no change in structure of the garland from top to bottcsm, which 
is to indicate that the physical world is ccnposed of the sane elements as the 
astral world, the only difference being that in the physical world they are 

visible because they are condensed. 

The dancing girl in the center of the wreath holds in each hand a spiral- 
istic vand, the spirals in the ri^t hand turning clockwise, and those in the 

left turning counter-clockwise, symbolizing Involution and Evolutdcn. 

C. C. Zain said: "As in truth the Sun is the source of all physical, men¬ 
tal and emotional power expressed cn earth, the planets merely refracting its 
various attributes, and the si^s acting as sounding-boards for such expres¬ 
sion, so Arcanum 21, signifying perfection, union and attairunsnt on all three 

planes, corresponds to the Sun." — The Ihrot, p. 406. 

The Hi^ Priestess and the World Mother are one. They are symbolized 
in the Bible as the Wcman clothed with the Sun, the moon under her feet, and 
upon her head a crown of twelve stars. — Rev. 12:1. 

Not a preacher in Christendom possesses the fundamental kncwledge of 
Creation to make him conpetent to interpret this symbolism of the Ancient 
Astrolo^rs, condemned by the church as "superstitious heathens." 

The Sun si^ifies the fecundating agent, the neon implies .generation, and 
the crown of twelve stars indicates the twelve signs of the Zodiakos, 

As the sunshine striking the earth causes the earth to produce, so the Sun 
shines on Woman, symbolizing the World Mather, and she produces. 

Ancient synibolism was an esoteric process of illustrating cosmic prin¬ 
ciples and. elenEnts in action. In had no reference whatever to the imagin¬ 
ary vrarh; of an imaginary god and a crucified savior, as tau^t by the church. 

Polarity is prominently presented by tiie two pillars, cne white and one 
black, between which the Priestess sits. Polarity is the Creative Principle. 
In the case of living creatures it is called Sexiality. 

Nothing can manifest objectively without the dualistic properties of 
Polarity. That is the cnly god of Creation. 

Without Polari'ty there would be no Universe and no Creation. And this 
Creative Principle is not the property nor power of the church God, but that 
of the Conscious, Intelligent, Infinite, Omnipotent Atom. 

It vas around this Creative Principle that revolved all the mythology, 
symbology and secrecy of the ancient philosophies and religions. — 
Excerpted from Cbsmdc Creation by Hotema. 
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Qi^ter IX 

CARD 3, THE EMPRESS 6 CARD 20, RESURRECTION 

C^rd 3, The Enpress 

This card presents a wonan, with two great wing^, which are absent in sons 
pictures, seated iqxDn the 'Ihrcne of the Sui, and seen full face. 

In her ri^t hand is an escutchecn bearing an Eagle with outspread wings, 
and in her left she holds a Scepter sunnounted by a globe and the syntool of 
Venus. She is adorned with a crown of twelve stars, and has a lunar crescent 
under her feet. In front of her, in sons pictures, a field of grain is maturing. 

The Enpress appears in the Bible, mentioned as follows: 

"And there appeared a great wcncter in heaven; a woman clothed with the s\jn, 
and the raocn mder her feet, and upon her head a crcwn of twelve stars" (Rev. 
12:1). 

The Enpress represents all phases of the phenomenal world. She represents 
growth, unfoldraent, product. She signifies the results of the active princi¬ 
ples reflected in Cards 1 and 2. 

Being "clothed with the sun" implies vniversal fecundity. The Eagle 
(Scorpio) sigiifies sexuality. The moon under her feet indicates generation. 
The Scepter, crowned by the symbol of Venus, represents the sacred office of 
Motherhood. 
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-Her diadem, with 12 stars, indicates ihat the Enpress personifies the laws 
and powers of the Macrocosm which rule the Microcosm, as symbolized in liie 
twelve signs of the Zodiakos. 

The total, combined qualities of the Enpress signify the C^cle of Life. 
She represents the ^te of entrance into the phenomenal world, as into the 
Garden of Venus. 

To conplete the Cycle, she holds the secret of the path that extends out 
into the vast realm of darkness of the unknown, — which is the theme of the 

next card, 20, Resurrection (Reincarnation). (Or, in some cards, Judgement). 

One of the purposes of initiation in the Ancient Ifysteries was to teach 
the "man of darkness," who had been prepared, tested, and accepted, and who 
is symbolized in the Bible as a Lamb facing "sacrifice" (Rev. 5:6), that golden 
secret of the iiysterious Astral Vforld, lying just over the hill which all liv¬ 
ing things must travel, and which secret the church has tried so hard to hide 
from the nesses. 

If the true and correct knowledge of that secret were tau^t to the nasses, 

it would ruin Christianity. Ihat is the reason why the ancient libraries and 
ancient scrolls were destroyed after the birth of Christianity. 

Card 20, Resurrection (Reincarnation) 

We shall now show where the biblical makers got their account of the Res¬ 
urrection which they craftily wove around their fabulous Jesvis- 

A million years ago the Doctrine of the Resurrection and Reincarnation 
developed from the observation of the cyelical processes of Creation. 

The Masters of Lerauria saw man as a part of natime, not apart from nature. 

That man is in some way akin to nature, not even the most positive evol¬ 
utionist will attenpt to deny. 

The Leraurian Meters realized that the link which binds man to all nature 
is something far more than akirmess- They saw in man something far greater 
than flcwers of the field. 

Man is the croaning glory of all Creation. He is the ^ of all the earth, 
— a fact recognized even by the biblical makers (Gen. 1:26). 

For a^s throu^out the ancient world, the Resurrection of the god Sol, 
under different names in different ages and among different nations, was cele¬ 
brated on March 25 with elaborate ceremonies of great rejoicing. 

With the Resurrection of the Sun from the southern hemisphere, came the 
Resurrection of the grass and fLowers, with dormant forests turning green with 
new foliage. 

All nature rose from the dead. 

This cosmic event illustrates the Law of Cyclic Manifestation, the basic 
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law vAiich teaches the inspiring lessens that death is not what it scene. 

For out of death there comsth the Resurrection, tiie Reincarnation of Life. 

R?c»n the death of winter there cones in the spring the Resurrection of all 
the vegetation of the earth. Is nan less than the flowere? 

These facts of ages of observation tau^t the Masters that as the Law of 
C^lic ffanifestation rules the ve^table kingdom, it must also rule the animal 
kingdom. For the La/ is cne, and Life is cne, and there could not be cne I3/ 
for the life cf the vegetable kingdem and another for the life of the aninal 
kingdom. 

If flowers die and return to a future life, so does nan. 

The nanifestation of the Creative Life is cyclic in all kingdons, and 
plies to animal life as fully as to vegetal life. 

So, i^jon this solid foundation the Aicient Masters built their Doctrine of 
the Resurrection and Reincarnation. 

The biblical makers were exceedingly careful to keep out of the Bible all 
direct reference to Reincamaticn. To hide the facts and deceive the masses, 
they changed the word Reincarnation to "regeneration" (Matt. 19:28); Titus 
3:5). 

Then they applied the Cyclic law of Life only to their Jesus. 

Ouspens]^^ wrote: 

"Aid I saw an icy plain. A chain of snow-covered moiaitains shut off the 
horizon. A cloud rose and grew until it covered a quarter of the sky. 

"In the midst of the cloud there appeared two fiery wings. Aid, b^old, 
I saw the nessengpr of the Qipress. 

"I saw him raise his trunpet, and he blew a loud blast. Aid the plain 

trenbled, and with loud reverberating echoes the mcaintains answered. 

"Aid one after another of the graves in the plain be^n to opai, and out 
of them came forth people — young children and old men and wonen. And they 
stretched out their arms to the messenger of the Enpress, and tried to catch 
the sound of the trunpet. 

"In that sound of the trunpet I felt the smile of the Enpress. And in 
the opening graves I saw unfolding flowers and smelt their fragranoe. 

"And now I understood the nystery of Birth and Death." == New Model of 
Uhiverse. 
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Ye must be bom again says the Bible (Jh. 3:3, 5, 7). 

Tlie clearest account of the ancient Doctrine of Resurrection (Reincarn¬ 

ation) in the Bible, appears in the epistles of Paul. 

Paul explained, in his terminology as recorded in the Bible, that death is 
the process of releasing the Ego from the body; that death is simply a CH/\NGE 

OF STATE, not the ANNIHILAITON OF BEING. 

He called it a "nystery”, and attempted to ejqjlain the "mystery" by describ¬ 
ing the dial nature of nan, calling them celestial and terrestrial bodies, and 
declaring that DEATH is simply separation of the two. According to the Bible, 

he said: 

"There are celestial bodies and bodies terrestrial. But the glory_ (nat¬ 
ure) of the celestial is one (thing), and the glory of the terrestrial is 

another. ... 

"Behold, I show you a mystery: We shall not sleep (in death), but we 
shall be changed; in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at tiie last trunpet. 

"For the trunpet (of &hriel) shall sound, and the dead shall te raised 
incorruptible, and we shall be changed (fron mortality to immortality). 

"For this corruptible (body) must put on incomp)tion, and this mortal 
(body) must put cn immortality. (The celestial bocf^. Ego, separates from, or 

leaves the terrestrial body). 

"So when this corruptible shall have put on incorruption, and this mortal 
shall have put on immortality, then shall be brou^t to pass the s^ing that 

is written; 

"Death is swallowed up in victory (Is. 28:8), 0 death, where is thy 
sting? 0 grave, where is thy victory." (1 Oor. 15:40-55). 

Wc know not what Paul's exact statements were. It is certam the biblical 
makers rendered the phraseology as ambiguous as they could, to hide the facts 
and make it more difficult to be understood by the man of darkness. 

And to increase the ambiguity, the biblical makers fraudulently added 
verses 56-58 to Chapter 15, in oirder to mislead the masses and to weave in 
their gpspel Jesus, who was utterly unknown to Paul. 

An 8th grade pipil can detect the abmp)t break in context between verses 

55 and 56. 

We must observe in particular that Paul said, "The trumpet shall sound, 

and the dead shall be raised incorruptible." 

Not just those who believe in the gospel Jesus. But all the dead shall 
be raised incorruptible. There is no limit; there are no qualifications. 

This scene created by Paul's statements is clearly presented in Card 20, 
titled "Judgement", or the "Last Judgement." According to the Bible, the 
title should be Resurrection or Reincamation. 
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Ihere is still another feature presented in the picture that appears in the 
Bible. 

In the picture there are seven lines radiating frcan the bell of the trunpet 
blown by the an^l, indicating seven basic tones. This takes us directly to 
Chapter 10 of the last bock of the Bible, as follows: 

"/hd I saw another nd^ty angpl cone down fix)m heaven, clothed with a cloud 
and a rainbcw was ipon his head, and his face was luminous like the sun, and his 
feet like pillars of fire. 

"And he had in his hand a little scroll unrolled. He set his ri^ foot 
upon the sea, and his left foot on the earth, and cried with a loud voice; and 
seven thunders uttered their voices. 

"When the seven thunders had uttered their voices, I was about to write 
(down the teaching); but I heard a voice from the sky saying to me: 

" ’Seal v^) (the teaching) which the seven thunders uttered, and write 
them not' " (Rev. 10:1-4). 

Those voices of the seven thunders appear to relate directly to the seven 
basic tcnes of the trunpet of the angel in Card 20. 

Aid furthermore, it is clear that the voices of the seven thunders were 
esoteric secrets not intended for the eicoteric and the profene; for they were 
not to be recorded. 

Vfliat were the teachings of the voices of the seven thunders? 

The angel appearing here, clothed with a cloud, and a rainbow upon his 
head, sindlates the angel in Card 20, who blows the seven basic tones, and 
"the dead are rising from their tombs"; and "all figures", said Dr. Waite, 
"are as cxie in the wonder, adcmtion and ecstacy expressed by their attitude." 

Ihe trunpeter is terned the angel Gabriel, representing the element of 
water, as indicated by his blue robe. 

Ihe correct interpretation of the symbolism of Cards 3 and 20 shows the 
source of seme of the ancient symbology and allegory contained in the New 
IfestanEnt. 

These crafty biblical makers not only had possession of the 22 missing 
Ituiips Major, but mdeirstood the interpretation thereof, and interpolated in 
various parts of the New Testament some of that interpretation. 

The biblical makers state that their Jesus cried out with a loud voice 
(the voice of the seven thunders), (and) yielded up the ^ost, ... "and the 
graves were opened, and many bodies of the saints vrfdch slept arose" (^kt. 
27:50, 52). 

Wie are dealing with the Cycle of life, and shcill notice it again in con¬ 
sidering Card 10, the Wheel of life, and Card 13, the Wheel of Death. 
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Cards 3, 10, 13, and 20 should be studied together- 

Doctrine of Resurrection 

Ihe doctrine of a resurrection to a future and eternal life existed among 
almost all ancient nations from the earliest times. 

The Egyptians, in their nysteries, taught a final resurrection of the Ego. 

The Jews adopted the doctrine after the seventy years of captivity, bor¬ 
rowing it from the Babylonians. They had no literature of their own until 

after the captivity, being just a group of sheep herders, unlearned and ig¬ 
norant. They returned from Babylcnia educated people and then be^ to produce 
Hieir literature, copying what they had learned from the Babylonians. 

The Brahnans and Buddhists, llie Etruscans, Greeks, Renans, Druids and 
Scandinavians, taught the doctrine of a resurrection of the Ego to a future 
and eternal life. 

That event in nan's existence called Death, which marks the transition 
frem the naterial and visible to the invisible, astral world, was not re^rded 
in ancient times as it is now in the Christian world. 

hi point of fact, there is no such condition as death, extinction, anni¬ 
hilation. There is no ending and no beginning. It is an axiom of science that 
something cannot come from nothing, find the something which cones, must, 
under "^e law of Like begets Like, present in character, if not indegree, the 
qualities of the producer. 

And so, as life in the visible world comes from pre-existent Life in the 
invisible world, the life which cones has no beginning and no ending. Hctema 
s^s in his "Pre-Existence of Lfan": — 

"As the Lfecrocosm produces the Microcosm, uncter the law that Like begpts 
like, -die Microcosm must illustrate and describe with perfect precision, the 
characteristics,qualities and properties of the bkcrocosm." 

Lfeterial foniB change, but the Ehtities which inhabit the forms change 
not. 

The substance of which nan's bocty is caiposed is as eternal as the Ego 
which dwells in that boefy, as Hotema has eiplained in "Cosmic Creation." 
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Ihere is a reascn far this. For, liJce nDst niistakes, it is rather a 
misunderstanding get misapplicatican of the remenhranoe than a deliberate attenpt 

to deceive. 

In such a case the prcbability is that the ijerson did live in the period 
renenbered, and perhaps todc a prominent part in the events enacted, but he 
was not necessarily the principle character as he thinks he was when the mem¬ 

ory of it returns to him. 

In the past he nay have been ciseply interested in the characters under 
consideration, and fond of imagining himself in their place. Thus, vhen the 
menory is turned to those old times, it awakens the old currents of feeling, 
and a nan thinks he was, in the past, vhat actually he wished to be. 

CaxKi 12, JUDGEMENT 

Arcanum 12 presents nan suspended by cne foot frcan a gallcws, head down, 
the allows being constructed of a beam si^^orted cn the tcp of two c\it trees, 
each having six lopped limbs alcng their length. His hands are tied behind 
his back, and cne leg is crossed behind the other, forming a crude cross, which 
indicates the four cardinal points of the ccnpass, while the severed branches 
signify the oonpletion of the cycle of the Sun thru the tvrelve sigps of the 
Zodiakos, indicating the termonaticai of terrestrial life. 

The labors of Hercules are at an end. 

Vfe have found nothing which satisfies us as to the interpretatim of this 

syrAolism. The Bible says: 

'If a nan have committed a sin worthy of death, and he be to be put to 

death, and thou heng him on a tree, his bocfy shall not renain all ni^t i?)cn 
the -tree, but thou shalt in any wise bury him that cfey" (Deut. 21: 22, 23) . 

The biblical nokers here inserted this phrase: "Fbr he that is hanged is 

accursed of God" (Dsut. 21:23). 

Then they nada it appear that this interpolated statement was in the anc¬ 
ient scroll by inserting this statenent in the New Ttestanent: 

"For it is written Cursed is every ctie that hangpth cn a tree" (Gal. 3: 

13). 

But it was not so "written" until the biblical nakers wrote it, in their 
crafty schene of re-shaping the ancient scriptures to serve their nefarious 

purpose, which was to enslave huiranity. 

The four fijed sigps of the Zodiakos, Leo, Scorpio, Aquariis and Taurus, 
form the Cbsmic Cross cn which nan hangp in the ihysical vrorld for evil pur¬ 
poses, using the Sacred Ttenple in vhich he should glorify life, to debase his 
precious life and to satisfy his lijBts for sensation, greed, hate, jealousy, 

etc. 

Because of the positixxi in which non is presented in this card, other com- 
nentators call it the Hanged Man. But to us, the term Judgment seems to be a 

far more fitting title. 
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The fact of Reincarnation rips away the foundation of Christianity. 

REINCAMAnON 

If Iteincamation is a fact, a nan nay be justified in asking; "If such 
a phenonena as the repetition of lives cn earth is true, why do we know nothing 
of it? Why do vie not renenher irore? 

Ihere is a definite reascn why the neinory of antecedent incarnations so 
seldan occurs. 

In our evolution we have passed thru nany sad and embittering ej^erien- 
ces which, if reineiribered in subsequent incamaticns, would so depress our Ego 
- so discourage and hanper us, that we would irake little effort .to progr^s. 

Also, if we did renenber who we had been before, and whom our present 
ccsipanions were, we would find it so hard in nany cases to forgive the injur¬ 
ies, so hard to fbr^t the troubles we had gone thru in camection with them, 
that our progress would be retarded. 

Since the Great law, acting as Karma, denends perfect conpensaticai or 
adjustuent, cne great object in each new life is to readjust the mistakes of 
the past. 

Another reason why we do not renenber is, at each incarnation the Ego 
clads itself in a new robe, the brain cells of which have never respcnded to 
past conditions, and only when the brain is enable of responding to the nem- 
ory stored in the Hi^er Self, can that nEmory be inpressed upai the waking 
consciousness. 

In other words, the personality, per se, cannot remenber the past because 
it has ejqserienced only the present life. 

And a further reason is that nany of our previous lives have been so un- 
inpertant and trivial, that they have registered little of v^ue in the Hi^er 
Self, hence have little of inportanoe to remenber. 

For cut of each life, it is cnly those enaepticnal experienoes and those 
lessons vhich have made deep inpressions epen us, that are immortalized by 
being registered in the Real Self. 

Wte must not Icse sigjit of the fact that in our present life we for^t 
nany thingiS, remsnbering only those which, for various reasons, have nwdo the 
deeper inpressions upon us. 

Like the meirory of our present life, which may l3e aroused by some partL- 
cul^ event, the memory of o\^ past life may be awakened by reading abovrt or 
seeing the picture of some historical character. This arouses a consciousness 
of having lived at that tine or in that place. 

H^s may give rise to much ridicule, for many in whom the memory of past 
lives is dawning, seem not to have been lower than rulers, kings and queens 
or notable charecters in history. 
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Chapter X 

CAFD 4, THE EMPEEOR 6 CARD 19, THE SIN 

Half ■Q’uths 

Since the Tkrot first appeared in Europe early in the 14th century, nary 
able authors have attenpted to interpret its pictorial symbolism, including 
Such learned men as Eliphas Levi, Dr. Arthur E. Waite, and the greatest oc¬ 
cultists in this country. 

A conplete and correct interpretation of this symbolism is inpossible for 
him who does not understand the esoteric messagie of the ancient philosophy, 
and who is not conpetent to fill in all the details of the ancient maxim, "As 
above, so below." 

What was the basic philosophy contained in the Ancient Scrolls from which 

the Bible was conpiled? 

That is v^at we are going to consider and explain in our interpretation 
of the cartomancy of the Tarot. We shall expose the crafty manner in which 
the scheming priesthood conpiled the "Word of God" from the Ancient Scrolls, 
and freely enplcyed the trick of using half truths to deceive the masses. 

These men not only had possession of the Ibrot, but understood the inner 
meaning of its synbolism. 
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For instance, they say in the pictiiie of Chrd 20 how the "dead" rose vip 
from their graves at the sound of the trunfiet of the "strong angpl" Gabriel, 
and nenticned it in the Bible (1 Oor. 15:52). 

The various conmentators have called this card "The Last Judgenent," and 
Dr. Waite wrote: 

"An angel sounds his trumpet 'per sepulchra regionm,' and the dead arise. 
... It shoild be noted (in the picture) that all the (rising) figures are as 
one in the wcnder, adoration and ecstacy expressed by their attitudes." 

It is perfectly obvious that the correct title of this card is The Resur¬ 
rection. And yet that title does not ejactly ej^iress the true meaning. But 
the biblical makers tock that title, applied it to their Jesus, and then de¬ 

liberately and definitely excluded from that category all the rest of nankind, 
contrary to the ancient philosophy. 

Here is another instance of the employment of a half truth to deceive the 
masses- We shall consider more of these half truths and show how deceptive 
and dangerous they are. 

Im^ and Likeness of God 

The Bible states that God made non in His image and likeness (Gen. 1:26, 
27). 

That statement is a "half truth". Man is definitely and completely made 
in the ima^ and likeness of "God". The big trick or catch lies in the true 
meaning of the word "God". 

Here is an example of a "half truth". The mystery of both "God" and man 
vanishes when the "half truth" is replaced by the whole truth. 

What is Man? Who has the answer? The answer will ejplain everything. 

We shall discover this church "God" by discovering the nature of Life and 
the Constitution of Man, 

For some reason, the science of living creatures in gieneral, and of nan 
in particular, has not made much progress. There must be a definite cause for 
this lack of tecwledge in the field of Anthropology and Biology. 

This lack of progress may be due to fear of what the findings will reveal. 
To the fact that discoveries mi^t result vhich will destroy the profitable 
systems -mat live cxi ignorance and thrive cn darkness, ffenoe, there may be 
"method in this madness", and "science in this ignorance". 

Man is an indivisible whole of a mysterious complexity. He is classed 
as an animal, but such classification fails to fit him. There is a great, un¬ 
bridgeable gulf between the lowest man and the hipest animal. The evolu¬ 
tionists have been unable to bridge this gulf after a century of labor. 

That great doctor, Alexis Carrel, visualized man as a gad. He said: "Man 
stands above all things." The Bibie agrees. It says that nan has dcndnion 
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over every living tiling on earth. (Gen. 1:28). 

But the teachings of the scheming priesthood present a different picture. 
Of all the living things on earth, man alcne is the canly one whose future is 
dark and disnal. He is a cringing slave who must cower and quail in abject 
fear before a God that will shew him no mercy, save <31 one condition — that 
he believe in and worship the Sen of God, the gospel Jesus. 

We can know little about Man as long as we neglect to study Mind, Cbn- 
sciousness. Intelligence and Vitality. These four inexplicable qualities cen- 
stitute Man, and science admits that as to these it knows almost nothing. 

The late Dr. Robert A, Millikan, world renowned scientist, head of the 
California Institute of Ttechnology, authority on COsndc R^s, said: 

"I cannot explain why I am alive rather than dead. The physiologists can 
tell ine much about the mechanical and chemical processes of ny boc^, but they 
cannot say vhy I am alive" (Collier's, Oct. 24, 1925). 

Yes, and much that is tau^t by the physiologists about the nechanical 
and chemical processes of the boefy is pure hogrash and hekum. The great Carrel 
ccndeimed it in these words: 

"The childish physico-chemical conceptions of hunen beings, in which so 
nany physiologists and physicians still believe, have to be definitely aban¬ 
doned" (Man The Lhknown, p. 108). 

Why abandoned? Because they are erroneous, false, misleading. 

No clear, sinple, reasonable representation of M^ has ever been presented 
in modem times. No method has so far been developed that is capable of ap¬ 
prehending Man simultaneously in his entirety, his parts, and his relation to 
the Ifriiverse. Or to God if you prefer. 

Man will continue to remain a nystery to himself until science discovers 
his relationship to the world to vAiich he belcn^, and of v^ich he is not only 
a part, but the hi^st part cn earth, of the world in which he lives, and 
moves, and has his being (A:ts 17:28). 

To discover the true nature of Life and the constitution of Man requires 
knowledge as to the Creative Principle and the Creative Elements. 

We must begin with a self-existent Lhiversal Principle, and, by logical 
reasoning and emsistent process, bring that Principle down fron the miversal 
to the individual, leaving no gaps to be bridged and no gulfs to be crossed. 

In other words, we must reach out and bring down the Macrocosm to the 
Microcosm, and scientifically affirm of the latter all the distinctive qual¬ 
ities of the fanner. 

The Ancient Masters did that, and they solved the nystery of bfen. The 
Key to the secret is concealed in their maxim, "As above, so below." 

To be more ejqplicit, as the ffaker, so the M^. For Man nast be the 
iiiHge and likeness of his Maker. 
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That is a fact so dbvious and self-evittent as to be unrecognized by only 
those who have no desire to see it. It is the last fact on earth that the 

church wants Man to discover. For that discovery would ruin the greatest schene 
of profit and power the world has ever known. 

The schendng men who coiipiled the Bible, included the substance of the Key 
of the tfasters when they wrote: 

"God created man in his own image, after his own likeness." 

These biJblical makers knew what the Masters tau^t. They had the know- 
ledgp before them in the ancient scrolls. But they destroyed the precious 
scrolls to hide that teaching from the eyes of the world. 

The orthodox Christians are in for a terrific shock when we conpare the 
biblical statenent with the substance of the scrolls, and, by the use of that 
evidence, reveal the true nature of that God who made nan in his image and 
likeness. 

Tb all ^pearances, the biblical statenents seem to be in perfect hamcny 
with the ancient naxim, "As above, so below". 

It is to a certain extent. But at this particular point there is in¬ 
volved a deep, dark plot, and that plot has been well concealed. The time 
has come when it shall be revealed. 

Just exactly what did the ancient scrolls say? Where are they new? Why 
were ancient libraries burned and ancient writing destroyed after the Bible 
was nade? Why did Archbishop Chrysostom, in the middle of the 5th century, 
feel so happy when he boasted that — 

"Every trace of the old philosophy and literature of the ancient wcsrld 
has vanished from the face of the earth" (Bible M/ths, Doane, p. 436). 

Why did the invention of the printing press in the 15th century so badly 
fri^tHn the church that Cardinal Wolsey, Bishop of Lendon, in a convocation 
of his clergy, said: 

"If we do not destroy this dangerous Invention, it will one day destroy 
us" (Doane, p. 438)? 

Nothing frightens the church so greatly as the spread of knowledge. 

By their own acts and deeds the church authorities have presented the evi¬ 
dence which convicts -Uiem of the crimes they have conraitted and ccncealed. 

When the chief custodian of the great Alexandrian library was secretly 
warned of the plot to bum the library, he hastily collected some of the most 
preedaus scrolls and shipped them off to Arabia for safety. 

When this ras discovered by the church authcocities, th^ were shocked and 
instituted the Crusactes in an attempt to recover these scrolls and destroy 
them. 

The Crusades lasted close to two centuries (1095-1291). Another pious lie 
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was told of their purpose. It was to recover the "Holy Land" from the heathens. 

Ihe scrolls were never recovered by the church. 

The church could not make the masses believe the earth was flat whm the 
Masters had taught that it is round. Ihat knowledge was tau^t by the Chal¬ 
deans and Egyptians for thousands of years before the world ever heard of 
Christianity. 

The church could not make the masses believe in its anthrcpomarphic God, 
vhen the ffasters had tau^t for millions of years that the glcrious Sun is the 
Father Of li^t and the Giver Of life. 

Ihat knowledge was ccntained in the Aicient Scrolls, and still appears in 
the Bible. It definitely states that God is a Consuming Fire (Heb. 12:29). 

We are now coming close to the great secret, above, so below", 
fcilcM us closely and keep all these points in mind. 

Origin of the Bible 

The (Origin 
cloaked in nys- 
scafolls of the 

The oldest 
do ncrt predate 
the oldest manu- 
now extant is 

Before the 
En^ish Bible. 
Jchn Wycliff and 
lecrted material 
their translation 
in 1384 A.D. 

of the Christian Bible is 
tery. Ncxie of the original 
Old Tfestament are extant. 

Jewish religious docunents 
the 8th century A.D., and 
scripts of the Old Tfestanent 
dated 916 A.D. Qmte ycjmg. 

14th century there was no 
It began to take shape under 
his <x>-workers. <=ol- 
here and there, and ccsrpleted 
of it into an English version 

Then other versions came so fast and were so discordant and corrupted, 
that in 1408 the English enacted a law prohibiting the translation of Latin 
Bibles into English. 

Tyndale's Bible, prepared ^ him after he was cJriven fron England for 
translating the Bible into English, was the most loved, the most hated, and the 
most successful of all. 

One half of the Christians bou^t Tyndale's Bible to read, and the ether 
half to bum. 

fbst Christians would be amazed if they read more abcait the making of their 
Bible and less about the hogwash and hokum contained in the Bible. 

For the Bible is the last place to lode for a truthful, factual descrip- 
tdcn of God and of Man. 

When we shall have fouid that (tescripticari, then there will come to be 
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understocjd the secret neaning of the statement, God created nan in his cwn 

image, after his own likeness. 

The true nature of life and the constitution of Man were contained in the 

ancient Scrolls. 

That knowledge, if presented new, would clarify the modem confusion sur¬ 
rounding life and Man. It had to be concealed and destroyed so the Mother 
Church could grow rich and powerful l^y selling the misled masses its God and 

its Jesus. 

Now has cone the time when an mprejudiced attenpt shall be made to give 
the masses, in simple terms, the true nature of God and a correct description 

of rfen. 

Lucky is he who reads this work and has the intelligence to understand what 

he reads. 

And no one shall seal the sayings contained herein; For the time is at 

hand (Rev. 22:10). 

The Sphinx 

Had the Wisdom of the Ancient Masters not been well recorded in stene and 
preserved in mysterious symbols and hieroglyphs, the Christian world would 
today have nme of it. 

As we searxih the encyclopedias far an interpretation of these ancient sym¬ 
bols, we are purposely led further astray by the crafty work of the church. 

The p\±)lic is not aware of the fact that the encyclopedias are censored 
by the church as to all things touching gocte, religions and ancient sym¬ 
bols . For no concem would think of publishing anything relating to these sub¬ 
jects without first consulting the church authorities. 

Hence, to the masses, the ancient Sphinx is just another silly image that 

came from the hands of the ancient heathens. The layman is certain it repre¬ 
sents northing more than ancient siperstiticn. That's exacdrly the way the 
church wants him to feel abcnit it. 

But that l^mtan is going to be svmprdsed when he reads ovr interpretaticai 
of This ancient inagp. 

Of all the ancient symbols that have come <±>wn to us, the Sphinx is caie 
of the oldest and greatest. 

This Strang inagp, which means nothing to the layman, is fomd in all 
countries of the ancient world. It went down in the sea with continents that 
have sunk and vanished and disappeared. It is fomd in Hie ruins of cities 
built at sea-level millions of years ago, before there was a single momtain 
cm the face of the earth. 

The ruins of some of these cities are new cn mountain teps three milpR 
hi^. Read the steny in Cosmic Creation by Hoteima. 
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Sphinx is the Greek nane of this inage, and means to bind or draw tig^t, 

to squeeze. The Egyptians called the Sphinx Hu, or Neb. 

Ehcyclc^dias say the Sjhinx probably originated in Egypt, and was borrowed 
from there by Greek art. IhQr further say that in the mythology of ancient 
Egypt, the Sphinx represented the solar deity, Ra, and adds: 

"All nations of antiquity seem to have held those rocnstrous beings in var¬ 
ious shapes and fomie as cbjects of awe, cxxtpelling adoration and warship." 

Yes, very true — but why? 

Ihere is a secret reason, and that secret we are going to unfold. 

lhat ancient secret was known to the early churx* fathers, lb hicte the 

secret, they destroyed the ancient scrolls. Then they feigned igncsrance when 
they prepared the literature in which they gave us their fraudulent versicn 
of the history of the ancient world and the ancient syntoOs. That false ver¬ 
sion is vAiat we have in our histories and encyclopedias. 

No sensible interpretation of the Sphinx appears in the encyclopedias, nor 
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in tile Bible, and yet tiiat symbol was hoary with age and its symbolism was well 
known when the various bodes of the Bible were written. 

Many wild, sensational and unintelligible references to the Sphinx appear 

in the Bible. But the description is such that the laynan would never suspect 
it referred to the Sphinx. 

Ezekiel saw a whirlwind enme out of the north, a great cloud, and a fire 
infolding itself ... and out of the midst thereof came the likeness of four 
living creatures. 

Then there follows a wild description of the Sphinx, mixed up with the 
ZodiakoB, the description of wliich is just as sensational as that of the Sphinx. 
(Ch^. 1:4, 5, 15-21). 

We have a big surprise for the laynan vhen we interpret this symbology in 
Ezekiel. It may appear sensational and unintelligible to him and the preacher, 
yet it conceals and covers cosmic facts that reveal the nature of life and the 
constitution of Man. 

Daniel saw strangp si^ts in a vision. These visions were very convenient 
for those old boys to hide behind. 

What did Daniel see in his vision? The four winds of heaven striving upon 
the great sea, and four great beasts came ip from the sea. Then there follows 
a sensational description of the Sphinx (7:1-7). 

In Fevelation the same four beasts appear in the midst of the throne. The 

first was like a lion (Leo), the second like a calf (Taurus), the third had a 
man's face (Ajuarius), and the fourth was like a fl3dng eagle (Scorpio) (4:6, 
7). 

THE FOUR ELEMENTS 

We are cutting closely to an ancient secret. Here are the Four Fixed Signs 
of the Zodiakos which form the Cross of life. 

Why does the Sphinx, constituted of the same quartette, appear so often in 
the Bible and play such an inportant part? 

There is a hi^ily important and surprising reason, and it does not repre¬ 
sent ancient stupidity and siperstition. The reader should keep that in mind 
as we proceed. 

Now, the cteluded theologian says that only God can grow a tree. And the 
uithinking, mind-ccntrolled multitude believes. 

But what does he mean by God? That same old question keeps coming up, and 
no one has a reasonahlB or sensible answer. 

The observation and ejperience of millions of years show that — 

3. Water 
4. Soil 

1. Solar Heat 
2. Mr 
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prcxiuce not cnly trees and liie vegetal kingdom, but the animal kingdom also. 

Without these Four Elenents, all the gods invented by nm would be useless 
and helpless, and there could be macJe nothing that is or has been made. 

And with these Four Elenents, there is no place and no need for gods. 

We are new uncovering a highly important, \ezy ancient secret, which the 

church buried so deeply in the 4th century, that its discovery and resurrection 
appeared truly impossible. 

In the 19th century there lived a great French ^Vstic by the name of Al¬ 
phonse Louis Cbnstant. He did much writing under the pseudonym of Eliphas Levi. 
In his History of ^ic (1853) he described the lost and hidden messa|e of Ihe 
Aicient Lfasters which is ccncealed in the Sihinx. This is what he said: 

"The symbolical tetrad, represented in the Ancient Lfysteries by the four 
farms of the Sphinx — non, eagle, lion and bxill - oorresponcted with the Four 
Priixdple Elements of the universe — earth, water, air and fire. 

"These fbxjr zodiac sigps, with all their analogies, explained the cne 
sacred WORD hidden in all the sanctuaries of the ancient world ... Moreover, 
the sacred WORD was never proncunced; it was alw^ spelt, and expressed in 

four words, which are the sacred words Yod-He-Vau-He." 

J H V H 

Now we are moving in cn one of the ancient secrets which the church has 

tried so hard to hide. 

According to the Old Tfestament, God had the occasion to ^ve himself a 
new name. In speaking to Moses, as cne man to another, he said: 

"I appeared unto Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto Jaccb, by the name of God 
Alnfighty, but by the name J H V H (written Je^-Ho-Vah in the Bible) was I not 
knewn to them" (Ejodus 6:3). 

And so, this God not only appeared unto Moses, but here states that he 
peared also unto others. But the Bible says that no man hath seen God at any 

time (»Ji. 1:18). 

What does the Bible contain that cne can believe? 

This Hebrew word consisted of four letters J H V H, prcnounced Yod-He-Vau- 
He, but it was strictly forbidden to the Jews to pronounce it, and was called 

the Ineffable Name. 

All this prohibiting and forbidding was for the purpose of keeping the 
nesses in darkness, under the ccntrol of the priesthood, aid to ocmioeal the 
fact that the Ineffable Name applied not to a God, but to the Four Elements 
of Creation, symbolized by -Gie Sphinx. 

The Four Letters, J H V H, concealed a deep symbolical secret. 

The first letter, called Yod, expressed the active principle (initiative). 
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Ihe secxxid. He, the passive principle (receptive). Ihe third, Vau, equilihriijn, 
form also a link or brid^ that united tiie two, the active and passive princi¬ 
ples. This union produced the next step in creation, the seccnd He, regarded 
as the offspring of tiie first two. 

Here is the Eternal Trinity. All nytholo^ of the ancient religiqns re¬ 
volved round this Trinitarian Center. The Qiristians changed it to ihe Father, 

Son, and the Holy Qiost. 

A stucfy of the Sacred Nane which represented the Four Elements, and the 
finding of one or more of the elements in everything, constituted the chief 

goal of Kaballistic ihilcsophy. 

So, the Kaballists held that these Four Elements permeate and compose 
everything in the universe, and that is what the church says of its God, in 

these words: 

"By a paradox that defies the reasoning faculty, but which is readily re¬ 
solved intuitively, God is apart from, and independent of the universe, and 
yet he permeates every atom of it." 

By discovering these Four Elements in objects and phenomena of quite dif¬ 
ferent categories, between which the nan in darkness sees nothing in carman, 
tile Initiate of the Ancient Ifysteries sees the analogy between all objects and 
all phenomena, and is thus ccnvinoed that all thin^ are constructed and con¬ 
stituted of the same elements, according to the same law. 

The concept is quite clear: If the Ineffable Name (Four Elements) is in 
everything, then everything is analogous to the whole, — the atcm analogous 
to the universe, iran analogous to the sun, and all analogous to the Ineffable 
Nane, J H V H. 

So, the Ancient Fksters said, "As above, so below." And the church irar- 
proved it by stating that God created man in his inags and likeness. 

It was to suppress and destroy this ancient secret that the church auth¬ 
orities had the ancient literature destroyed and the ancient libraries bumei. 

The secret meaning of the Sacred Word, J H V H, had to be destroyed in 
order to make safe the way of the anthropomorphic 6^ of the church. 

Card 4, The Enperor 

"He prcnounced I&leth, and referred it to Fertility. He crowned it, com¬ 
bined and formed with the Sun in the Lhiverse, the third cfay of the week, and 
the ri^t nostril of nan." — Sepher Yetzirah, 22. 

The 4th letter of the Hebrew alphabet is Daleth (D), the 3rd of the seven 
double letters. It is ccmbined with the Sun and referred to fertility. 

The Sun has a dual aspect in that while (1) in its positive aspect it is 
the fructif^g power which stimulates fertility, (2) in its ne^tive aspect it 
scorches, kills, produces putrefaction, and causes the opposite of fertility, 
or sterility. 
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In Card 4 we see man seated upon a cubic stcne, on one side of which is 
carved an eagle with oiitstretched wings. 

Ihe ea^e is the pcwer of sexuality iplifted, or Scorpio transfomed. 

Qi the other side of the stone is carved the head of a Ram, the first sign 
of the ZodiakoB, Aries, a fiery, cardinal sign, in which the Sun is exalted, or 
raised to its hipest level of power. The color corresponding to Aries is scar¬ 
let. The musical tens is C-natural. 

The orangp background in the upper part of the picture refers to the exalt¬ 
ation of the Sun in Aries. Below it are i?ed mountains, of igneous rock. 

The scepter in the Enperor's ri^t hand is a nodified Venus synbol, gclden 
in color, being another reference to the exaltation of the Sun in Aries. 

This scepter is also aie form of the Esrptian ankh, or synbol of life. 

The Enperor is the consort of the Enpress, Card 3. He is, in fact, essen¬ 
tially identical with the Magician, Card 1, after the latter's union with the 
Hi^ Priestess, Card 2, has transformed her into the Enpress, and made him the 
progenitor of her children. 

OuspensJQT wrote: — 

I saw the Enpercr on a hi^ throne of stone, decorated with an eagle and 
the head of a ram. 

A golden helmet gleamed on his brow. His long white beard fell over his 
purple nontle. In one hand he held a sphere, synbol of the earth csr his pos¬ 
sessions, and in the other a scepter in the form of the Egyptian cross, the 
synbol of his pewer over creation. 

"I am the Great Law", said the Enperor. 

"I am the Ineffable Wane, J H V H. 

"The four letters of the Name are in me, and I am in everything. 

"I am in the four principles; I am in the four elements; I am in the four 
quarters of the earth. 

"I am in the four signs of the Tarot. 

"I am action; I am resistance; I am completion; I an result. 

"For him who knows the way to see me, there are no nysteries cn the earth. 

"As the earth centains fire, air and water, and as the fourth letter of the 
Ineffable Name contains the first three and itself becomes the first, so ny scep¬ 
ter centains the oonplete Triangle and bears in itself the seed of a new Triangle. 
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While the Enperor was speddng, his helnet and the golden armour visible 
beneath his nantle shone ever more bristly, until I could no longer bear the 

radiance and dropped m/ eyes, 

"And when I tried to raise ny eyes a^in, before he was an all-pervading 
radiance, and li^t and fire. And I fell prostrate worshipping the Eiery Word, 
the Living Fire." 

We have quoted frcjii Ouspensky the words of the actor vho played the part of 
the Enperor in the Ancient Drama. New we shaU quote the words of the biblical 
conpilers, which they put in the moute of their talking God: 

"Let us make man in our imagie, after our own liJceness; and let them have 
dominion over the fish of the sea, the fowls of the air, over the cattle, and 
over all the ea27th, and every creeping tiling upon the earth" (Gen. 1:26). 

Observe how craftily the scheming church farthers paraphrased the language 

of the actor in the ancient drama, in which the Neophyte was tau^t the nature 

of life and the constitution of his own body. 

Also, we must notice the fraudulent process of evolution appearing in the 
John gospel by which the Sacred WORD was metamorphosed into the church God: 

The Word was in the beginning; and 
The Word was with God; and 
The Word vas God (Jn, 1:1). 

Now we know what the Word means and what God means. The sly biblical edi¬ 
tors took the Sacred WORD, which symbolized the Four Elements, and transformed 

it into their living, breathing God. 

This is an excellent illustration of a half truth. God represents the 
Four Elonents as we have shown, and as such representative, is in everything 
in the Lhiverse. But so different from the God described by the preacher. 

How are the misled masses to know that? Who will tell them? And how many 

of the blind believers in the church God can be convinced vhen told? 

We niust not overlock the other half truth. Man is created in the image and 

likeness of God. 

Of what is God created? The Four Elements. Of what is Man erreated? The 
Four Elements. So lies become truth and truth becomes a lie. 

Card 19, The Sun 

"fo the beginning," says a Sanscrit hyim, "arose the Scjurce of Golden 
Li^t. ffe was the only bom Lord of all that is. He gives li^t, he gives 

life, and he gives strength." 

Cfertain scientists declare that the Sm is a gigantic generator, and every= 
thing existing cn the earth consists of solar electricity in countless forms. 
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All the notions, 
visible and invisible, 
that transpire in the 
mineral, vegetal, ani¬ 
mal and humanal king¬ 
doms, and in their 
multifarious opera¬ 
tions are produced by 
solar electricity, 
called /tetral Li^t by 
the Ax:ient Masters, 
the universal ag^t 
that maintains the 
harmony and order of 
the universe. 

The ancient sun- 
nyth was the core of 
all religion and phil¬ 
osophy cn earth among 
intelligent people 
before the birth of 

the Koman Catholic 
Church in the 4th 
century. 

That exalted in¬ 
telligence of Ageless 
Wisdom, on the mount 
illuminated by Solar 
Radiance, was destroyed 
when Christianity sub¬ 
merged the Sun Glory 

of the ancient world in the bocfy of a nen, transforming the Sun God into the Son 
of God, and making it necessary to invent a God as the father of that fabudous 
Sot. 

In converting the Solar Gad of the LJhiverse into an actual nan of Christ¬ 
ianity, the Rcnen Enpire passed forthwith out of 1he ligit of Learning into the 
dreadful shadows of the Dark A^s. 

And never fcrgist that that period of intellectual darkness cannot end until 
the Bri^t Glow of Solar Wisdom has been resurrected and enthroned to enli^ten 
benighted modernity. 

The discoveries of modern scientists fully confirm the Fire Philosoi^y of 
■the Ancient ^fasters. 

The New York Times of Nov. 25, 1932, reported -the announcement of Dr. 
Georgp W. Crile, noted scientist of the Cleveland L^oratories, -that he had dis¬ 
covered in -the center of every cell of protoplasm, tiny foci of energy whioh he 
termed "hot poin-tB" or "radiogens", wi-th estimated tenperatures from 3,000 to 
6,000 degrees of heat. 

Crile found that protcplasm emitted radiatioais of various wave lengths, 
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"scsie as powerful as those emitted by the sun," he said, and added: 

"The sm shines in the protcplasm of animals and plants, therefore Ihey can 
ccnfer such chemical affinities on atoms as are conferred by the sun itself." 

Who would tiiink there are "hot points" in man and animals on the order of 
the tenperature of the sin?face of the sun? 

If v« could lock into protoplasm with an eye capable of infinite magiifi- 
caticn, we mi^t expect to see the radiogens, spaced liJce stars, as suns in 
infinite miniature. 

Without exaggeration, the concept nay be taken to nean, that within the 
very flesh of nan there biims the fierce fire of the sun, and within nan's bocty 
glows infinitely snail counterparts of the stars. 

These findingis by Crile but confirro the statements of the Ancient Ihsters, 
that the atoms in man's body are the same as those of the sms and stars. "As 
above, so below," they said. 

This report by Crile, vhich fell more or less unheeded on the prejudiced 
ears of the scientists, at last records the discovery of the direct point of 
contact between man and his universe. 

This disocvery by Crile, after sixteen hmdred years of obscuration, 

points the fmdamental authenticity of the ancient solar nyth, out of which 
rose all the ancient religion and philosophy. 

Scientific discovery has now restored to religion the basic principle, of 
which it has been bereft for nearly two millennia of darkness. 

Relig^ new retxims to its place in the sun, because the sm returns to 
its place in religion. 

So, we see the truth in the statement that "Christ", the essence of Solar 
Energy, "is all, and in all" (Col. 3:11). 

In an old bock on the Rosicrucians, published in 1872, the following sen¬ 
tence has stood in the silence of scientific scom all these years: 

"bfeui has a little spark of the sm in his bosom.... A spark of the origi¬ 
nal li^t remains deep down in the interior of every atom" (Rosicrucians, Iheir 
Rites and >fysteries, Jennin^, p. 211). 

A spark of the sun occupies the center of every atan of the body. This 
radiant ^eam of mental li#it by which nenJemd ney agpdn see to read aright 
the sacred scrolls of Ancient Wisdom. 

Spence new finds itself on bended knee before this tiny glint of Solar 
li^t in the heart of every atom. Its nd^ty force appears when it is released 
from its prison. 

The Sm vas the center of the Ageless Wisdom because it is the center of 
all life. 
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This Wisdcm was orgsnically ccnstructed about the nucleus of the profound 
teaching directly related to the phenomena of Life. It was no detached scheme 
of emotianalism, but an alignment of devotion related to knowledge of the ele¬ 
ment and fact of Life itself. 

The central fact was the presence of a Solar Fragment, a Sparic of the Sun, 
in the bocfy of ^fan. We call it Ego. 

The immortal Ego is' a team of the central sun. This speck of Cosmic In¬ 
telligence uas the seventh emanation crowning the eleimmtary six, and summing 
their powers all in itself. 

^fan, in whom this spark was made local in ratxjre, was the crown and sutit- 
nation of all precedent expression. 

All the Icwer kingdomB are in man, the three siij-mineral, the mineral, 
vegetal, animal and hunanal thus far evolved. They are comprehended in him in 
the constituency of his four lower vehicles, vhich make him the composite he is. 

By his body and his senses man is linked with the earth. By his coiscious- 
ness; mind and intelligence of the Ego, he is linked with the stars of the sky, 
the Astral World. 

Head in heaven, bocfy on earth, said the EsrptLan Masters: "I am a child 
of earth and the starry skies." Aid the church calls them pa^ns and heathens. 

The bo^ is mortal, docansd to temporal extinction. The Egp is an immortal 
entity, facing a future of eternal existence. 

The Egyptian Masters tau^t that the histo^ of each fragment of Solar 
li^t impounded in a corral of flesh on earth, is a reflected miniature of that 
of the great Solar Orb itself. 

The grcwth and progress of the tiny spark that is individualized in men, 
was studied by the masters in the li#it of its parental analogue in the sky. 

So, the basis of the Ageless Wisdom was the course of the Sun thru the 
Solar year, which course again reflected the round of the Sm thru the 25,920 
years of the Great Year of Precession; and both were marked by the Sun's passage 
■thru the twelve sigps of zodiacal meaning. 

He who interprets the ZodLakos with full intelligibility, will depict the 
Life of man in all its reaches. 

The knowledge of this Astral Script, this Book with Seven Seals (Rev. 5), 
thoi the Twelve Great Seals (Rev. 22:2), was imparted in full or in part to 
the initiate of the Ancient Jfysteries. 

It is gravely doubtful if any one in this agp knows the import of the 
entire Wheel Of Life, pictured in Tarot Card 10. We catch fragmentary glimpses 
of its meaning, but the deeper connotation of the symbol eludes the mind. Its 
profundity is practically fathomless. We can only follow such hints as are given 
by the archaic sages in their wonderful scriptures. 

It is clear, in outline, that the solar year is a precise reflection of 



the external nature of the ^tral Man. It is particularly a vivid typograph of 
the history of the Ego in and out of incarnation. 

The two groups of upper signs of the Zodiakos, the air and fire tripli- 
cities, represent, syntoolically, the life of the Ego when out of the bo(^ in 
the enpyrean. The lower six, tiie water and earth triplicities, cover the 
Ego in the watery physical bocfy, hence they are drjbbed the six water signs. 

The lower six are a reflection or imge of the upper six, as water re¬ 
flects what is above it in the air and li^t. So, the life of nan belcw is 
a reflected counterpart of his Ego above.7. This is syntoolized by the inter¬ 
laced triangles. 

The Ego's journey round the Wheel of Life, thru the alternate realns of 
incarnate and discamate life, conp?ises its cyclical history in this aeon. 

As the Ibcroccsm sets the norm of its life-method by its alternations 
of day and ni^t in the jiiysical and astral domains, there are seen to be 
typical of the ejqjerience of the Ego in its successive sojourns in the realms 
of astral "day" and material "ni^t". 

The conscious, immortal Ego of nan swings endlessly thru the two phases 
of the Zodiakos, \ipper and lower, of which circulation the daily and annual 
phenomenon of the Sun's movements is an exact miniature copy. 

The Sun ffyth was based solidly on the fact that the Sun is not only the 
type, but the essential essence of the Egp of man, and that its annual course 
is graphically pictorial of the Ego's cyclical history. 

The MLcrccosm is. a miniature solar universe, a planetary system, ccaipre- 
hended of infinite cells dr minor systems; and Ihe Astral Li^ glowing at 
the center of hiS being; is the Central Sun of his system. 

Contemplate what it would mean for man if the Christian world had a school 
that tau^t the Ageless Wisdom of the "siperstitious heathens" of the pa^n 
world. 

Cuspens^y wrote: 

When I saw the Sun in the sky, I realized that it is itself the ejpres- 
sion of the Fiery Word and that the Enperor was its symbol. 

The great luminary shone cn the earth and ^ve it warmth, and the tall 
galden sunflowers nodded their heads, and all Nature smiled. 

And I saw two little children, a bey and a girl, holding hands, in a 
^(rden, both naked to shew their state of Edenic innocence, and behind them 
a stene vh.11 of five courses, representing the five human senses which ob¬ 
struct nan's course in Hfe because Uiey deceive more often than not. The 
Sun showered them with its rays, and it seemed that golden rain vhs falling 
open them. 

For an instant I closed ny eyes, and when I opened them again, I saw that 
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every ray of the Sun was the scepter of the Enperor, which here life within it. 

Aid I saw how, beneatli the sharp points of the rays, the nystical flcw- 
exs of the earth were unfolding everywhere, and how the rays penetrated ev¬ 
erything, and how all Nature was continually bom over and over from the union 
of the sun's rays and the earth. 

The Philosophers Stone 

The Hiilcsqpher's Stme dealt with the secret of being always young and 
never to die. Such has in all tines been the dream of the Alcheniists. 

To change lead, nercury and all the other metals into gold was a blind 
enplcyed to conceal the real secret. 

The pMloscphical gold, in philosophy, is the Absolute. The pursuit of 
the Great Work was the Search for the Aisolute; and the work itself, was the 
wor^c of the Sun. 

The Sun vas the hieroglyphic sign of Tbuth, because it is the source of 
Li^it. 

Masonry is a search for Light. That search leads us directly back to 
the Sun. 

The Chaldeans terned the Sun the Father of li^t. Hence, the Chaldean 
oracle said: "The Father took from Himself, and did not confine His fire 
within His intellectual potency. ... All things are begotten frean one Fire." 

The aicients adored the Sun under the form of a Black Stene, called 
Ela^balus, or Heliog^balus. 

This Stone is the pure Gold of the Philosc^her, and Ihe Philosophal 
Stone is the foundation of the Assolute Philosophy, the Sipreme and unalter¬ 
able Reason. 

The Sun and the Mocxi of the ALchemist ccncuir in perfecting and giving 
stability to the Philosofhal Stene. 

The Philosophal Stone is the primal means of making the philosophical 
gold, that is to say, of transforming all the vital powers of nen into the 
Sun. 

To find the Philosophal Stene is to have discovered the Absolute. The 
Absolute is that which admits of no errears, is the Fixed fron the Volatile, 

is the Law of the Imagination, is the very essenoe of Being, is the immutable 
law of Truth and Iteason. 

The Absolute is that which IS. As to man, the Absolute is the Ego. 

To find the Absolute in the Infinite, in the Indefinite, and in the fin¬ 
ite, is the Magnum Opus, the Great Work of the Sages, which Hemes called 
the Work cf the Sun. 

Tb find the immovable base of Philoscphal Truth is the secret of Hermes 



in its entirely, the Fhilcsophal Stcne. 

Jfe who possesses the Philosophal Stcxie, possesses liie Grand Arcanum and 
is a cosmic King, and more than a king, for he is inaccessible to all fears 
and all eiipty ho^s. 

THE GOLDEN WHEEL 
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CARD 5, THE HTERDPHANT AND CARD 18, THE MCX3N 

Card 5, The Hiercphant 

Nuntoer five is the nKSt deeply occult of all the digits. Few grasp its 
full significance and what it represents in their evolution and acoonplish- 
nent. 

5 is tiie nunber that symbolizes nan in a two-fold aspect. For nan stands 
at the apex of physical evolution, the crcwning point of all the lower king¬ 
doms, and midway between 1 and 10. 

Man is the universally structured type. In one aspect, all lower types 
rise toward nan and are completed in him. And furthermore, man is the cnly 
species that stands erect, with cerebrum positioned at ri^it angles to the 
spinal ooluim; the cnly species with a spoken langtage, an alphabet, a record¬ 
ed history, and a prospective future. 

The number 5, like man's 5th Principle, Mind, is dual. It belongs both 
to the lower square, the Four Elements, and to the hi^er triad, illustrated 
by the equilateral triangle, in vhich the pDsitive and negative forces from 
the DcFt above, produce a stable manifestation cn the physical plane, the base 
line. 

5 refers to the fiMS sacred words, oorrespcnding to the five sacred 

words of Brahma, said to have been written i^xsi the shining garment of the 



gospel Jesus at his "glorification'', viz. "Zam Zana Ozza Racham Ozai", 

which is translated: 

"The robe, the glorious robe of ny Strength." 

The reality bade of this synibdL is that nuniber 5 represents the 5 nystic 
powers viiich noiSt be attained and manifested thru the Robe of Flesh by every 
resurrected Initiate after he has passed his three days in the ton±>, ere he 

can attain the Great Initiation. 

These five nystic powers are the result of the ;jnfoldnEnt and use of 
man's five senses upon the inner planes of ccmsciousness. 

The use of nan's 5 senses in the "man of darioiess" is, as it were, cov¬ 
ered with a veil, so that oily in exceptional cases is C2ne found here and 
there vho is able to extend the functioning of his senses to the inner worlds. 

Clairvoyance, while often called the 6th sense, is but the extension of 
the sense of si^t to include the astial world; clairaudience, the extension 

of hearing; psychomstry, the sense of touch, etc., taste and smell being 

generally omitted. 

But this is only drawing aside one corner of the veil; for vdien man dons 
the "glorious Robe of his Strength", he finds the functioning of his senses 
extended as far beyond the astral as the rangp of a color is extended ty the 
multiplication of its shadings. 

And out of the synthesis of all these extended senses, there will be 
evdl\red a 6th sense which will be inconp?ehensible to him who is confined to 
a mere limited use of his senses; and from the development of the 6fr sense, 
a 71ii sense will be evolved. 

It is to the experiences of these hi^er worlds, reached momentarily 
during periods of meditation and contemplation in semse instances, that Paul 
:illu!ded v*en he said they were "unlawful (i.e., inpossible) to utter" or 
ejqress in words (2 Cor. 12:4). 

The body thijs glorified thru the 5 powers is called the Robe of Initia¬ 
tion. bhless the Neophyte has donned this Robe, and nenifested its powers 
in the fledi, the Great Initiation has not been passed. 

These powers became 7 only after the Robe of Flesh has been laid aside 
and the Egp has donned the ^orious, immortal Body of the Resurrection (Card 
20), called the Nimanakaya Robe, or the Body of the Fire-breath. 

In erther words, man is the God of Creation when he has woven the 5 nystic 
powers into his boefy and donned "the ^orious Robe of his Strength." 

But vhen he has donned the Nirmanailc^Q Robe he has beceme more than a non. 

This should give the student a glinpse of vhat ultinate >festery means. 
But he should not be discouraged; for we see the miracle foreshadowed almost 
daily in momentary visions of the hi^er worlds, and we have the prt^eoy 
given us in symbolic dreams. 
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Ihe foregoing statements enli^ten soirewhat the non of darkness as to 
the character of the Hierophant, Uie ^fester of the Temple of Initiation. 

The comnsntators of the Earic Ages believed this card presented a Pope 
seated on his thrcne. The Throt originated thovisands of years before the 
wcjTld ever heard of a Pc^. 

Hierophant or Mystagog vras the title of the chief officer of the Eleus- 
inian I^steries in Greece. He was the introductor of the novices into the 
Eleusinian Tteple, and passed them frcm the lesser into the greater nysteries, 
where he became the Dendurg, and inpressed the initiate, while teaching him, 
by his manner and his voice. 

The title of t^s-agog was awarded him because he alone revealed the secret 

or mystery of the phenomenal world, explaining to the initiate the inner inv- 
pcrt of the external appearance, the world of change, the world of illusion, 
whereby man is surrounded and the origin of which he does not understand. 

In the picture the Hierophant sits on a thrcne, between two pillars, grey 
in color, signifying wisdom. The design on the capitals of the pillars is the 

Ihallic synhcd of unicxi, implying Creation. The twro pillars repeat the motive 
of duality, and suggest the Law of Polarity. 

At the back of the thrcne, on both sides of the Hierophant's head, are 
two circles wd.th horns, sigiifying the sign Taurus. 

His external robe is red, the color correspcnding to Taurus. It has for 
trtuiming a border of blue-green, corresponding to the sign Scorpio, the sigi 
cpposite Taurus. The outer garment at the necOc is cau^t writh a ciasp in the 
form of a lunar crescent, a symbol of the Moon which is exalted in Taurus. 
Its position at the threat indicates that Tkurus rules that part of the body. 

under his red robe appears a ^rment of blue, like that of the Priest¬ 
ess, and having the same iiiplication. Uhder this is a white garment, like 
that of the Fool's, and indicating the sane significance. 

His crown is a triple tiara, and of gold, synholizing Solar Radiation 
and Wisdom. It is omanented with three rows of trefoils: top row, 3, indi¬ 
cating the three realms, astral, nental, and pl^sical. The ndddle row, 5, 
inplying the five senses. The bottom row, 7, indicating the seven senses of 

the Seer. 

The crosses on his shoes, the backs of his hands, on the handles of the 
two keys, and the foirr on the carpet repeat the symbolism of the ten circular 
omanents and crosses on the black robe of the Fool, and represent the foijr 
fised siffis of the Zodiakos which form the Sdar Cross of Life, which the 
church changed to the "old ruggfid cross" of its irythical Christ. 

Nuiriber 10 is the syfltol of unity and completion. Among the Hindus, 10 
is referred to as a magic power. The cipher represents the vast field of 
man's unmanifested powers, which are useless to him except as by his attain¬ 
ment and use of the Rod of Power which the Fool carries on his ri^t shoulder, 
he brings them into manifestaticn and gives them their proper place in 10. 

In some cases 10 represents the five senses doubled, because of the con¬ 
stant struggle between the lower and hi^er mind. 
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H^gMg frcm the crown, behind his ears, is an ornament in the form of a 
yoke. This refers to the esoteric meaning of the letter Vau, the third let¬ 
ter of J H V H. It falls behind his ears to draw attention to these organs 
of hearing- 

Ih his left hand he holds erect the triple cross. This is the Rod of 
Power by which he can penetrate into the three worlds, and riiLe them, and with 
poise, equilibrium and calm understanding urilize the powers entrusted to him 
to bring forth on the three planes — physical, mental, and astral. 

His right hand forms the sign of EsotericLsm and is raised in blessing 
over the heads of the two Neophytes kneeling before him. The crown of their 
heads is shaved to permit freer passage of the Silver Cord (Eccl. 12:6), 
which penetrates Hie skull at the Fcnticulus Frontal in, and, by condensation. 

forms the brain, spinal cord and nerve system, as explained by Hotena in "The 
Flame Divine." 

The crossed keys at his feet and the black and white checker-work at the 
edges of the carpet symbolize the dual phases of Polarity, the Creative Prin¬ 
ciple. 

The symbolism of this card indicates some of the knowledge which the 
Hiercphant imparts to the Neophyte in the ritual of initiation. 

He is called the Master of the Temple because he first mastered the Tem¬ 
ple in which his Egc dwells in order to become an Initiate and later to rise 
to the exalted position of Hierophant. 

We shall see in Card 16 what happens to him who conquers cities and arm¬ 
ies but fails to conquer himself. 

Hie Temples of the Ancient ^ksters were patterned after the human form, 
as a stucfy of the ground-plan of either live sanctuary of Kamak, or of Solo¬ 
mon's Temple will prove. 

As the jDeniples of initiati-on were copies of man's bocfy, the rituals which 
were ^ven in the various chambers of the Ifemple were designed to symbolize 
certain vital processes of the human body. 

The possession of the occult keys to human salvation thru self-knowledge 
vas the goaH for which the Masters of all ages have labored. 

In Hiis iro&m age, the direction of the quest has changed. Hie prin¬ 
ciple ta^ new is to keep man in ignorance in order to make his enslavement 
the more sure and certain. 

Hie schools, churches, lodges, orders and organizations which pretend 
to teach useful kncwled^, do nothing more than to ccsidition the Mind to ac¬ 
cept the standardized systems by which man is surrounded. 

Hie Quintic Quality 

Hie Absolute, Astral Light, Solar Electricity, Cbsmic Radiation, forms 
the Four Elements in its primal condensation. As these Four Elements unite 
to form nan's boefy, they produce a special or^ called Brain, and the function 
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of the brain produces that nysterious QiiLntic Quality called Mind, the fifth 
principle which we nentioned above. 

When nan first appeared on earth, nany of the monster animals still were 
living which inhabit warm regions, as the raairaiiDth, mstodon, saber-tooth 
tiger, etc. 

Ihese huge, ferocious beasts were not afraid of this pigiy that walked 
i^ri^t on two hind legs. To tliem, he was merely another type of aninal, 
and ves a subject for attadc and annihilation the sane as any other aninal. 

But in one definite respect this aninal was a far different type: He 
had a powerful ally, which we now call Mind, and still science does not know 
what it is. 

This powerful ally was to make this particvilar aninal supreme over all 
others, as stated in the Bible (Gen. 1:26), and he lost no tine in denxonstrat- 
ing that, while he mi^t be called an aninal, he was of a si^ierior type. 

The Quintic Quality responsible for nan's standing above all other ani¬ 
mals is centered in the Golden Bowl (Eccl. 12:6), — his brain capacity and 
mental develcpnent. 

This supreme quality is not the product of evolutim. The first men had 
it as shown by their nanufacture of iraplenents of the chase, for defense and 

offense, in building tenples, and in the invention of various symbols which 
represent cosmic elements, principles and processes, — symbols so conpli- 
cated ■diat they cainot today be interpreted by men of hi^ intellig^e. 

\-3hen the Ancient Masters wrote that the Kingdom of the God is within you 
(Luke 17:21), they referred to the Mind. 

All standardized systens of education and religion are designed to cmdi- 
tLon and control the Mind. 

When we control the Mind, we control the nan. When we bind the Mind, 
we bind the man. 

The ever^watchful church has used, and still uses, every psychological 
trick to ccntrol the Mind of the masses. 

In our Mind we build a God, endow him viith an the ^orious and power¬ 
ful qualities we can imagine, and 1hen set out to find him, — and we lose 
him. He vanishes like a fog before the morning sunshine. 

Luther said: "God is a blank tablet, on vdiich there is nothing save 
that which thou thyself hast written." 

Naquet wrote: "Whenever knowledge takes a step forward, God recedes a 
step backward." 
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Card 18, The Moon 

In our review of Card 19, "tlie Sun, we saw the substance of the teaching 
the necphyte got conceming the natxare of Life and the constitution of Man. 
Now we shall see the part the Moon pl^s, according to Ancient Science. 

We have noted that the six lower signs of the Zodiakos, the water and 
the earth triplicities, represent the Egp in the watery physical body. This 

is the phase of Life that is symbolized by the Mbcn. 

The Moon was the ancient symbol of physical man, since the bo<^, the 
physical and emotional, were the products of a precedent evolution on the 

Mocn- 

According to Astrolos?, the Sun and the Lfaon, in their interaction each 
lunar month, performed the whole drana of human evolution with such graphic 
fidelity, that the delineation of it becomes a perpetual narvel. 

No graphology of nythicism has ever excelled Nature herself in the vivid 
portrayal of the dual history of nan upon the very face of the Mccai, where 
the story, eternally repeated, has been enacted before the eyes of successive 
gienerations of mortals, but never interpreted since the d^ of ancient Egypt. 

On the other hand, this phase of life has been bitterly ccndemned by the 
ffether Church as the stupid, unfounded belief of "siperstitious heathens." 

This position of course has been imperative for the church in carder to 
conceal the source of its ridiculous religious system. 

In the various phases and aspects of the re^stration of the Sun's li^.t 
ipon its body, the Mom stages the entire synibolical drana of the bledsed 
jhysico-astral Life of mortal nan with a precision so astonishing, that the 
hunan mind which once foUcws the analogies, cannot escape the conviction 
that Cosmic Intelligence presided at the directing of the novenents of the 
Sun, the Moon and the Earth in their interrelation. 

This phase of the subject is mderstood by those who have read with un¬ 
prejudiced intelligence Hotena's work titled "Cosmic Creation," in which it 
is shown that an these bodies originally. evolved from a gigantic cloud of 
Astral IXist. 

As seen from the earth, the Sun and the Mbm, together, depict in the 

sky each mmth, the record of man's typical Life so fully, that it becomes a 
prime enigna to account for the loss of the Wisdom to interpret this Astral 
Phenomenon after it had moe been known. 

The rejection and destruction of the Arcane Science by the Church, cost 
the Christian world the forfeiture of its ability to read this elementary 
text-book of Astrology, with its record written in characters of alternate 
li^t and darkness. 

As the Ego was bom periodically in the physical world, so the Sun was 
reborn monthly in the Mom, matrter's planetary symbol. 

We find that both Horus and Khunsu; the two Egyptian characters which 
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represented the renewed Solar God, vjere depicted in the disk of the full Moon. 

The E©?ptian planisphere of Dendereh shows the two astral bodies in this 
position. 

Khunsu's father was Anen, the "hidden gad", the youthful Khunsu being 
his visible representative, reborn in the New Mocn. 

Horus was the renewed Ra, Osiris or Atxjm. And that character which, in 
solar synibolisin, was reborn in the vernal equinox or the eastern rim of the 
mcttiing, was re-dranatized in lunar symbolism as finding rebirth in the young 

crescent Moon. 

Osiris, Atum or Ra, sinking in apparent feebleness and death in the cy¬ 

cle of the waning Moot, came to their renaissance at ni^tfall, between the 
two horns of the crescent in the west, syntoolized in the Crcwn of the High 
Priestess in Card 2. 

Ihe Moot repeated thirteen times in a year the death and resurrectiOT 

story, while the Sun traced it cnce. So, the thirteen Yods in Card 19, the 
Sun, are placed six on each side of the picture, and cne between the heacte of 
the boy and the girl. 

Ages of intelligence have ^zed upcn this mcnthly astrological drama 
without OTce descrying its tacit narrative. Yet, the ancient Egyptians dis¬ 

coursed in chapter after chapter cn the profound meaning of this phenomenon. 

Shall we conclude that ancient eyes penetrated deeper into cx)smic sec¬ 

rets than modem? 

Ihe evidence is beofre us, but the conclusion should not be founded cn a 
false premise. For fifteen hundred years it meant burning at the ircai stake 
for him who was so indiscreet as to present any knowledge of astrological 

phenomena. 

Now this datum may be resurrected since it has becane safer to present 
kncwlecJge of this character, and a^in becxjne the bulwark of the Ageless Wis- 
dan, renctering it inpregiable to theologicial and materialistic assault. 

While bocks and Bibles may be brushed aside with scorn by science, the 
chart of man's astral constitution, written ineradioably upon the cpen sheet 
of the ni^tly s)qr, cannot be gainsaid. For here is an indelible scripture, 
whose ever-turning pages must be read alike by the theist and the atheist. 

Here is a cosmic record that no mind dare flout. For here are the hea¬ 

vens "themselves preaching a cosmic sermon and reciting a gospel narrative 

"that no mortal can contemn. 

"Die Shining Moot at ni^t is the syntxjl, representa"tive, vice-regent of 

the Sun when it is buried in darkness. The Mocn holds the proxy of its power. 
It is the transmitter of Solar LL^t when the Sun is out of sight. It is 
the only wi"tness of the Sun's li^t when "the Sun is unable to shine cn that 

part of the earth. 

The Mdot is the Sun by ni^t. When the Sun is in full panoply in the sky 
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of day, the Mdcii is eclipsed. Biit she canes into her ^qry in the night. 

The Moon stands between nan and total darkness, yet she has no li^t of 
her cwn to give. She sin^^ly reflects the brightness of one higher than her¬ 
self. 

Aid here we have the two great cosmic characters in the ancient drams, 
with nan as the spectator and interpreter, and, as he realizes to his amaze¬ 
ment, the ultimate actor. 

Intelligent neaning begins to appear as socn as we have fixed in their 
respective roles the two chief dramatis persaiae. 

The Sun and the kbon, aoeording to ancient Astrology, perform the parts 
of man's Ego and his bocty respectively, and their interaction, so skilfully 
portrayed by the Astrolo^rs, will be found to depict in detail the con¬ 
nected history of the two, on the earth and in the body. 

In some pictures of Card 18, a wolf and a dog appear on eaither side 
of Ihe Path of life leading up from the stream. 

In Tarot Cards at the Bibliotheque Nartrionale of Paris, under the name 
of the Tarot of Charles VI, these two animals do not appear, being replaced 
by two astrdLogers who are stud/ing the Mbai. 

Conoerning Card 18, OuspenslQ? wrote: 

"I saw a desolate plain stretched out before ne. The full Moon locked 
dcwn as if wrapped in meditation. Under her wavering li^t the shadows lived 
their cwn peculiar lives. There were black hills cn the distant horizon, 

"Between two grey tcwers wound the Path of Life extending up frcm a stream. 
It faded out in the distance, and I saw two strange men who were studying the 
MDcn, Fran the stream a great, black crayfish crawled ip cn to the bank. 

"The Path of life, rising and falling with the undulating terrain, had 
been wcam hy the feet of the many mortals vdo had traveled it before ne. In 
the foreground it traversed a cultivated field, symbolizing things of commcn 
knowledge, lEljtii it came to the two towers, Oiich mrked the limit of the known. 
From there, it vieint into the region of the imikncwn. 

"A cold, Iji^yy dew was falling, and a feeling of dread overcame me. I 
felt the ^jbesenCe of a nysterious world, a world of hostile elements, of corp¬ 
ses rising from the grave, of tormented ^osts. 

"In the pale li^t of the Moon I seemed to feel the presence of phantoivs; 
shadcws seemed to be crossing the path; somecne was waiting for me behind the 
tcwers — and it was dangerous to lock back." 

In the sunset of life, in this world of fraud, when the step begins to 
falter and the Silver Threads begin to ^pear among the Gold, phantcms appear 
in the Mind of the man of darkness, shadows of the unknown cbscura the Path 
of life, and one hopes that one's loved cues, who have been "bom again" and 
preceded one to the Astral World, will be waiting to welcome one beyond the 
towers. 
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CARD 6, TEMPTATTCN 8 CARD 17, IHE STAR 

Card 6, Temptation (The Lo’jers) 

In this pictiire the glorious Sun, Father of light and Giver of Life, 
shines in the zenith. 

Beneath the Sun is .Mikael, cne cf the Four Great Angels of the Solar God, 
with artiB extended, pouring down the blessings of Life tfion two hiiman figures 

in the foreground beneath the An^l, male and female, unveiled, apparently 
representing Adam and Eve in the Edenic Garden. 

We are now at the threshold of the ancient fable concerning Hvinenity, 
and are facing all the mytholocism that was invented by the Masters and woven 
around Man, the God of the physical world, the greatest and most perfect or¬ 
ganization of astral substance kncwn, and still a nystery to science. 

Behind the nan is the Edenic Tree of life, bearing twelve fiery fruits, 
and mentioned in the Bible (Rev. 22:2). The twelve fruits are intended to 

represent the twelve signs of the Zodiakos. Each fruit has triple flames, as 
the astrologers subdivided each si^ into three parts, or decantes. 

Behind the woman is the Edenic Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, 
bearing five fruits, which are intencJed to synbolize the Five Senses which 
rule humanity and n^e iran a prisoner in a physical jail. Around this Tree 
is entwined the Evil Serpent of Sensuality. 
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Vazious comiEntatcsrs have called "this card Ihe Lovers, Marriage, and 
Tenptation. We adopt 1±ie latter term as it agrees with the ancient fable. 

Some pseudo-occultists i^l this picture "The TWo Paths," and say that 
older versions of the sjmbolism show a man standing between two wonen, viho 
represent Virtue and Vice respectively. 

This refers to the TVyo Paths nentioned in the Bible. The strait and 
narrcw Path winds uphill all the way to the Realm of Seership. The other is 
the broad road that leads to destruction, and many there be who go in thereat 
(^fat. 7:13). 

In older exoteric versions of the Tarot, there are three figures, a 

youth, a naiden, and a crcwned wonsn. These are the Kabalistia Son and Bride 
and the Realistic Mother. 

Our version is essentially the sane as that of Dr. A. E. Waite, and is 
based upon the unpublished esoteric Tarot. 

In the Bible two Serpents are nentioned. One Good and one Evil. The 
Serpent of Sensuality is the Evil One. The Good Serpent is the White Serpent 
of the Caduceus. 

These two Serpents represent nany things. Later in the New Testament 
they appear in the form of the TWo Thieves who were crucified with the gospel 
Jesus, as stated by Hotema in "Son of Perfection." 

In that instance the Evil are "railed cn Jesus", and was rebuked by 
the Good one (Lu. 23:39, 40). 

The Good Serpent represents the Wisdom and Liberation resiilting frcan 1he 
ri^tful adaptation of the very forces which, at first, tempt us into wrong¬ 
ful action that leads to destruction. 

The wonan, in her weakness, looks toward the Angel. The nan, in his 
boldness, looks toward the wonan- The attitude of the waran appears as an 
appeal for help to resfet the powerful urgp of animalistic generation. That 
of the nan appears as inviting lust. 

In the present sta^ of evolution, the existence and continuance of the 
race depends primarily cn woman, causing her to be more fully undsr the in¬ 
fluence of the Law of Generation than nan. 

It is cne of nan’s primary duties to help wonan in her struggle against 
the strong urge of the Law. But man has failed miserably, and as a result, 
"cursed is the ground for tl^ sake" (Gen. 3:17). 

Hunanal improvement is utterly impossible until nan graduates in the 
conquest of his body by subduing his aninalistic nature. The results of his 
failure are presented in cards 12, 15, and 16. 

The student will find much help cn this pcrint by reading Hotema's work 
"Great Red Dnagqx," and that remarkable debate cn "The Virgin Birth" in 1936 
between Dr. H. M. Shelton and Ef. G. R. a.ements, published by Health 
fesearch. 
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Card 17, Ihe Star 

Our interpretatiOTi of sone of the Tarot cards varies nuch from that of 
other comnentators, because we observe the jiiilosophy of those who invented 
and designed the pictures. 

The interpretation of the synbblism will not present the views of the 
Masters vho nade them unless it agrees with the basic principles of their 
philosophy. 

We have considered Card 19, The Sun, and Card 18, Ihe Maon, and have 
now reached Card 17, The Star, and shall shew how these three astral bodies 
were directly cennected in the life of nan by the /heient Astrologers. 

According to ancient folk-tradition, man's original home was in the Sun, 
whence he "fell" with the loss of his divine prerogative, first to the ffoon, 
and thence to the earth, where he became the Great Star under certain condi¬ 
tions. 

The Ancient Astrologers listed Seven Grades of Being as represented in 
the human microcosm, the four lower pertaining to the phenomenal order, while 
the three ipper ones, (1) higher raanas or abstract intellect, (2) buddhi or 
intuiticai, and (3) Atma or pure Ego, are nounenal and innKjrtal. 

The super-phencmenal triad was symbolized in the ancient philosophy by 
the Sun. So, the journey to the Sun was nothing more nor less than a sym¬ 
bolic designation of the process of rendering fully actual, the latent po¬ 
tentialities of these three transcendent ndcrocosmic principles. 

Similarly, the journey to the Mbcn designated the much less arduous 
attainirent of the highest grade of merely natural e\rolution, so far at least 
as hunanal and physical denizens of the solar system are concerned. 

Now, these two goals, "sun", and "moon", correspend respectively to the 
King's and Queen's Chambers in the Great FVrandd of Gizeh, accepting the 
current identification of this structure as a Itenplfi of Initiation. 

When these two goals are attained during physical life, man passes into 
a segment of the Wheel Of life which cnly a few hunan beings ever traverse. 
It is the result of the ccnconitant energization of two little-kncwn and 
little-understood cerebral structures, known as the Pineal Gland, which 
Descartes identified as the point of contact between brain and Ego, and the 

Pituitary Gland. 

Now, in hieroglyphical langua^, a Star always denoted a God in the anc¬ 
ient philosophy; and a God is a man who possesses supernal powers, a Seer. 

This great radiant Star has eight points, its geanEtrical femation be¬ 

ing similar to that of the Wheel Of Life, Card 10, and the symbols of the 
Ego embroidered cai the vesture of the Fo^. 

Ihe seven lesser Stars which surround the Great Star also have ei^t 
rays, and we shall see in due time what they represent. 

The siiimiary of several tawdry ejqjlaiations say that this is a card of 
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. Some term it a symbol of Prudence. On other planes it has been certi¬ 
fied as Immortality and Interior li^t. We shall see that the last two are 
correct. 

The woman in the foreground is naked. Her left knee rests on the land 
and her right foot cn the water. She pours water from two vessels, one of 
gpld and cne of silver. This is said by sone to represent the Water of life, 
and this is correct (Rev. 22:1). 

Some coraientators believe the woman is Hathor, or Mother Nature. In some 
respects she may be identified with the Hi^ Priestess, and also with the 
Empress. Dr. A. E. Waite calls her the Great Mother in the Kabalistic Sephira 
Binah, which is Supernal Understanding, and this is correct. 

The bird on a bush in the picture is a scarlet Ibis, the Egyptian bird 
sacred to Hermes. Being perched cn a bush, some say it represents the brain 
and nerve system, and we shall see that this is correct. 

Bode With Seven Seals 

In considering Card 2, Hi^ Priestess, we referred to tire Bock with Seven 
Seals mentioned in the Bible. 

Cne commentator, coming closer than the rest, while not understanding 
the secret of the Great Star, said the seven smaller stars synibolize the 
'teeven interior stars" of the body. 

These centers of the body are called the Seven Chderas in Hindu lite]>- 
ature, and are listed in the following order: 

1. Muladhara, the Sacral Plexus 

2. Svadishthana, the Prostatic Plexus 
3. Manipura, the Solar Plexus 
4. Aiahata, the Cardiac Plexus 
5. Vishiddha, the Pharyngieal Plexus 
6. Ajna, the Pituitary Gland in the Brain 
7. S^asrora, the Pineal Gland of the Brain 

Had that conmentator followed this trail further, he had found the anc¬ 
ient secret of the Great Star. 

Hotema has covered these chakras in his "Son of Perfection" and we shall 
here notice in particular the labt two. 

6. The Ajna chakra is the astral center of the region of the forehead 
between the eyebrows. It is a lustrous mocn-white in color, shining with a 
mystic, trance-like glory. 

1, The Sahasrara is situated in the crown of the head and termed the 
"chrelling place of Shiva. ... In the inner center there is the mystic Great 
Void worshipped by the Devas in secret." 

Quoting further: _ "It is in the Sahasrara that the negative (female) 
creative force, Kundalini Shakti, meets and unites with the positive princi¬ 
ple (male) after its ascent from the Sacral Plexus. 
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'Tie who has known the Great Void in the Sahasrara is freed from rebirths 
(reincarnation). He cannot be bound in any of the -three worlds, and can 
travel -the sky at will" (Kundalini Pbwer, Pandit Drishtva). 

The Ineffable Name, J. H. V. H, is directly related to -these occult n^- 

teries, and in particular, to the Four Principal GLands of -the boc^ primarily 
in-uolved in Genera-tion, as follows: 

1. Pineal, solar center in -the brain, 

2. Pituitary, aeraferous center in the brein. 
3. Prostate, Water of Life (Semen) center of the body. 
4. Gonads, aninalis-tic procreation center of -the bcxty. 

, Astral Li^t 

The ancient philosophy tells us that when the Water of life is conserved 
for -the body's use, and not consumed in generation, it then flews the spi¬ 
nal cord as the "Nibodhika" Fire, energizing in its ipward flow the Seven 
Nerve Plexuses above nentiored. As a result, the whole boefy, according to 
the Bible, is filled with Astral light (Mat. 6:22). 

The Bible says, 'Take heed therefore that the (Astral) Light vhich is in 

thee be not darkness (because of i-ts being consumad in fomica-ticai and gpn- 
eraticn). 

"If thy whole bo<ty therefore be full of (Astral) Li^t, having no part 
of daric, the whole (body) shall be full of (Astral) li^it, as when the bri^t 
shining of a candle doth give thee li^t" (Lu. 11:35, 36). 

These statements make sense when -they are correctly understood. 

The peculiar effects of -these profound biological processes, about which 
modem science knows nothing, are described in symbol and parable in verses 
12-17 of Chapter 6, and in Chapters 7 ~ 11 of the last book of -the Bible. 

Not a minister in Christendom nor a doctor of medicine is corpetent to 

in-terpret the synbolism and allegories in Revelation which refer to these 
thingp, for they know not the nature of life nor "the ccnstituticai of Man. 

That synbolism and these allegories deal not with gods and saviors as 
■tav#it by the church, but with the living Fire in Lfan, centered at the base 
of the spinal column, whidi may be divided horizcntally into three sections, 
the lowest including -the lunbar vertebrae, together with the segments form¬ 
ing the sacrum and coccyx. 

The lowest area is surrounded by a dull red haze, oily in texture and 

lurid in colar. Hi^er xp the color grows lifter and becomes orangs. 

Thru -these spinal sections composed of -the twelve dorsal vertebrae, 
-there is a golden glow radia-ting from a -thread-like line that appears as a 
•tiny river of Golden Fire. 

These deep anataidcal and physiological secrets, unknown to modem sci¬ 
ence, are described in the Bible as "two golden pipes (which) empty -the 
golden oil out of themselves" (Zech. 4:12). 
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still hirfier the golden cxalor fades to yellcw, becxjitog tingpd vd.^ a 
li^t green. Thru the oervLcal section of the spinal cord the color of the 

cal becones faintly electric blue. 

Thxn the "two golden pipes", called the Ida and P^g^a nadis 
HinciJS, this Astral Stream of Living fire flows incessaitly \ip and dcwn. 

These '*two gol^ pipes" are also the TWo Serpents of *e Cadi^us. They 

are the ’two thieves" that were crucified with the gospel Jesus. Ih^ ^ 
-the witnesses", the "two olive trees", and the "two eddiesti^s 
tioned in Ihe Bible, and described in detail by Hotema in Son of Perfection. 

The farther up the living lire aows, the thinner and fainter is 

but t^p^^e^lors, until finally the ® iSLta 
pipes" c^ver^ in a seething iihss in the pons of the nedulla cbloigata of 

the brain, the function of which science knews nothing. 

At this pednt a strange biological process occurs, 
to the nrxtem world. The Astral lire nw tegins to ^nreate the third ventr 

cle of tbe brain and to stimulate the Pituitary Gland. 

Marriage of the Lairb 

We have noticed the Pituitary and Pineal glands of^e 
ing the functions of which nodem science knows very little about the former 

and nothing at all as to the latter. 

The Pituitary is the negative, passive, female pole of -^e body, yet 

it plays an inportant part in the dsvelopnent of the body and mind. 

The Ancient Masters, being aware of these things, c^led the ^^t^ 

the BuiKter of the itenple. In the Bible it is synbolized ^Ze^babel (Zech. 
4:9), aid preachers think this Zerubbabel was sene great architect. 

From the Bible we qupte: "For who hath despised the oj 
For thS^hall rejoice, and shall see the plui^t ^ the hand . 
wi^ ttose seven; tiiey are the eyes of the Ixard, which run to and fro thru the 

vholfi earth" (Zech. 4:10). 

The "seven eyes" are the feven Nerve Plexuses nentioned ^ve, and 'fte 
whole earth represents nan's body. The plummet represents the waves of Astral 

Firew hich we shall socxi mention. 

The Pituitary, as the BuileJer of the Hunan Tenple, is the initiatOT in 
the fijctiCTi of nan's hi^er nental ctevelcpment; for it "resurrects • the cai- 

didate (Pineal) from the semi-dormant state in the average man. 

Being of fenanine pdarity, the Pituit^ performs true to its digpity by 

being the eternal Tbnptress. Manly Hall said: 

"In the Egyptian nyth, Isis, vho partakes of the nature of the Pitmt^, 

ceniures Ra (vho represents the Sun and here is synbolical of the Pineal) to 
Ssclose his secret name, which he fondly dxs. The Physiological process 

(of this disclosure) is vxjrthy of ccnsideraticn." 
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As the rising Astral Fire stiimilartres tire Pituitary, it 'Taegins to glow 
and little rippling rings of (Astinl) Li^it flew out from around it and grad¬ 
ually fede out a short distance away. 

"As the stimulation caitinues... .the emanating rings around the gland 
grow stronger. They are not equally distributed. The circles are elcxigated 
cn the side facing the third ventricle (of the brain) and extend out in grace¬ 
ful parabolas toward the Pineal ^and. 

"Gradually, as the current grows stronger, the circles ajproaching ever 
closer to the sluirbering eye of Shiva (Pineal), tinting the Pineal with golden 
li^t and gpntly coaxing it into activity. 

"IJhder the benign warmth and radiance of the Pituitary' fire, the divine 
eye thrills and flickers, and the nystery of occult unfoldment occurs." — 
t-felchizedek and tlie ^Vstery of Fire. 

H. P. SlavatsJQT phrases this part of the process in these words: 

"The arc (of li^it) from the Pituitary mounts upward more and nore toward 
the Pineal, until the (electric) current striking it, as wlien an electric cur¬ 
rent strikes sote solid object, the dormant (Pineal) gland is activated and 

set all aglcwing with the akashic (Astral) fire." 

This is the golden secret of the Great Star. Its region is man's brain. 
In nest cases it is semi-dormant, l^en resurrected by the Astral Fire, it 
fills the urt-iolc bccy full of Li^t, says the Bible. 

That exalted state is attained by bridging the gap between the Pitui¬ 
tary and Pineal, which then establishes direct connection between the object¬ 
ive and subjective departments of Consciousness, raising man up to the sub¬ 

lime state of Seership. 

So, the Great Star symbolizes Seership in the ancient philosophy. 

Seven Snaller Stars represent the Seven Sense Powers of the Seer. 

All the stars in tlie picture have ei^t points. This symbolizes many 
things in human life. We shall notice some of them. 

Eight is the Number of Evolution and is connected with the spiral mo¬ 
tion of cycles. 

At the end of the seventh cycle, the primary phcise of the creation of 
the earth was completed, and the second phase began. 

The eighth note in music is a repetition of the first, but in a higher 
octave. It is the beginning of a hi^er cycle. 

Ei^t is the number of the inevitable and enward i-ush of Tliie. Its 
symbol is the hour-glass and the balance. It is also the Winged Glebe of 
Egypt, and the Bird of life, the Scarlet Ibis, which was sacred to Hermes. 

The bird in the picture of Card 17 sets cn a nearby bush, and the Egypt¬ 
ians symbolized it as carrying nan ip from the earth plane, the lower o of 
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■ttie 8, to the astral plane, the ipper o of the 8, fc3iere he enters a higher 
Circle and becoiiES a Sage, a Perfected Personality, one with the Lhiverse of 
Being. 

This hi^er sta^, said Blavatsky, "is the psycho-physiological illus¬ 
tration of these two organs on the physical plane which are the concrete sym¬ 
bols of the netaphysical concepts called Manas and Buddhi." 

The latter, to attain consciousness on the earth level, needs the more 
differentiated Fire of Manas. But Manas is deprived of that Fire when it is 
consumed at the spinal base of the bo<ty in fornication and ^neration. 

So, it seems that men iii^ have progeny or seership, but not both. He 
must sacrifice the one to gain the other under the law of compensation. 

This is the esoteric meaning of the biblical statement that •’blood" must 
be shed for the remission of sin (Mat. 26:28). 

Paul said, "ALmost all things are by the law (of compensation and evo¬ 

lution) pur^d with blood; and without shedding of blood is no remission" 
(Heb. 9:22). 

The actual meaning of Ihese biblical allegories becomes clear when the 
basic principles are kncwn and understood. 

These allegorical statements do not mean the nailing of a god to a 
cross. 

Christianity is a base fraud that was invented by the personalization 
of ancient symbols and the literalization of ancient allegcries. Then the 
scrolls were destroyed to conceal the facts. 

When man consumes the Solar Eire in generation, he is blessed with child¬ 
ren as his reward. By denying himself that earthly pleasure, he gains by 
rising to the ejalted plane of Seership under liie guidance of a Guru. 

When the Sixth Principle, Manas, Pituitary, has energized the Seventh, 
Buddhi, Pineal, the Astral lire, flowing from thelatter, "illtminates the 
field of infinitude", wote BlavatsJq?. And she added: 

"For that period of time, Man becomes omniscient; the Past and Future, 
Space and Time, disappear (as in dreams), and for him becomes the Present." 

So, the great Carrel said: "For the Clairvoyant there are no secrets." 

And the Bible states: "There is nothing covered, that shall not be revea¬ 
led (to such man); and nothing hid, lhat shall not be known" (Mat. 10:26). 

Dr. Charles Whitby suns up the secret in these words: 

•'Thus the journey to the ’moon’ is equated with the^ ccnsuiniaticn cf 

psycho-menial development, and the consequent psychic energization of the 
Pituitary. 

"And thence the journey to the "Sun" wilh the activation of the Pineal 
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(involving ncunsnal illumination); and the 'sparking' process between the two 
or^ns with the Hemretic Marriagp of the Sun and Maon, or Hermes and Aphro¬ 
dite, or Fta and isis" (Bade to the Sun). 

In the Bible this is tertied "the marria^ of the Lanib", and the church 
represents this to mean the marriagp of Jesus and the Church. Mbre theolo¬ 
gical hogwash and hokum to deceive the masses. 

This phase of our subject is noticed again under Card 14, TIME. 
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Caid 7, Ihe Chariot 

Most conmentators have failed to interpret the tnje symbolism of this 
card. Ihey think it represents the King in his triunph, typifying the victory 
that creates kingphip as its logical consequence and not ihe vested royalty. 

These comnentators have missed the Royal Path Of Life, and failed to 
recollect that the Ancient Lksters were not interested in conquering countr¬ 
ies, but in conquering the hunan body. 

The Conqueror stands boldly erect in a chariot having the form of a cube 

stoie, representing the earth, with a starry canopy over him, representing 
the astral world, supported by four pillars, representing the four elements. 

This is the sane nan we saw in Chrd 0, The Fool. Now we see him agpin, 

in his progress to that stagq of life where he thinks he is ihe Cbnqueror be¬ 
cause he has subdued armies, cities, and even nations. We shall Later see 
him at the end of his earthly wanderings, where Justice has passed sentence 
upon him. Card 11, and the Judgment has teen executed. Card 12. 

The Conqueror is crowned, and the crcwn is surmounted by three pentagrams. 
The pentagram sigiifies Uie five senses, and three are shewn to indicate the 
sense power of the avera^ nan reaches three planes, the physical, nental, 
and astral. 

In the time of Solomon the breastplate was double, or conposed of two 
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pieces, forming a kind of purse or bag, in viiich tlie Urim and Thuramim, sym¬ 

bols of and IbixtJi, were enclosed. 

Prof. Plunptre supposed the Lfipim to have been a clear, colorless stone, 
set in the breastplate of the Hi^ Priest as a synbol of li-^.t, answering to 
the nystic scarab in the pectoral plate of the ancient Egyptian Priests, and 
that the Ihuninim was an image corresponding to that worn by the priestly jud¬ 
ges of Egypt as a synbol of li’uth and Purity of motive. By gazing stead¬ 
fastly on these, he nay have been thrown into a half ecstatic state aJdn to 
hypnotism, in vhich he lost all personal consciousness and received astral 
illumimticn and insist. 

In the picture the Uriin and Ihumndm are represented by a lunar crescent 

on each shoulder of the charioteer. 

In his ri^t hand the charioteer holds a scepter siarmounted by the fig¬ 
ure 8, cxjnbined with a crescent. This is a oonbination of the synbcl over 
the logician’s head, with the lunar crown of the Priestess, vhich signifies 
the relationship of the Macrocosm and the Microcosm. 

The shield cn the front of the chariot wi-di a red enblem on it, is one 
form of the Hindu lin^m-ycni, typifying uiion of the positive and negative 
forces of Polarity. 

Above the shield is the winged-gldbe of the Egyptians, symbol of the im¬ 
mortal fli^t of the Ego thru the infinitude of space and time. 

A square cn his cuirass represaots the four elements solidified. Ch it 

are three T-sqiares, symbolizing the three planes mentioned above. 

In some Tarot cards the chariot is drawn by two horses, vdiile sphinjes 

are shown in others, and are attributed by some to an innovation sxjggested by 
EliphaS Levi. 

The colors of the sphinxes are the same as those of the two pillars of 
the Hi^ Priestess, one white and the other black, symbolizing the positive 
and ne^ti\« phases of the Creative Principle. 

The Oiarioteer's golden belt suggests Astral li^t and the Zodiakos. It 
is ornamented with the sigps of the Zodiakos, and its slanting position sug¬ 
gests the slanting circle of the ecliptic, representing Tine and the influ¬ 
ences of the astrological bodies. 

This card symbolizes in ^neral the main characteristics of the sacred 

septenary. It represents man v#K) has become the Oo^ueror, but the planes 
of his conquest are manifest or external, and not within himself. 

If the Conqueror came to the pillars of the Ttertple between vhich is 
seated the Hi^ Priestess, he could neither open the scroll called Tara, nor 
answer the qx«stions she would eisk him. 

Everything about the charioteer suggests that he sumrrarizes all the po¬ 
wers and potencies of the perscnagps who ha\« precedsd him in the series of 

Major Htjqps. He is their synthesis. 
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Ouspensky wrote: 

"I saw a chariot drawn by two sphinxes, a white cne and a black aie. 
Four pillars si^iported a sky-blue canopy, spangled with five pointed stars. 

"Beneath the canopy, driving Ihe sphinxes, stood the Conqueror, in steel 
armour, and in his hand was a scepter sumounted wiUi a figure 8 and a lunar 
crescent. 

"Three golden paitagrans shown on his crcwn. On the frait of the char¬ 
iot, above the sphinxes, was a two-winged sphere, and the nystic lingam and 
yoni, the synbol of unition. 

" 'Everything in this picture has a neaning', said the Voice to rts. 
'Look and try to understand. 

" 'This is the Ccnquerca? who has not yet conquered himself. Here are 
will and kncwledgp. But in all this, there is mcare in Ihe desire to attain, 
than in real attainment. 

" 'The Charioteer began to consider himself conqueror before he actually 
conquered. He decided that conquest must come to a conqueror. In this there 
are many possibilities, but also many deceiving li^ts, and great dan^rs 
await the nan in the chariot. 

" 'He drives the chariot by the strength of his will and of the magic 
scepter. But Ihe tension of his will nay xjeaken and the sphinxes may pull 
in different directions and tear him and his chariot asunder. 

'"Ihis is the Conqueror against whom the conquered (body's passions) 
may still rise. Look behind him at the Towers of the conquered city. Per¬ 
haps Ihe flame of revolt bums therein already (body's passions rebelling 
a^inst suppression) . 

" 'And he knows nert: that within himself lies the city to be conquered; 
that within himself the sphinxes (positive and negative forces) are watching 
his every movement, and that within himself great dangers await him. 

" 'And resize this is the same man you saw who tripped gaily along with 
light step as if the earth and its tr^s held no terrors for him, and paused 
at the brink of a deep precipice vhere the crocodile awaited him, but without 
noticing the beast.' " 

The number 7 is the most sacred of all numbers and was so considered by 
the Ancient Masters. 

H. P. Blavatsky wrote: "Number 7 is the festival day of all the earth, 
the birthd^ of the world. I know not whether anyone weald be able to cele¬ 
brate the number 7 in adequate terms." — Secret Eoctrine. 

All ancient mystery teaching? agree that Creation produced the manifested 
universe thm the Astral Progenitors of the 7 Creative Rays or Hierarchies 
whidi constitute the manifested aspect of Suprena Intelligence centered in 
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tJis cosmic Substance of which all things are nade, as ejqjlained by Hotena in 
Cosmic Creaticxi. 

Volumes of fables have been woven around the number 7 in connection v;ith 
the numerous nysteries linked to the work of Cosmic Creation, most of vshich 
are ixjthing mere than fairy tales told to children, and were invented to de¬ 
ceive the masses. 

Fundamentally, it is said "that at tlie end of the seventh cycle, the pri¬ 
mary phase of the creatiOTi of the earth was completed, and the secend phcise 
began. And just as in the case of music, vhere the ei^th note of the scale 
is simply a repetition of the first, but in a hi^er octave, the beginning of 
a hi^er cycle. 

The original designers of the Tarot applied this law of 7 to nan. In 
Card 7 man appears as the Charioteer, the Conqueror. He has finished the 
first cycle and is entering the second. It is the numiber to which the Kabal- 
ists assigi the idea of Victory. But vhat has man ccaiquered? 

The geoietrical symbol of 7 is the interlaced triangles with the Dot in 
the center, the Dot being the same germinal point that appears within the 
circle, or the creative nucleus of the mundane egg which has evolved during 
the six-day-periods of creation thru nature and nan, and becoies the synthe- 
siaed focal point of the forces of its 6 manifestations. 

The seventh Sephira is called Netzach, "Fimness and Victory," corres¬ 
ponding to the Ineffable Marne J H V H. Hence, nan can evolve intellectually 
to a point vdiere he can unfold the Six Sephira, that is, he can Intertwine 
the astral attributes with the physical and thus become the nagic symbol of 
Solomon's Seal, the Six Pointed Star, the Seal of Wisdom. 

But uitil man has unfolded or manifested the 7th point and gained cesn- 
plete victory; until he has fixed his gaze ipco the Great Star of the Seer, 
and nade that the center frean which all his works proceed, he nay be a magi¬ 
cian with mi^ty power, but he is not accepted as a White logician. 

It appears inejplicable that noie of the commentators on the Tarot dis¬ 

covered the ancient nyth of the Qiarioteer. 

In the nyth, dymene, dau^ter of Ooeanus and Tethys and wife of lapetus, 
to whom she bore Atlas, Prometheus, and others, becane the mother of Fhaethon 
by Helios, the Sun. 

Phaethon requested his father to let him dri\« the Chariot of the Sm 
across the sky for one d^. Helios was induced by the pleas of his son and 
his mother, dymene, to yield. 

But the youth lacked the strength and skill required to handle the horses, 
and they rushed out of their regular path, coning so close to the earth that 
it had been set on fire, had he nert been struck with li^tning by Ji^jiter and 
hurled headlong into the river Erldanus. 

The "earth" represents nan's body. The Chariot of the Sun indicates the 
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Solar Fire seething in his body. This "Fire" he must c<xitrol and successfully 
negotiate the Circle of the Zodiakos (Cycle of Life) by the development of 
his 7 principles and 7 powers, and rise to the plane of Seership, Card 17, 

the Star. 

Otherwise, the fate of those who live on the low aninalistic level is 
certain to be the same as was Phaethon's. For, like him, in the circle of 
the Zodiakos they must face all the mcxisters, especially Scorpion, which 

caused the disaster to Hiaethon. 

The ancient legend said: "Here the Scorpion extended its two great 

arms, with its teiil and crooked claws stretching over two signs of the Zod¬ 
iakos" (Virgo and Scorpio, which were formerly one sign and represented in 
ancient nagic as Good and Evil, considered in Cards 8 and 15). 

"ll/hen Fhaethon (syntool of the nan of darkness) beheld Scorpio reeking 
with poiscxi and menacing with its fangp, his coura^ failed and the reins 

fell fran his hands." 

This phase of Scorpio synfcolizes the test of Sexuality, the great Temp¬ 

tation, and is thm fitly described. 

ISider this test the self-styled gods and ccnquerors in mortal fame fail. 
They have not nastered their own animalistic nature. Aid, as with Phaethcn, 
the fiery steeds of carnal thou^it run away with them, and they are dashed to 

BOOK WITH SEVEN SEALS 

In the last bock of the BiJble mention is made of the Bock with Seven 
Seals. 

This refers to the Charioteer, and describes in synbol and allegory the 
development of man's 7 principles and his 7 powers cn earth, by means of 
vhich he rises to the Plane of Seership (Card 17, the Star). 

I saw on the ri^t hand of him that sat on the throne a bock written 
within and cn the back-side, sealed with seven seals. 

Aid I saw a strong angpl proclaiming with a loud voice. Who is worthy to 
open the bock, and to loose the seals thereof? 

And no nan in heaven, nor in earth, neither under the earth, was able to 
open the book, neither to lock tiiereon. 

And I wept much, because no man was found worthy to open and to read the 
bock, neither to look thereon. 

And one of the elders saith unto me. Weep not. Behold, the Lion (Aries, 
head sign of the Zodiakos), he of the tribe of Juda, the root of Eavid, hath 
prevailed to cpen the bock, and to loose the seven seals thereof. 

And I beheld, and, lo, in the nddst of the thrcne of the four beasts (four 
fixed signs of the Zodiakos), stood a Lanb as if it had been sacrificed (the 
trembling neqihyte prepared for the ordeal of initiation), having 7 horns (7 
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powers of noetic acticn), and 7 eyes (7 noetic percspti-ve fecixlties), which 
are the 7 Brealhs of the Ifecrocosm sent forth into all the eartl-'.. 

Thus, the syniolical Lanb represents the neophyte who has been prepared 
for, and is about to under^ the iriitiatory ordeals, and join the ranks of 
those who rise to the plane of Seership, the Great Star. 

But few there be who travel this strait and narrow path, and the next 
Card, 16, describes in ancient synbolism the calamity that befalls those vho 
fail to conquer their aninalistic nature. 

Card 16, The Ttawer 

This card has several titles, ancng them being "The Li^tning-struck 
Tower," "The lire of Heaven," "Castle of Plutis," and "The Tbwer of Babel." 

In the latter case, the two hunan figures falling from the Tbwer are said to 
be Miiirod and his minister. 

The decipherers of the ancient cryptograns ha\« feiled to present reas¬ 
onable and logical intezpretations of this card because they have envisioned 
it in the wrong li^. 

The Ttawer has been mentioned as syirbolical of the chastisenent of pride 
of the intellect o\eiwhelnEd in the attenpt to penetrate the "Ifystery of 

God." 

The Tower in this picture is struck by li^tning, its crcwn knocked off, 
with fire blazing from the top, and a man and a woiran are falling head-first 
toward the ground. 

These are the same man and wonan we saw in Card 6, Tfenptatian, and we 
shall see them again in (hrd 15, Evil. 

The puzzling synbolism of this card is readily sol^red by referring to 
the Bible, and changing the word Tbwer to TenpTe. 

The Bible calls the human body "the Tte^le of God. And, as that Ttenple, 
nan towers hi^ above all other animals, with his feet resting xqxii the earth 

and his head hi^ up in the Astred World. 

The Ttawer is a very fitting and appropriate synbol of Man. 

Man is the drivar of the Chariot of the Sun, which means the Solar Spazk 
of his Body. But he fails to develop the strength to direct its power in the 

hitler path. 

The logical result is that the Tbwer (man) is "strudc vd.1h li^tning," 
as described in the deciphennent of the synbolism of Card 7, aid the Chariot¬ 
eer is "hurled headlong into the river EridanuB," — a winding oonstellation 
in the southern hemisphere, also called the River of Orion by the Aicient 

^trologers. 

This '’river" is shown in Tarot Card 13 of sene sets, vdiich picture a 
skeletcn with a scythe, re^ong living hands, feet and heads, which protrude 
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from the ground. Behind him is a: river flowing toward a setting sun. 

The Bible explains why the "Tower is struck with H^tning." Here is 
that ej5)lanation: 

"Flee fornication. Eve^ sin that man doeth is without the bocty; but he 
who conndtteth fornication sinneth against his own body" (1 Cor. 6:18). 

Know ye not that ye are the Temple (Tower) of /Astral li^t, and that 
Astral li^t dwelle-th wiUun you? 

If any nan defile the Tenple (Tower), liim shall Astral li^tning destroy; 
for the Tfenple (Tower) of Astral light is holy, which Tfenple (Ttwer) ye are 
(1 Cor. 3:16, 17). 

The verses frcm 5 to 24 of the 7th chapter of Fbnans are devoted to a 
discussion that refers to the comnandment in the second chapter of Genesis, 
17th verse, not to eat of the "forhidden fruit." 

The last bock of the Bible cteals exclijsively, in symbol and allegory, 
with the Ttenple (Tower) of Astral U^t, its seven mjor nerve centers, and 
certain of its functions, but chiefly with certain phases of the creative 
•function which are still unknown to medical art and moctem science. 

These symbols and allegories have been interpreted by Hotena in his work 
titled 'Sen of Perfection." 

Ifan is told in Revelation that he who overconEth the aninalistic function 
of ^ereticai; and thus refrain from eating of the "forbidden fruit," shall 
inherit all things good in life (Rev. 21:7). 

Blessed are they that obey this camvancinnent, "that they nay have right to 
the Thee of life, but abuse it not (Rev. 22:14). 

The River of life and the two Trees of Life mentioned in the Bible (Itev. 
22:1, 2), carrespond to the three nadies of the body mentioned in Hindu lit¬ 
erature. 

But, whereas in the physical body (Tfenple, Tower) the triple current of 
Life fLcwing thru the three nadies ascends to the brain from the base of the 
spine, fran the generative centers, in the Astral Body the "accursed" func¬ 
tion, sexuality, does not exist (Rev. 22:3), and the Force of Creative life 
fLcws frean above. 

In the inverted Ego, which neans the Ego incarnated, the creative cent¬ 
ers are the lowest. In the Conqueror, who has beconE the Soi of Astral li^t, 
they are the highest. 

This is the esoteric meaning of the Kabalistic naxim, "Dsntm est Eeus 
inverses." 

_ The generative function cn the physical plane is strictly nothing but an 
animalistic one, and can never be anything else, 

Otedience to the hi^er Law of life demands its rigid control in nan. 
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Md while its lawful ej^^rcise fctr the continuation of the human race, in the 
serai-animal stage of its evolution, jiay not be considered harmful, its mis¬ 
use, in any way, is frau^t with the most terrible consequences both psychi¬ 
cally and physically. 

And the forces cainected with it are used for abnornHl purposes cnly in 
the foulest practices of sorcery, the inevitable result of which is rapid 
degeneraticn, daJjning health, and early cfcath. 

And that is the li^tning-Struck Tower. 
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Charter XIV 

Card 8, GOOD (Strength) & Card 15, EVIL (Devil) 

Card 8, GocxJ 

Card 8 is called Strength, Fortitude, and Justice by various comrenta- 
tors. The title given 13ie card ccnstrains the oDimentators to twist their 
interpretations of the synhol to fit the title of llie card. 

This char^ nay be laid against us, which natters net, for we shall 
foirraulate our interpretation of the card to fit the philosophy of the Ageless 
Wisdom preserved in the Bible. 

The Ancient Cryptograirs were based cn the nature of Life and the consti¬ 
tution of Lfen. They were a cryptographic text-bodk of the Arcane Science 
that revolves romd the philosc^y of 1iie ffesters which begins in the secoid 
and third chapters of the first book of the Bible, as follc3ws: 

Of every Tree of Idle Garden thou mayest freely eat. But of the Tree of 
the l<arowledge of Good and Evil, thou shalt not eat of it; for in the day thou 
eatest thereof, thou shalt surely die (Gen. 2:16, 17), 

But the Voice of Tfenptation changed the thou^t of man: 

In the d^ ye eat of the Fruit of the Tree in Ihe midst of the Garden, 
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•then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing Good and 
Evil (Gen. 3:3-5). 

It is obvious that -the subject here is ffan. The Garden represen'ts his 
body, in "the Bible called "the Tenple of God. The care thereof was the great 
lessen of "the Mas'ters. 

The allegory deals with that care of "the body as to its siiblinest finc- 
■tLon. The Tree syirtxjlizes "the stfclimest part of the boefy. And nan nay 
freely use and enjoy all parts and processes of his body, owe vital 
exception. 

Man is not cnly told -these -things but he is wanned of -the terrible cen- 
sequenoes that will result automatically if he uses -that cne excepted fme- 
tion. 

Ifere, thinly veiled, is presented -the very core of the Major Arcana of 
the Meters. That is -the philosophy synbolized by -the Tarot. 

The New Testairent nekes no direct reference -to this philosophy, but the 
last bode of the Bible does describe, in synhol and allegory, the effects 
ejqjerienced by the Neephyte in the ceremeny of Ini-tiation, in vdiich he is 
tau^Tt -the secret of achieving Seership by the conservation of the Solar 
Fire oonmanly cchEn^d in animalistic gsnera-tion. 

The law Of prC^)agatiDn is cne of the s-tron^st in nature, and rules 
everything wi-&i a rod of iron. So, in Card 8 this law is synbolized by the 

lion, the King of Beasts. 

Ihe picture of this card shows a wonan closing the lion's mouth. In 
the earlier forms, the woman is opening the lion's mouth. The first alters 
native is better synbolically, but either is an instance of Strength in its 
conventional understanding, and conveys the idea of Mastery. 

The unomamented vdiite robe of the wenan indicates purity. White is the 
color assigned to Kether, the Crown, vhich is the tep circle cn the Kabalis- 
tic diagram of the Tree of life. 

■Die waran represents Virgo, second sign of the earthly triad. The si^ 
Leo (lien) always precedes the ascension of Virgo. He prepares the w^, and 
is nentdoned in the Bible (Gen. 49:9, 10). 

Over the wonan's head hovers the same synbol of Life that appears in -the 
card of the Magician, being the Lenniscate which represents the motion of 
the sidereal bodies and the astral character personified by the wonan. 

Ei^t was the occult nunber ascribed to Hermes, which is the digit value 

of the fbur Elements and the Ineffable Nane J H V H. 

The lion, as the King of Beasts, r^resents in this case cne exf the 

strengest forces in Nature, generation. 

Perception and chastity are the guiding principles of Virgo, and this 
sigp exhibits the Ego externalized thru the Virgin or Pure Mind. 
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Virgo is associated with HE, the fifth Hebrew letter, which nane and 
form are ttiat of a windav or place thru which cones the Li^t. It neans to 
see; it signifies perception, the sense of Kncwledge of Good and Evil. 

In the Bible, Virgo is presented as a woman clothed with the sun, the nxxn 
uncfer her feet, and cn her head a crown of twelve stars (Rev. 12:1). 

Ihere she is portrayed as fleeing from the Great Red Dragon, symbol of 
carnal lust, while here she is closing the lion’s mouth, indicating the sub¬ 
jugation of nan's animalistic nature. 

fis the lower phase of mind is the shadow or reflected inage, so to say, 
of the true ndnd, the lower phase of mind, symbolized as the lion having its 
mouth closed by Virgo, inplies the Ifastery of Sexuality. 

The esoteric meaning of the synbolism of this card should now be under¬ 
stood. When we tame the lion, when we iraster the great urgp of generation, 
we change the whole pattern of our life. 

Card 15, Evil 

To mderstand the esoteric messa^ concealed in the symbolism of the 
Tarot, we must know the inner meaning of the Arcane Science, and the attri¬ 
butes assigned by the Masters to the solstitial signs of the Zodiakos. 

In this card we arc confronted with the sigps Capricorn and Scorpio. 

C^ricom is the tenth sign of the Zodiakos. The Hebrew Gedi, Kid, or 
Scapegoat was the synbol of Capricorn. 

Many are the names which desisted this sign. Cne of -these was Seagoat, 
alluded to frequmtly by the ancients and seen in their Zodiakos and the pan- 
■theon of those distant days. Ihe Egyptians desigria-ted it as the corcodile. 

Esoterically considered, the si^ indicated the darker mind energing 
into the li^t, or the dsvelopnent of -the hi^er aspects of the Ego cn the 
terrestrial plane, where previcxisly dwelt -the dark, aninolistic state. 

ffen "then becomes -the "anointed" cne, before whom the Magi and wise men 
from the east laid their choicest presents (Mat. 2:1, 2). 

For he who rises above "die low level of animalism by sidjjugating the 
allurement of generation, is he who graduates in the conquest of his bocly; 
and supreme chasti-ty was "the most glorious crown that cuuld be set before the 
Hierophants of the Temples. 

Scorpio, Scorpion, also called the Eagle, is the ei^th sigi of the Zod- 
iakcs, and its ancient Hebrew name wais fikrab, neaning conflict. Its chief 
star is Antares, which neans wounding. Ihis represents the Serpent in its 
enmi-ty or opposition to the human Egp. 

Scorpio is the sigp that rules the sexual centers and signifies gener¬ 
ation on the physical plane. Those bom with this sign rising at birth, 
should above all seek to elevate the sexual cJasire. 
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VJhen -dnis has been acEonplished, the deeper n^'stical sense is awakened, 
and instead of ^neration cn the plane of animalism, the caraative force is 
raised from the tail end to the head end, the plane of Seership. 

The ancient myth of Scorpio's slaying Orion mcsns the eradicaticsi of cne 
aspect of mind that another nay be developed and known. 

Sej<ation inparts no lasting satisfaction to the hi^er phase of mind; 
and he who would become wise intellectually, must silently, slowly and surely 
break the shackles of this animalistic slavery. 

There is no exception to cosmic law, and the king-like aninals show a 
gradual abstinence in the use of the generative or^ns from the mouse to the 
moose. 

Aid this is just as true of kingly nan. The rajahic mind, which infbms 
nan of his own inroortalLty, delicts not in animalistic sensation. 

When the solar force of the or^nism is not consumed in generation, it 
is gradually drawn back vp to the brain, i>here it originates; and then and 
there will aid the Pituitary and Pineal glands in functional inprovement. 

The function of the Pineal is tnknown to science; but the nystic is 
aware of its operation when in the inspired or ecstatic state. The jcy of 
such moments is unknown to him who cJwells only on the animalistic level. 

We have briefly ccnsicJered the qualities attributed ty the Astrologers 
to the sigis of Scorpio and C^rdcxrm. Now we shall see how cleverly they 
wove these signs together to nake -Sieir picture in Card 15. 

In desigrring the picture of this card, the Astrolo^rs relied the 
ZcxiLakcs, indLcating their belief that the signs inplied the varicjus aspects 
of the cxinstitutdcai and characteristics of Man. 

They also indicated their belief in the doctrine, no cJoiibt fcarmilated by 
them, that those who partake of the "forhidcten fruit” must pay the penalty 
without fail. For we do reap as we sow (Gen. 2:17; Gal. 6:7). 

This card presents a Mcnster, termed the Devil by the Christian cxjmtient- 
ators, a word unknown to the AicrLent /tetrologprs, and invented by the church 

by prefixing the letter "D" to the wcard Evil. 

Cards 8 aid 15 are ccnpanicn cards, and their titles should be Good and 
Evil respectively. 

The Church Fathers had possession of the Tlrunps Major, changed the word 
Good to God, and called card 8 Strength instead of Good. And then they pre¬ 
fired the letter ”D" to Evil, creating a Monster they called the Devil, thus 
giving their God an exponent. 

According to the teachings of the church, thj^ Devil cteveloped into such 
a powerful opponent of the church God, that he has gained control of most of 
the Christian world, pushing its God back into a comer. 
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The Beast in card 15 has Hie head of a Goat, Capricorn, The legs and 
feet are -those of Scorpio, -the Eagle. The bocty is humanal, "the right side 
being nale and the left fenale, because what the ?tsnster represents affects 
both nen and woman. 

A lar:^, inverted PentagrBm, shining with phosphorescent li^t, is oi 
•the forehead, indicating that nan is ruled by his five senses which rrake him 
a prisoner in a ^ysical body. 

The Pen-tagram i.s -the synbol of Man, spearing in Card 5, the Hierophant. 
The inverted Pentagram inplies -the re-versal of the basic understanding of 
nan's creative powers. 

It is -the erronecus knowledge of his crea-tive qualities that helps to 
keep nan in bcnda^ and causes him to sink into degjsnera-tion. 

The fL-ve senses are symbolized in various ways in the Bible. They are 
men-tLoned as "five loaves" in one place (Mat. 14:17). In another as "Five 
Klnga" (Jos. 10:22-26). 

Joshua smote -the live Kin^ and slew them, which means that he conqiiered 
■the desires of his body and rose to -the plane of Seership. 

Just below -the navel of the Beast appears -the sign of Mercury. The ri^t 
hand is ipraised wi'th fingprs extended, being -the re-verse of -that benediction 
which is given by -the Hierophant in Card 5. 

The Beast has the wings of a tat, indica-tLng darkness, and cn the palm 
of "the li^t hand appears a synfcol of Saturn, ruling in C^ricom, indicating 
in-tellEC-tual darkness. In -the left hand -there is a flaming torch, inverted 
toward the earth, a symbol of sensuali-ty and the dissipa-tion of the Solar 
Fire. 

The Beast is sea-ted on a black pedestal. From an iron ring in the front 
of it, -two chains extend to -the necks of a man and a woman, s-tanding before 
the Beast vhidi towers above -them cn a hi^ seat. 

They are -the same nan and woman we saw in Card 6. But now they have 
hrons, hoofs, and tails with fiery tips, implying -the ruling power of -their 
animalistic rature. 

They were overcome by -their five senses, and yielded to "the "accursed" 

func-tion of animalis-tLc generation, "forbidd^" in -the second and -third chap- 
■bers of Genesis, and the precious Solar Fire of Creation is flawing out at 
the tail end of the bcx^, vhen it should be conserved and caused to flow up 
to the head end, to improve the brain and promo-te msntal function. 

The strong angel of -the Solar God, Mikael, who poured down the blessings 
of life xpcn -the menaid woman in Card 6, new goes in-to action. He appears 
to wa^ war against the Manster that has chained -them in sexual slavery. 

This battle is men-ticned in the Bible as "war in heaven," where Mikael 
and his angels fbu^ against the nragm. And the Great Dragon, "that old 
serpent," was cast out into the earth, and the Monster's place was found no 
mxjre in heaven (Rev. 12:7-9). 
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Ih this allegpry, the Dragcn is identifal with the ^k:nste^ in Card 15. 

He represents the prirciple of Desire in all its innunerable graduations, fron 
the ^«guest yearnings and the raere pronptings of the appetites of the body, 
down to the grossest phases of passion and lust. 

The "war in heaven" indicates the struggle in the mind to subju^te car¬ 
nal list, the curse of irankind. 

Casting the ^bnster out into the earth signifies the victory of iran over 
carnal lust, gained by the Neophyte uncter the teachings of the Ifasters,—-tiiat 
being one purpose of initiation (p. 49, Son of Fterfecticn). 

While the prefer use of the sexual functicai for the propagation of the 
race, in the send-animal stage, not be considered harmful, its misuse, in 
any vjay, is frau^t with the most terrible consequences both physically and 
psychically, and the farces connected with it are used for abnormal purposes 
only in the foulest practices of sorcery. 

The insane asylums of the country are filled with the feeble-ndnded due 
to the censunption of the Solar Eire of the boefy in masturbation, fornica¬ 

tion, and generation. 

In the picture in Card 15, the loops of the chains around the necks of 
the victims are sufficiently large so they nay lift them off their heads and 
regain their freedon if they desire. 

This, together with the human intelligence ajpe^ing in their faces, in¬ 
dicates their bondage is tenperary, depending on their own conduct. It is 
for them to determine vdiether the Beast who is exalted above them in the pic¬ 
ture, shall be their master forever. 

For the forces of the bfacrocosm bvrt await the time \'3ien the resurgent 
Divine Life cigain stirs vrlthin nan, and then this child of the eons, vhom the.- 
Scorpio-Capricom Minster of Darkness can drag down till he is lower lhan the 
beasts, will a^in be exalted to his proper place in the Realm of Life. 

The manifestation of tne Creative Faroe in its aspect of sexuality, is 
the nest potent factor’ in humanistic evolution, astral as well as physical. 
In fact, ipcn its ri^tfuL mderetanding and proper vse rests lhe destiny of 

the race on this planet. 

for only thru g^eration, and the lessens learned tfiru the nanifestation 

of the Powerful Creative Force in its most dense and material aspect of Sex¬ 

uality, ccffi humanity achieve Regeneration. 

This greatest of all Cosmic Forces, so far as Life is cenoemed, the 
Aicient Masters discovered how to centreJ. and to divert its pov^erfiil influ¬ 

ence from Destructicn to Oanstructicn. 

•foe secret of their greatness was their discovery and application of the 
lew vhich causes a shifting of the fever and makes this Creative Force work 

for man instead of against him. 

Ihis is the subject vhich oenstituted the leading theme covered by the 
^cient philosophy. It is treated in the Bible, in synbol and alle^xry, from 
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liie first bock to the last. It is the center of the Edenic parable and the 
parable and the point of Revelation. 

The Great Red Dragcn mentioned in Chapter 12 of Itevelation symbolizes 
Carnal Lust, and the Seven Seals nentioned in Chapter 5 signifies the Seven 
Major-Nerve Centers of the body which are doraantized by Carnal Lust. 

The "tails with fie:^ tips" indicate that the Solar Fire of life is dis¬ 
sipated cn the animalistic plane in generation when its purpose in non, by 
conservation, is to exalt him to the angelistic plane. 

V/e live in the Tail Age. The. great majority of nankind has always lived 
in the Tail Age since the Division of the Sexes, which occurred millions of 
years ago. 

The chief work of the Ancient Masters was devoted to lifting nan up out 
of the Tail Ag^ to his proper place on the angplistic plane, as shown by 
Ifotema in his "Son of Perfection," and by Dr. George R. Clements in his start¬ 
ling work titled "The Virgin Bir^" (in collaboration with Iferbert M. SKelton.) 
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Chapter XV 

Card 9, The Hermit 8 Card 14, Tine (Teiifjerance) 

Card 9, Hie Hermit 

This nay be considered as one of the more inportant of all the 22 cards 

of the Greater Arcana; and most oommentators visualize it in the wrong li^t. 

This card presents the picture of an old nan who, in spite of his age and 

the further fact that as he walks he leans upai a Staf^f, he is strong, erect, 
alert, with bright eyes, locking directly ahead. He is clad in a long Mantle, 

and in his raised ri^t hand he has a Lantern. 

Most conmentators think this syntolism represents the search for an hen- 

est nan, or for Truth and Justice. A search for these would require a lifted 

lantern in broad dayli^t without doubt, but in this case this is a card of 

attainment, as we shall later see, rather than a card of quest. 

Number 9 is primarily the Number of Initiation in the Ancient ffysteries. 

And what was the purpose of Initiation? Not to teach the Neophyte to 
seardi for anything, but to teach him the mysteries of 1he Universe, of Life 

and of Man. It was to inform the man of darkness as to his -.irwn being and 
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icJentity, and to ej^alain to him his relationship to the Uhiverse. 

That was the very core, center and heart of ail searching. So the 9th 

letter of the Hebrew alphabet is Teth, and is connected with the Zodiakol 

sign Leo, the core, center and heart of the Grand Man. 

Mother meaning of Iteth is a Serpent, the most subtile of any beast of 
the field (Qsn. 3:1). Md as 9 is 1iie Number of Initiation, so an Initiate 

was called a Naga, cr Serpent of Wisdom. 

The Bible says, "Be ye therefore wise as serpents" (Mat. 10:16). 

There is a further, important reascn for the ^plication of this term to 

the Initiate. 

Just as the Serpent sheds and renews its outer skin, so the Initiate sheds 

his cuter "Lfentle of Darkness" and dons a new "Mantle of li^t," which reveals 

that the process called "death" is not what it seems to be. 

It is surprising to see that the biblical makers could not avoid includ¬ 

ing a hint of the ancioit Doctrine of Iteincamation. 'Diey made Paul say, "In 

death, we shall not sleep, but we shall all be chan^d" (1 Cbr. 15:51). 

The Doctrine of Reincarnation formed the basis of the earliest of the 

ancient schcols of philosophy. The Greek Philosopher Fherecydes tau^t it, 

and Pythagoras, Empedocles, Plato, Virgil and Ovid embraced it in their philo¬ 

sophies. It is found in Jewish literature, in the Talmud, in the writing of 
Ihilo, and is definitely proclaimed in the KabalM. 

Ori^ tau^t Life Universal and admitted Reincarnation. It was not un¬ 

til 553 A.D. -that the Doctrine of Iteincamation of the Mcient Masters was 

banned by the Mother (hurch at the Seccaid Oouncil of Constantinople. 

The Anci^t Masters tau^t that the Ego goes thru Seven Incarnations. 

The ^ocalyptic Allegory is wovai around the Initiate who is in his sixth. 
He has gpne thru five, and must gp thru cne more. 'Jhat philoscphy is contained 

in the Bible but stated in terms that can be understood cnly by an occultist. 
Here it is: 

"Md there are seven kin^ (reincarnations), (of whom) five have fallen, 

and one is, and the other has not yet comej and ^en he cometh, he must con¬ 
tinue a short space" (Rev. 17:10). 

In Greek philosophy the Ego was described as "more ancient than the body," 

because it had run the cycle of incarnations in many bodies, donning and dof¬ 
fing them as ^rments of contact with the terrenial world, and treasuring up 
the pcwers of all life ^nerated in ej^jerience in every form of it. 

The nflitual relation of the Ego to the body in each of its incarnate per¬ 

iods is the nub of ancient philosophy, and the core of all biblical meaning. 

The Egypti^ "Bock Of The Dead," said to be maxh older than any part of 

the Christian Bible, most majestically phrased the subject in these words: 

"The Ego, projecting itself into cne physical embodiment after another, step- 
peth cnward through eternity." - 
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The ancient fiindu Master said: "Knew Ihou, 0 Prince of Pandu, -that there 
was never a time when I, nor thou, nca? any of these princes of the earth, was 
not; nor will there ever cone a time, hereafter, when any of us shall cease to 
be. 

"As the Ego, wearing this naterial garment, e^rienoeth the stagps of 
infancy, youth, manhood, and old age, even so shall it, in due tine, pass cn 
to another body, and in other incarnations it shall again live, and move, and 
pl^ its part. 

"Those vtp have attained the vdsdem of the Inner Doctrine, know these 
facts, and fail to be ino\«d by au^rt that oonEth to pass in this world of 
change — to such. Life and Dearth are but words, and both terns are but the 
surface aspects of the deeper being" (Bhagavad Gita, p. 25). 

It should be ci-'served that in the esoteric cosmogony, the thetory of 
"dead" natter* has no place. The miverse is a nanifestation of life, of Ocn- 
sciousness, from the Sun down to the Electrcns and Protens. 

But in this philosophy, a sharp distincticai is made between Being and 
Existence. 

The Archetypal World is that of True Being, chengeless, eternal. Exis¬ 
tence is a ^ing outward into the worlds of becoming, of ceaseless change and 
transfaraation. 

Bie Ego, the Inrocrtal Man, when incarnated, cones under the sway of this 
law of imitation, entering tpen a loig cycle of incarnations, passing fj^om cne 
mcrtal body to another. 

For lade of space the netaphysioal aspect of this sijbject will not be 
discussed; but it nay be said that the fact of Eeincamatiai, so far from 
being mystericus and difficult of proof, is really very prosaic and simple, 

so that it has always been treartEd as exoteric in all archaic philosqihies 
and religions. 

Positive knowledge of its truth, cn the basis of personal experience, was 

cne of the first results obtained by him vho entered open the initial stages 
of self-conquest. It was then a fact as apparent to him as the cognate facts 

of birth and death. 

Pythagoras believed above all things in Reincamatioi. "Die traditiens 
cenoeming his teachings indLcate that he was an inportant chanpi.on of vhat 
used to be called the Dactrine of Ifetenpsychosis, understood as tlie Ego's 
transmigration into successive bodies. 

He hineelf had been (a) Ethalides, a son of Ifercury; (b) Euphodbus, sen 
of Panthus, sho perished at the hands of hfenelaus in the T'rojan War; (c) fferm'- 
otinus, a prephet of ClazooEnae, a city of Ionia; (d) ai hunble fishentan, and 

finally (e) the philosopher of Samos. 

Those vAio desire to follow this i^ase of the subject further, should read 
"The Soul’s Secret" by Hotema. 

Ordinary views are based ipcn the assunptiwi that the life of man rises 
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nan, as a be- 
cut of 

It is 
think that this being alreaii^ existed, before birth. But people are not tau^t 
how to begin thinking in that direction. For such thinking would throw the 
gospel Jesus out of a job. 

Ihe Ancient I-lasters tau^t that "death" is not the extinction and end of 
non, as the nesses believe, and as physical Science teaches. 

Eeath is that regular, orderly, lawful process of the Cosmic Cycle in 
which the Ego is actually "bom again" as stated in the Bible, but not coi>- 
rectly interpreted by priest and preacher (Jn. 3:3, 5, 7). 

Hotena covered this in "Cosnac Creation" in which he shews that thru the 
process called "death" the Ego sheds its material l^tle and retxims to its 
original hone in the Astral World, to reappear in due time in the visible 
world in the cosmic process called Reincarnation, or Recurrence, or Itepeti- 
tion, when the Ego will come again, clad in a new ^ment, made of the sane 
Four Elenents. 

According to Hieosophical authors, several hundred years, and very often 
a thousand or even two thousand years, may elapse between cne reincarnation 
and another. 

One purpose of Initiation was to teach the Neophyte this secret of Eter¬ 
nal Life. But the biblical nakers chan^d all direct reference to Fteincama- 
tion and purposely muddied the waters to confuse the msses. 

Number 9 also completes and discards the old digits, which mi^t be com¬ 
pared to the discardacion of the Serpent's skin, and emends in the new number 
10. Digits 10, 20, 30, etc., are the sane as the first, but with the power 
of 10 added to each. 

The letter Ifeth is also connected with astral electricity, which the 
Meters discovered ages ago. Ihey represented it by the Serpent, for Fohat 
hisses as he ^ides hither and thither, in zigzags, as electricity does. 

The Kabalah figures it with the letter Ifeth, whose S5niibol is the Serpent 
which pl^ed a prominent part in Uie Ancient I^steries, and from which it 
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was adopted by the biblical makers. Its cosmic nunber is 9, for it is the 
ninth letter of the alphabet and also the ninth Gate. 

The Nuirber 9 is the fhgic Agent par excellence, and designated in Herndc 
philosophy as "life infused into Prlinardial khtter, the essence that coupcses 
all things, and the Ego that determines their form." 

Scientists have new discovered that everything in the universe basically 
consists of electricity, a fact knewn to the ffasters hundreds of thousands of 
years ago, and disclcsed by a correct interpretatiesr of their syirbols. 

The Masters regarded Astral Electricity, also called Astral Li^t, as the 
Initiator of Iktter. 

The age of the Hermit in this picture does not denote senility, but the 
vigor of naturity, hence ejqjerienoe, discretion and wisdon. 

Ifast Cartcananoers caisider the fiemit with his Lantern as a wise nsn in 
search of Truth vhich is located far off in the sequenoe, and of Justice which 
has preceded him on the way. Others regard him as the C^uchin, and in more 
philosophical langta^, the Sage. 

As stated above, this card is a synhol of attainment rather than that 
of quest. 

The lifted Lantern the Hermit holds above his head symbolizes the Star 
of Wisdon. 

The Mantle which envelops him and partially hides the lifted Lanp, is 
the Robe of Discretion with which the Initiate must enwTiap himself from the 
gaze of the multitude and shield the full flare of his Lamp of Wisdom from 
the eyes of the wcrld. 

The Staff upon which he leans is the Magic Wand, the Caduoeus, the sym¬ 
bol of the Creative Principle, Aaron's Rod of Power, which budded, the Seven 

Buds representing the infolded Seven Sense Pewers of 
the Seer. 

Some commentators regard the Hermit as symbolizing 
the doctrine of occnilt isolation as a psrotection of 
personal negretism a^inst adnixtute. 

This is cne of the frivolous renderings of Eliphas 
Levi, which censiders the Hermit as the Silent and Lh- 
knewn Philosoiher enveloped in his Mantle to conceal 
his knowlecLge from the profane. 

The Lantern of the Hermit is the li^t of Wisdom 
that reveals the dark, dangerous gullies in Ihe Path 
of life, into which the masses fall to their ruin, 
aldig with the blind leaeJers of the blind (Mat. 15:14). 

That li^t is the blazing Six Pointed Star, which 
indLcates to the ocouLtist who can read the Hierogly¬ 
phic language, that the Hermit is an Thitiacte of the 
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Ancient ^^steIi.es who ipossesses the esoteric knowledge that the MLcroqcsm is a 
miniatijre reflection of the Macroccsm. 

The Seal of Solomon was a hexagonal figure consisting of two interlaced 
triangles, forming the outlines of a six-pointed Star. It cane to be called the 
Eastern Star and the Star of Bethldiem. 

The White Trian^e points tp, symbolical of the Astral World. Ihe Bifack 
trian^e» points down, synbolical of the Physical World. Ihis was the sjmtol of 
the unition of the Celestial and Iferrestrial Worlds, which is Creation. 

Ihe ZodiAkos is a Circle enclosing the Six-pointed Star. The lower half^ 
. of the circle symbolizes the IferrestrLal World. Ihe Cross wilhdn the circle is 
the Cross of Life, on which man hangs in the Terrestrial World for "evil pur¬ 
poses, " using his bocty to satis:fy lusts for sensation, greed, hate, jealousy, 
etc. 

WhAn Ronan Catholicisn|/had crushed the Ancient Lfysteiy schools, it took 
over the ancient Cross of life, hung its Jesus cn it, then proclaimed that this 
resulted in taking away the sins of the world (Jn. 1:29). 

Nuniber 9 is the Astral LteflectLon which reveals cosmic secrets in all their 
abstract power, and banishes superstition rising from the unknowable, and the 
silly urge to worship Totem Poles and Crucified Saviors. 

The Masters nede 9 the Number of Initiation, because the Initiate reigns 
over superstition and darkness, and by Wisdom alone can non advance thru the 
nysteries of life, leaning upon his Staff, enveloped in his Mantle, and lifted 
by his Lamp of Wisdom. 

When the newly bom Ego appears in the visible world, clad in the M^tle of 
Nature, surromded by intellectual darkness as to his origin and dsstiny, and 
besieged cn all sides by enemies that prey upon the i^orant, the uninfornsd 
Mind is easily misled and impressed by a continuous series of illusions in the 
visible world, which are oensidered as real by the profane, the man of darkness. 

In that state, Man becomes cteceived and lest in the fog of illision, due to 
ignorance of the Law of Matation. 

Bom into a world of constantly changing thin^ and forms, being in dark¬ 
ness as to his aun true nature, man believes that he is the predict of these un¬ 
stable things, rega^ himself as a separate existence, falls an easy victim of 
the schemers and tricLcsters, and embraces all sorts of siperstition and idola¬ 
try. 

It is easily understood why man needs the True li^t of Wisdom. For that 
purpose were founded the Ancient Lfysteries, in which select persons were taught 
that man is the center of all worlds, ijiited to all things, and the Visible 
Cosmos is the material Mantle which clothes his Ego, the Eternal Entity which 

existed before the creatim of the earth, is independent of the body, and con¬ 
tinues its existence after the material Mantle returns to dust, all of which 
Hotema eipilains in"Ccsiiiic Creation." 

So, the Fod of Card 0 becomes, by Initiation, the Wise M^ of Card 9, and 
the state of Lfermitagp symbolizes the Life the Wise Man niust lead because he is 
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out of step vjith the socialized pattern, is distrusted by his associates, and 
hated by all institutions that li\e cn darkness and thrive cn ignorance. 

Card 14, Tine 

The fact that this card has been called Tfeitperance offers an cbvious in¬ 
stance of a neaning behind a neaning, vhich is the title in chief to consider 
in respect to the Tarot as a whole. 

This Arcanum is called Tfenperance fantastically, because, vhen the rule of 
it obtains in our ocaisciousness, it tenpers, conbines, and harnmizes the astral 
and physical natures. Ihder that inpression we know in our rational part sone- 
thing of whaioe we cane and whither we are bound. 

The principal features of the synbolism of this card are designed to ap¬ 
praise the Neophyte that for him the elenent called Tuie is non-existent. 

Ihe angpl is Michael, one of the four angels of the Solar God. He is the 
nerciful, the patient, the holy, with the sigp of the Sun on his head, and on 
his breast the square and triangle of the septenary. 

In his hands he holds two cips, cne of silver and one of gold. Between 
them there incessantly flows a stream that sparkles with all the colors of the 
rainborf. It cannot be determined from which cip it flows and into which it is 
flawing. 

One ctp represents the past, the other the future. Tie stream between 
them is the present. 

Ihis synbolizes Tiine in its most inccnprehensible aspect for the man of 
darkness, vho is tau^t to believe that everything flows in one direction. He 
sees not that everything constantly meets, that cne thing cones from the past 
and another from the future, and that line is just a multitude of Circles, 
turning in different directions. 

Tie interpretation of this synbolism discloses that line is not vhat the 
man of darkness thinks it is. Time is just another illusion of the five 
senses. 

Everythdng is. There is one eternal present, the Eternal Now. Time is 
only a condition of the perception of the world by our five senses. 

Separate Time is a coopleted circle. 

Vfe can think of Tine as a strai^t line only cn the strai^t line of the 
Great Time. But the Great Time does not exist, so every separate Tine can be 
only a circle. 

The li^it in the Hermit's Intern is the blazing Six-pointed Star, which 
repres^ited the World in Aicient Synbolism. In recility, it is the syntolism 
of Space-Tine, or the "period of dimensions," i.e., of the three Space Dinen- 
sions and the three Time Dimensions in their perfect union, there every point 
of Spaoe includes the whole of Time, and every moment of Time includes the 
whole of Space, then everything is everywhere and always. 
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The laws of line and Eternity are illogical. They cannot be studied wiUiin 
the four rules of mathenatics. lb understand them, we must be able to think ir¬ 
rationally and without "facts." 

Nothing is more deceptive than "facts" when all the facts that refer to the 
question mder consideration are not available, and we must cteal with aocessible 
facts which distort our vision and lead us astr^. 

When we have no general plan of Creation and Creative Processes, we can not 
knew whether we have a sufficient quantity of facts for judgnent in this av that 
direction. 

Modem science has no general plan of Creation and Creative Processes, and 
that is the reason why we have no science now. Ihe so-called scientific systems 

are based cn iiany assimptions and "some facts," and these systems are as deficient 
as the facts on which they are based. 

rfodem science is an illusion. It confines its work to si^serficial descrip¬ 
tions, and not to the elucidation of fundamental causes. It loudly heralds its 
descriptive discoveries and silently hides its explanatory failures. 

Science cannot ejq)lain the sinplest of careative processes. It is nothing 
nesre than learned ignorance. It uses rhetcsrical devices to conceal imrosnse areas 
of the unknown that it calls science. 

Science has in its backyard a large rubbish dunp of discarcted and ejqjlocfed 
theories that once formed part of its alleged infallible foundation. 

If you question any of the accepted theories of science, you are apt to 
be called a heretic, and receive the sneers, smears, and innuendoes of the un¬ 
thinking mob that accepts those prevailing theories. 

Aid if you dare question what has been established as "science", you may 
even be denied freedcmi of speech and of the press. In feet, that has been 
taking place fer years. In the last ctecade sone four hundred people have been 
barred from the nail for attacdcing these "established facts" of science. 

In order to reach the laws of Time and Eternity, we must start with know¬ 
ledge of that state in which no Time and Eternity expose each other. For if 
Time and Eternity have a beginning, we must consider that point before that 
beginning began. 

•pie Eternal New is the state in which "everything is everywhere and always," 
that is, in which every point of ^ace touches every point of Time, and which is 
the state e^^ressed in the ancient symbolism by the intersecting triangles a 
Six Pointed Star. 

The Blazing Six Pointed Star in the Hermit's Lantern is to signify that 
he has discovered the Eternal Now. 

Ih the 10th Chapter of Revelation appears an allegcxy directly related to 
the Hermt, to Seership, and to Time. We shall paraphrase; 
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I saw another mi^ty Divinity cone down frcan tiie sky, clad with a cloud, 

a rainbcw upcn his head, his face luminous like the sun, and his feet like 

pillars of fire. 

He held a little scroll unrolled- Placing his ri^t foot i^cn the sea and 
his left upon the earth, he cried out with a loud voice, and seven thunders 

uttered their voices. 

I was about to record the teachings of the seven thunders, but heard a 

voice from the sky saying to me: 

"Seal tp (the teachings) which the seven thunders uttered, and record them 

not." 

(The voices of the seven thunders were mystery-teachings, not intended for 

the exoteric and the profane). 

AkI the Divinity lifted up his hand to the sly, and swore by the Macrccos- 

ndc Ego who lives forever and ever, who brou^t into existence the sky and 

what is in it, the earth and what is in it, and the sea and what is in it, that 

Time shall be no more. 

But in the days of the voice of the seventh Divinity, when he shall begin to 

sound, also shall be made perfect the Ifystery of the Ego (Rev. 10: 1-7). 

The Voice of the Seventh Divinity begins to sound vhen man has developed 

his seven principles and his seven powers. Then the ffystery of the Ego is re¬ 

vealed. 

In the ritual of initiation in the Ancient kysteries, when the neophyte 

had mastered the seven principles and the seven powers, thus activating the 

"third eye" (Pineal gland of the brain), he became a Seer and passed beyond the 

illusion of Time. 

It is only a crude, unjhilosophical notion of the man of darkness that 

Eternity is "a long period of time." 

TinE is neither an entity nor a thing per se. Nor is Eternity merely Time 

indefinitely prolonged. 

Tine is a mental concept rising from the consciousness of change in the 

phenomenal world; whereas Eternity is noisienal, changeless, extending neither 

into the "past" nor the "future". It is an imneasurable "present". 

To the human Ego there is no Time. Only chan^. Time affects the material 

Mantle in which the Ego is clad on the material plane. 

This phase of the sxhject is discussed more fully vnder Card 20, Reincarna¬ 

tion. 

THE SEVEN 'ffiUNKRS 

The fable of the Seven Thunders was alluded to in Card 17, the Star. It 

relates to the Mind, the most colossal power in the world, and yet so seriously 
limited by the Five Senses that it is able to contact only a small part of the 

Ihiverse. 
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When the Mind breaks thru the narrcw limitation inposed by the Five Sen¬ 
ses, nan’s Consciousness is liberated and contacts a vastly expanded world, of 
which dreans and visions are iranitestations. 

This is the esoteric interpretation of the biblical fable concerning Joshua 
and the Five Kings (five senses), which he sl3>j, cast into a cave, and put great 
stcnes at the cave’s moith to prevent their possible escape (Jos. 10: 5-16). 

Ihe science of the biblical Joseph, who accaiplished reirarkable tilings in 
Egypt, was none other than a conprehension of the natural analogies which sub¬ 
sist between ideas and images, or between the Word J H V H and its symbols. 

Joseph knew that the Egp, when released from the restricted imposition of 
the Five Senses and immersed by sleep in the Astral li^t, perceives the re¬ 
flections of its most secret thou^ts and even of its presentiments. He knew 
further that the art of translating the hieroglyphics of sleep is the Key of 
Lhiversal lucidity, seeing that all intelligent beings have revelations in 
dreans. 

sleep, the Five Senses are dormant, inactive, and the Mind is then free 
to ream the Universe at will. This knowledge inspired the Ancient Masters to 
search for ways and neans to free the Mind, while awake, from the limitations 
inposed ly the Five Senses, 

Iheir discoveries were guartfed with great care because the knowledge was 
so startling. It was imparted only to the Neophyte in the ceremeny of initia¬ 
tion, as described by Hbtema in "Son of Perfection." 

The Masters discovered Ihat the sixth sense (Pituitary gland in the brain) 
is both a receiving and transmitting instrument, and that the seventh sense 
or^n (lineal) functions in conjunction with the sixth. When it functions 
under ccntrol of the Ego in Ihe waking state, a phenomenon occurs that is 
amzing to those who are present. 

Of course, the seventh sense must function to a limited degree at 
times, or there would be no manifestation of life in the physical body, as 
e^lained by Hotema in "Ihe Flams Divine." (The Breath of Life and Ihe Flame 
Divine). 

But it is rare that man progresses in physical development, in knowledge 
and understanding, sufficiently to realize the full range of the seventh sense 
— how to direct its functior^s and how to exercise free will in its uses. 

■Die Masters who knew how to i:se and direct the seventh sense, possessed 
pewers which would appear supernatural to the average man. So, those who have 
discovered how to use and direct the use of this sense with a marked degree of 
understanding, have gene dewn in legend and history as gods and supermen. 

Ihe secret society of the M^ is no doubt the oldest organization in the 
world, and extends back into the ni^t of time. They teach no one who has not 
been prepared, tested, and accepted, and they record Iheir esoteric knowledge 
only in S5mDbols to represent sounds and convey thought forms. 

The written records contaired in the hieroglyphics engraved in stone and 
on metal plates of the long dead past, tell of civilizations that reached heights 
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vdtLch, in scare respects, exceeded our own; and they left us a picture of 
what we nay ejqiect as we rise to -ftie apex of our own civilization. 

Biese records describe a civilization that perished with the sinking of 
lemuria and Atlant^, as related by Hoteira in "Oosmic Creation." Tliey show that 
nan has been cn this earth for millions of years. 
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Chapter XVI 

Card 10, IJheel of Life g Cdrd 13, Wheel of Death 

Csrd 10, WHEEL OF LIFE 

For comtless ages nan gazed into the and saw the stars always kept 
their relative positions, but that the entire s]<y revolved around its axis every 
ni^t in slew, majestic grandeur- 

It is a vdiirling universe, said they. Aid science says our Solar System 
developed from Whirling Chaos. 

That is the law Of The Cosmic Cycle. 

Discovering the Law Of The Cosmic Cycle, the Aicient Astrologers, after 
ages of study and research, divided the orbital path of the planets into twelve 
divisions, making the Earth's course, or ^parently the Sun's course thru them 
for twelve solar noiths, cne year. 

Our solar system lies in a plane, somewhat in the form of a fried egg. We 

see the whole system moving in what appears to be a narrow path in the sl<y. 

The Sun, the Earth, the planets and the roocn seem to move in a narrow strip 
of the sky, and this strip the ancients called the Taeodeem. 
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Hew it cane to be called the Zodiakos is not clear; but it is generally 
believed to be of Greek origin, derived from the Qreek word for little aninals, 
zodion, a diminutive form of zocn, "an animal." /nd so, it was called the ani- 
nal circle, and is nentioned in the Bible (Ezek. 1: 13-19). 

Taeod is a Hebrew word for step, and /kos (Echo) is the Greek verb "to 
have." The signification of the two words, taken together, is "having steps," 
— steps of the Sun in his appeirent daily and yearly march thru the s]q?. 

It has now been realized that the signs of the ZbdLakos are not of Greek 
origin at all. Ihey are far olcJer than the oldest Greek civilizaticxi, and go 
ba:k into the darkness of antiquity. 

It was the work of the Ronan Catholic Church in re-sh^ing ancient history 
that ^ve Greece the credit fear most all ancient knowledge. 

Even the etymology has been disputed. Some claim the word is not Greek at 
all, but comes from a pre-Sendtic root vhich stands for a walk, or a way — 
referring to the zodiakol sigps as "steps" in a way aromd the sky. 

The zodiakol signs were differently named in different countri® and it 
seems we owe our present system of dividing the heavens to the e^ly Chaldeans. 

The vdKJle schemata was for the purpose of demonstrating the rslatim exist¬ 
ing between the Macrocosm, and the Microcosm. 

Physical man is the iraa^ of the Grand Archetypal Man seen in the heavens 
above, and the twelve sigis of the ZodickGS correspoid to the Hunan Tenple, 
which is acted upon by thou^t, moticn and vibration. 

As we dig back into the prehistoric past, we discover that the ancient 
hieroglyphics of the Zodiakos mean far more than we at first are inclined to 
believe, tharks to the teaching of the church. 

The facts and principles of life were much better understood then than 
they are now, and cosmic evolution was portreyed in these synbols. 

Aid vjhile we may reasonably believe that much romance, sentiment and fic¬ 
tion entered into their synbolism, yet we are struck with wonder again and 
ag^in at the successful nanner in which they grappled with the more recondite 
problems of biology, psychology and physiology. 

When we search deeply into the meanings of their ideographs, we discover 
that the nyths of the Zodiakos referred to the nysteries of the Human Ego. 

Obulscn Turnbull said: "The twelve allegorical labors of the god and 

savior Hercules, represented the passagp of the Sun thru the twelve different 
sigis of the Zodiakos" (The Divine Language of Oslestial Gbrrespondence). 

A. B. Kin^fozxi wrote: "The Soul’s (Ego's) history is written in the 
stars" (The Perfect Way). 

hfercion, the author of the Mark Gospel of the New Tfestament, said that 
the gospel Jesus sinply represents the passa^ of the Sun thru the twelve dif¬ 
ferent signs of the ZodLakos, and his 12 disciples represent these 12 signs. 
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In referring to the Patiline Epistles, he said: 'The principal foundation 
of those epistles was the sigp of the Zodiakos, known as Aries, the Ram or 
Lamb" (Antiquity Lhveiled). 

Ihe numbers and letters of the Hebrews which related entirely to the prin¬ 
ciples and conditions of the Human Ego, were first traced out like the conste¬ 
llations. 

Iheir first twelve letters and nunhers correspcaid to the 12 zodid<ol con¬ 
stellations, ccmiencing with Taurus and ending with Aries; and the rest of their 
22 letters are also an astral alphabet. 

The Zodiakos, then, represents the Macrocosm, and nan's physical body cor- 

respcnds to it. 

tfen's body is conposed cn the physical plane to receive and respond to the 
inpressions from the unit vhole. The nystery of life will baffle the intellect 

until this is realized. 

The Macrocosm and the Microcosm operate and correspond to a uniform nalhe- 
matical law vhether from plant or planet, angle-worm or ian^l, from the vegeta¬ 
tion which carpets the Earth to the stars which gem the sky. 

The great lessen man must learn is to inteUectualize sensible products to 
their occult aialogy. tfen will th^ begin to discover everyvhere the Cne Law 
of the Macrocosm. 

This fact is new coning to be observed in the researches of nodem jhysics. 
Man is an infinitely conpounded unit, a living mirror of the universe. The 
Zodiakos is our clock of destiny. 

Out of this work of the Ancient Astrologiers, the Zodiakos became the Wheel 
of Life, and out of the Wheel of Life logically emerged the Tarot, also the 
Wheel of life; and it was used by the Ancient Masters to teach the man of dark¬ 
ness the nature of life and the constitution of ^fen. 

And that is the origin and the source of the cnly science the world has 
ever had that deals intelligently and systeiratically with Anthropology, Bio- 
lo^, Fteycholo^, Physiology and Pathology. 

Then, in the Mth century A.D., came the birth of Ihe Reman Catholic Church, 
and that ended the Li^t cf the World. 

As the success of the Church depended upen darkness and ignorance, a vig- 
oroiB, brutal and blocx^ canpaign was conducted for three huidred years to 
crush and obliterate the only Science of Man the world has ever had. 

This wanten work of torture, blood aid destruction was so well prosecuted, 
that in the middle of the 5th century. Archbishop Chryscstem boasted: 

"Every trace of the old philosophy and literature of the ancient world 
has vanished from the face of the earth" (Doane, Bible ^fyths, P. 436). 

The result of this dastruction has been that even today the Christian 
world is in darkness as to the nature of life and the censtitutien of Man. 
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That great doctor, Alexis Carrel, wrote: "Man is nade up of a procession 
of phantaiB, in the midst of which there strides an unknowable reality" (M^ 
The LHoiown, p. 4). 

And Dr. Eobert A. Millikan, world renowned scientist, head of the Calif¬ 
ornia Institute of Technology, authority cn Cosmic Rays, said: 

"I cannot ei^jlain why I am alive rather than dead. Physiologists can 
-tell ne much about the mechanical and chemical processes of iry bo^, but they 
cannot say vhy I am alive" (Collier's, Oct. 24, 1925). 

Wisdom is meaningless unless it leacis to the solution of the nystery of 
Liie. We cannot properly evaluate our relationships with the visible and in¬ 
visible worlds until we discover the nature of Life and the ccnstitutLon of 
Man. 

And that s\iiimarizes the sad condition of the Christian world in the realm 
of science so far as Life and Man are ccncemed. 

Very different from the wild propagancJa of the controlled press and big 
peri-cxiicals as to what science knows about Life and Man. 

And so, we are forced to go back to the Ancient Astrologers, those "sup- 

erstiticus heathens" according to the Church, and let them guide us thru the 
darkness and wilderness in this field vhere modem knowledge is so woefully 
wanting. 

Card 10 is Called the Vheel of Life and also the Mieel of Fortme, but 
those who designed the Tarot were interested in nan, not in money. 

For good reasons the biblical makers were careful to see the Bible con¬ 
tained no direct reference either to the Zodiakos or the Tarot. They did in- 
dude a brief account of Ezekiel's vision of "wheels" and "living creatines" 
which neant the Zodiakos and its signs (Ezek. 1; 14-19). 

They also adopted fecmi Tarot Card 20 the Doctrine of the Resimecticai. 
Then the Christian ccaniEntators cti the Tarot, either because of igporanoe 
or to mislead the masses, changed the title to "The last Judgment." 

And they then applied the Doctrine of the Resiirrection literally to their 
nythical Jesus, carefeUy excluding all the rest of hunanity, e»;Ept those who 
believe in this Jesus (Jn. 3: 16). 

The word "Tarot" itself means a wheel or scaething that rotates. Hunan 
language was made of this Vheel. Thus, OFB-IT means "the going of the Orb," 
and even the rut in the road nade by the vdieel is called "Orbita," because 
the rut shows the route ipir,road of the Wheel. 

In the opinion df /hcient Astrologers, the Life Element was a sub- 
stantLcil movement, ttr a sv^tance which eternally and essentially moved. 

This substance is indbfedtible, inoorrcptible, and imnortal. But its 
nanifestarticns in the world of form are siijjecrt to eternal mutation by the 
perpetuity of movement. 

Thus, all dies because all lives. 
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Were it possible to nake eternal any formation of natter, notion would 
then be arrested, and thus would be created the only real death. So, the 
Wheel of life must constantly rotate. 

To inpriscn the EgD forever in a munmified hunen body, would be the ter¬ 
rible solution of that nagical paradox conceming pretended imnortality in the 
sane body and on the sane earth. 

That condition was foreign to the mind of those ancient men who said, 
"He win swallow up death in victory" (Is. 25: 8)^ and "the last eneny that 
shall be destroyed is death" (1 Cor. 15: 26). 

Eeath is not an eneny to be destroyed. It is not the termination of life. 
It is a natural change, a cosmic process as natural as that of changing ice to 
invisible vapor; as natural as the ccndition called "birth." It refers only to 
appearance, to observation, to what we see, and not to what actually occurs. 

All is reg^erated by the universal dissolvent of the prijial substance. 
The force of this dissolvent is ooncentreted in the quintessence — that is 
to say, at the equilibrating center of a dual polarity. 

The Four Elements of the Arcane Science which we have often nentioned, 
and which are symbolized in the Sphinx, are the Four Forces of the Universal 
Ma^et, repres^ted by the figure of the Solar Cross, the Cross of life, which 
revolves indefinitely around its own center, and so propounds the enignH. re¬ 
specting the quadrature of the Circle. 

“Uie ]iHgietic_ state of polarization of the astral bodies results from their 
equilibrated gravitation around the oosndc suns, which are the ccanricn reser¬ 
voir cf the electro-nagietism. 

The vibration of the quintessence around the ccmiion reservoir iranifests 
as Astral light, the polarization of which is revealed by colors. 

White (colorless) is the color of the quintessence. This color oonctenses 
tcward its negative pole as blue, and becomes fixed as black; while it ccn- 
denses tcward its positive pole as yellow, and becomes fixed as red. 

Thus centrifugal life force proceeds from black to red, passing by the 
white; and centripedal life force returns from red to black, follcwing the 
sane order. 

The four intermediate or mixed hues produce, with the prinory colors, what 
are called the seven colcsrs of the prism and the solar spectrum. 

These seven colors form the seven atmospheres or seven luminous zones 
round each sun, and the planet which is dominant in each zone is na^etized in 
a narmer analogous to the color of its atmosphere, according to the science 
of Astrology. 

_ _ All creation is preserved by equilibrium and renewed by activite. Equil¬ 
ibrium in order and activity signifies progress. 

The science of equilibrium and movement was the Arcane Science of the Anc¬ 
ient Astrolo^rs. It is coistituted in harmony with the number seven — the 
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septenary being ejtpressed as the nunber of the Creati've Week. 

The Key to the Arcane Science is established cn the nuirber 4 — vdiich is 
that of the enigfiatic forms of the Sphinx and of eleirentary nanifestaticns. 
Ihe Sphinx represents the equilibrium. 

Dr. Waite said: "SonEtimes the Sphinx is represented couchant cn a ped¬ 
estal above in Card 10, which defrauds the symbolism by stultifying the essen¬ 
tial idea of stability amidst movement." 

Concerning the Wheel of Life, Ouspens)<y wrote: 

"And I heard the voice of the aninals of ZarathiBtra: 

" 'Everything goes, everything returns; eternally roUs the wheel of 
being. 

" 'Everything dies, everything blossons forth again; eternally runs the 
year of being. 

" 'Everything bredcs, everything is united anew; eternally builds itself 
the same hoiise of being. 

" 'Everything parts, everything meets again; the ring of being renains 
eternally true to itself. 

" 'Being begins in every New, arxaund every Here rolls the sphere of There. 

Ihe middle is everyvhere. Circuit is the Path of Eternity.' " 

The Zodiakos is the tiJheel of life. It is a coirplicated symbol that was 
formulated by the Ancient Astrolo^rs after a^s of research and discovery 
disclosed nan's relation to the IMiverse. 

Ihe Zodiakos is a chart that represents the perpetual motion of the flu¬ 
idic universe and the flux of human life. 

This Wheel is not pictured the same in the various Tarot cards. But in 
ancient synbology it was pivoted upen the tep end of a staff, while at the 
base are two entwined serpents, si^iftdng the dual properties of Pularaty, as 
in the case of the Caduceus. 

Poised with extended wings above the top of the Wheel was the Sphinx, 

representing the Four Elements of Creation and the quaternary constitution of 
Lfen. 

Ihe figure had paws of a liai, and in its right paw it held a sword, sym¬ 
bol of power or authority; and it was crowned with the symbol of Venus. 

Oh the rig^t side of the Wheel appeared Hemanubis (Hermes-Anubis), the 
jadcal-headed god, synbol of Good, ascending, bearing in his hand the 
^fegLc Wand (Chduceus), and having ai his head the synbol of Lfercury. 

On the left side of the Wheel appeared lyphcn (Set), the Egyptian gad of 
Evil, descending with a trident in his hand. 
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These two figures on the Wheel of Life indicate that Good is ever aspir¬ 
ing and ascending, while Evil is ever descending into darkness and disinte¬ 
grating. 

Anubis and '^hon, representing Good and Evil, indicate that Evil must 
descend and be disintegrated so that its force nay be liberated and manifest 
as Good at the next upward turn of the Wheel. 

In his work titled "The Soul's Secret", Hotena referred to Tarot Card 10, 
Wheel of Life, and said; 

"The Astrologers tau^t what physical science has recently discovered, 
that all thin^ in the universe travel in circles, mking the end and the be¬ 
ginning me and the sane. For instance, the sm sets as it rises, and rises 
as it sets. 

"The Astrologars applied this cosmic law to Life and ffen, and declared 
that nan dies in the astral world as he is born in the physical world, and 
dies in the physical world as he is bom in the astral world. 

"That is The Soul's Secret, and that is the substance of the Inner Eoc- 
tzine that was synbolized in the Wheel of Life. 

"So, according to the Wheel of Life, nan is bound and ruled by a ceaseless 
circle of births and deaths, — the Law of Reincarnation tau^t in all the anc¬ 
ient religions and philoscphies, and ccndemed by the Church because it elim¬ 
inates the service of its Jesiis as the Savior of Souls." 

"There is no observable action in the entire miverse which is not FUNISA- 
MENTALLy dependent for its continuity upon CYCLIC CHAIIGE, ~ and as surely as 
day follows night, so MET LIFE FOLLCW EEATH" (Eternal Tiros, By Dr. Janes 
aark.) 

IMMORTALLSM 

"If a nan die, shall he live again" (Job 14:14) is a burning question 
that rises with the dawn of the race. 

Literature that has lasted the longiest is that which has been based upon 
a desire for oc an ejqjectation or actual knowled^ of, a future life. 

"There is no death," wrote Huntley, in "Harmonics of Evoltition," and 
added, "Life after physical death is a fact scientifically ttemcnstreble." 

Now, according to Christian dogna, life is ruled by belief, not by law. 
Its religicus system rests upon the following unscientific statement: 

"Fbr God so loved the world that he gave his only begotten Son, that 
vhosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have everlasting life" (Jn. 

There are many reasons why this statement should not be taken seriously. 

First, there are at least -three differmt Gods mentioned in the Bible, 
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and we are not told which of these Gods gave the world "His cnly begotten Son." 

Second, this arbitrary, unnatural dogna fails to fit in a Universe of 
law and order, in which every cosnic phenoiena and process occur according to 
inmitable la/. 

These reasons are sufficient to show that it is useless to give any at¬ 
tention to this dogna, so we shall pass it by and put Life under the law and 
consider it scientifically. 

Er. Robert Walter nade this shrewd observaticm: "Ih© inmortality of life 
is proved in the sane w^ as the indestructibility of n&tter!. ,.. 

"The hunan being surely becoires individualized inoe for all, and having 
learned much from earthly e;q)erience, he returns (in death to the the astral 
realm) from whence he cane, to carry with him thru all the future vhatever he 
ra^ have ^ined (cn earth). 

"It is not to be presumed that man's ej^riences for gain will ever cease, 
and he necessarily takes with him the products of the past. ... 

"Vihai c^amite ejqilodes, the force is not lost, but has changied its posi¬ 
tion. 

'Uust so with man when he dies. He has not lost his life, but has chan^d 
his position, going forward to another state" (Vital Scienoe). 

The process called "death" is not understood, nor is it ^nerally knowi 
that cosmic phenomena move in cycles, as vapor to water to ice, and from ice 
back to water and to vapor. 

Nothing is lest; nothing but form begins, and nothing but form ends. 

Many ask, 'Why are we here?" To that question Dr. James Clark gives a 
scientific answer in his "Eternal UnE," in this striking dbservation: 

"The only justification for (nen's) existence is gain. Existence of a 

Life Forni, via a physical body, results in the gain of action (on the earth 
plane) . Existence in the death phase, without any form of body, results in 
the gqin of no action (oi the visible plane). 

"The life and death phases (of the Ego) are coexisting essentials in cen- 
tinuing (urn's) existence; and the existence of either (phase) without the 
presence of the other (phase) is an inpossibility. 

"The realization (of the cosmic cycle) in full understanding that no 
state (of existence) can ever begin inless some other previous state is end¬ 
ing, enables us at last to see with clear vision that nan spiend a life- 
tine in action as a life Form, studying in any one of the nany "Ttemples", and 
no natter the lofty architecture, ixDr the a&re-inspiring desi^ of the Hig)i 
Altar as seen in St. Peter's, Rome, or the Cyclotron in Harwell, Ihgland, 
there is cnly cne incident of major and fundamental inportanoe that can ever 
h^)pen to him. 

"And this incident provictes all the reason there can ever be for having 
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lived — which is the insuring of the Cycle in the Eternal Action of Life, and 
thus creating with certainty the siprene privilege and reward of living a^in 
— HE CAN DEE! (Without cfeath, there could be no future life — Hotema). 

'"Diere is no cbservable action in the entire Ihiverse that is not funda- 
irentally dependent for its continuity upon Cyclic Changp; and as surely as day 
follows night, so MUST UEE AGAIN FOLLOW lEAIH." 

That scientific philosophy meets the test of law, is hoaiy with a^, and 
was tau^t by all Hie Ancient Masters for thousands of years before Christian¬ 
ity was ever invented. It appears in the Bha^vad Gita as follcws: 

"Know thou, 0 PrincE of Pandu, that Hiere never was a time when I, nor 
thou, nor any of these princes of Hie earth, was not; nor shall Hiere ever 
come a time hereafter when any of us shall cease to be. (The Ego is as etern¬ 
al as the stars. — Hotena). 

"As the Ego, wearing this material form, experienoeth the stages of in¬ 
fancy, youth, manhood and old agp, even so shall it, in due time, pass cn to 
another boH/, and in subsequent incarnations shall it again live (cm the earth 
plane), and move, and play its part. 

"Those (wise ones) who have attained Hie wisdom of the Inner Doctrire, 
know Hiese secrets, and fail to be moved by au^t Hiat coheHi to pass in this 
world of chan^. lb such. Life and Death are but words (of description), and 
both (words) are but the surface aspects of Hie cteeper being." 

In that very ancient scroll, the Egyptian Bock of the Dead, it is stated 
that the Ego, "projecting itself into one physical emixidiment after another, 
'steppeth cnward thru eternity' " (Kiihn, in Lost Light, p. 41). 

This ancient philosophy appears in the Christian Bible, but is not under¬ 
stood by the masses because not correctly presented by the preacher, vho may not 
uncferstand it himself. And if it were correctly and clearly presented, that 
preacher i-JouLd not only be unfrocked, but Hiat knowled^ would bring Hie end of 
arthodox Christianity and dispose of its Jesus. 

Ihe Bible ctefinitely says: "Behold, I show you a mystery: We shall not 
sleep (in death), but we shall be changed" (to Irninxirtality). ~ 1 Cor. 15: 51. 

And so, according to cosmic law, ancient philosophy and Hie findings of 
modem science, when nan dies he simply changes to another state, just as the 
Bible says. 

Hie only "mystery" surrounding the oosnic process called death, rises 
from ignorance and false teaching. 

And here again Dr. Clark points out Hie fact, that there is only cne in¬ 
cident of major and fundamental im^rtance that can ever happen to man, ~ and 
that indicates hew exceedingly futile it is for man "to spend a lifetime in 
actLon as a Life Form, studying in any of the Temples" anyvhere on earth, under 
the foolish, silly impression that he will learn fran the teachers sotie myster¬ 
ious secret of Life. 

Dr. Qark said: "All the mystery surrounding Life is depeneJent ipcn the 
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continucus creation of the thknown. 

Card 13, WHEEL OF DEATH 

What is coimmly called Life and Death are two aspects of the same Wheel. 

The Wheel of life brings the Egp into the physical world, and the Wheel 
of rteath takes the Egp back to its original hoire in the Astral Wbrld. 

In sene cases this card presents a crude notion of the Reaping Skeletal, 
in others, a horsenon cn a vdiite diargisr, clad in black araour, with a black 
helnEt, and a black plane. 

The Skelfitcn's face locks cut from under the heliret. One beny hand holds 
a black banner, and the other holds black reins, omamoited with skull and 
cross-bones. 

The black banner is eirblazcned with the IVstic Rose held in the left hand 
of the Fool, which signifies Life. 

Between two pillars cn the vergp of the horizon there shines the setting 
Sun of Immortality. "Dae card with the Reding Skeleton shews a river behind 
him, flowing toward the Sun. 

Ouspensky said: 

"Looking at the disappearing horseman and the setting Sun, I mderstood 
the Path of life to caisist of the hoofnarks of the Steed of Death. 

"The Sun, setting cn the one side, rises on the other. Every nonent of 
its motion is a setting at cue point and a rising at another. 

"And I understood that, just as the Sun rises in its setting and sets in 
its rising, so Life sets in the astral realm as it rises in the physical realm, 
and rises a^in in the astral realm as it sets in the physical realm (Jn. 3:3, 

5, 7). 

" 'Yes, ' said the Voice, 'You think the Sun has oily cne aim, to rise and 
set. These are cnly appearances. The Sun goes cn its way, over its own ort»it, 
round its gravitational center, and its rising and settings are nere illus¬ 
ions. 

" •Life and Death, Sunrise and Sunset — are you not aware that all these 
aRjearances are but theu^ts, illusions, dreams and fears of the Fool?' " 

LAW OF MOEAnCM 

True Being, the Egp, is changeless and eternal. Physical existence is 
birth from the World of Being into the World of Becoming (visible). 

The Egp, vhen incarnated cn the terrestrial stage of chan^, is ruled by 
the Law of Mutation, entering upen a long cycle of incamatiens. 
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The Ancient ffasters taught that the Ego gees thru seven incarnations, and 
this is nentioned in the last bode of the Bible, as follows: 

"And there are seven kings (incarnations), (of which) five are fallen, and 

one is, and the other is not yet cone; and when he coneth, he must continue a 
short space." (Rev. 17: 10). 

The T^ocalypse describes, in sjarbol and allegory, the initiation of the 
Neephyte in the Ancient Mysteries, and the Neephyte, in this case, was in his 
sixth incarnation, as ejqjlained by Hotem in "Sen of Perfection." 

When the Ego, clad in its physical garment, appears in the physical world, 
surrounded by many dangers and nysteries, the mind of the man of darkness is 
inpressed by cne continuous series of illusions, which he considers real. His 
teachers, as well as he, are lost in the fog of illusion because they are not 
tau^t the cycle of Life. 

At this point Ifen needs li^t. Ihis need led to the founding of the Anc¬ 
ient I^steries, in which the Neophyte was tau^t the secrets of Life. 

The Ancient Astrologers did not follow the rule of modem science. They 
did not reason from cbservatLon, from the things which are seen. Ihey had 
discovered how deceptive nan’s five faulty senses are, and based their cen- 
clusions cn the things which are not seen. Ihey said; 

"The things which are seen (with the eyes) are tenporal; but the things 
vdiich are not seen (with the eyes) are eternal" (2 Cbr. 4: 18). 

concluded that there must be an invisible world or there could be no 
visible world. For sonething cannot cone from nothing. 

So the Ancient Astrolo^rs ripped the veil of illusion from the face of 
the phenomenal world, and found the nouroenal world, the realm of reality and 
pemenency. 

Their basic teaching was founded on the doctrine. As above, so below. 

This earth, vdiile it has shape and substance, and is activated by cosmic 
force, is only an ^pearance, an illusion, and may, under certain conditi(ons, 
be dissipated as a clcud, and transfornEd into invisible siibstance, as ioe is 
changed by heat into invisible vapor. 

In plainer terms, the phenomenal world is a condensation of invisible 
substmee from a vast, invisible realm that contains everything we see, but 
existing cn a higher octave, beyond the reach of nan's five senses. 

In the case of man's bocty, for instance, we are deluded by its appear¬ 
ance. Even doctors den't know that man has four bodies, not cne, and these 

four correspond to the Four Elements symbolized by the Sphinx, fire, air, 
water and earth, listed by Hotema in '"Ihe Breath of Life and the Flame Divire" 
as astral, aerial, fluidal and physical. 

Behold the illusion. 

These are seme of the secrets of life concealed in the Inner Doctrine of 
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the AnciCT.t ^faste^s, and tau^t to the Necphyte in the Ancient Ifysteries. 

This knowledge revealed to nan the nature of his cwn tody and soul, and 
dissipated the obscuring fog which we see with our eyes, and prevents all those 
v*o live by si^t from realizing vdiat they really see, and are. 

It was in^serative that the Church destroy the Ageless Wisdom to keep nan 

enslaved in darkness, and nake him believe he is a lowly worm, instead of a 
god, that needs a Savior to salvage his "lost Soul" from eternal tonrent, as 
e3q>lained by Hotena in 'The Soul’s Secret". 

According to Christianity, the Soul (E^) is not irnnortal in its own 
ri^t, but nay acquire inmortality if nan will entertain a certain belief, 
— the nost preposterous preposition and the basest fraud ever invented. 

The Soul that beoonas immortal as the result of a certain belief, accord¬ 
ing to the Mother Church, had no antecedent existence. It was bom in the 
body, and Inmortality rises firom Moortality if nan will believe what the Church 
teaches. 

Thos e who desire to pursue this line of thou^t further, should read 
"Ihe Soul's Secret" by Hotema. 
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Chapter XVII 

Card 11, Justice 6 Ctol 12, Judgment 

Card n, JUSTICE 

The goddess shewn in this card indicates the Tarot is not of Greek or 
Itonan mythology. Its presentation of Justice is supposed to be one of the 
four cardinal virtues included in the sequence of the Greater Atxana. 

The wonan is seated between two pillars, like the Hi^ Priest’s, indicat¬ 
ing that some aspect of the Creative Principle is involved. This becomes raore 
apparent as we proceed. 

The Pillars of Justice and these of the Hi^ Priestess open into the same 
world, but present different aspects thereof. 

The woman is a conventional persenifioation of Justice. Her golden hair, 
like that of the Empress, Identifies her with Venus. So does her green c^. 

She is also identified with the woman in Card 8, who tames the red lien. 

We encounter another tridc here. It spears that in the exoteric Tarot, 
Card 8 is Justice and Card 11 is Strength. This blind does not deceive those 
vho knew the attributions of the si^ of the Zodiakos to the lettex-e of the 
Hebrew alphabet. 
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Why this trick was ever eirplqyed nay be difficult to conprdiend now. Yet 
it does serve to en^hasize the fact that Cards 8 and 11 present tvro aspects of 
■the operation of a single principle, which is -the Creative Principle symbolized 

by -the Hi^ Priestess. 

Beneath her purple nantle, showing at the sleeves, is a blue under-gar- 
nant. This is -the color of the Hi^ Priestess, and her nunber is 2, v^ch 
results from adding the digits of 11, the number of Justice. 

In -the Ricfer I^rot, Justice wears a crown, shewing three txirrets, orna- 
men'ted wi-Qi a square jewel. The -three turrets and the four sides of the square 
nake the nunber 7, the KabalistLc number of the Sjhere of Venus an the Tree of 

Life. 

Ihe -throne of the wonan also has, stretched between i-ts two pillars, a 
■violet veil. Ihe Pillars and the Veil are reflections of -the ideas suggested 

by similar symbols in -the picture of the Hi^ Priestess. 

Ihe vjpri^t double-ed^d sword in the woman's rd^t hand is of steel, a 
netal attributed to ^fers. It is an indication that all action is dual, des- 

truc-tive as well as creative. 

Ouspens]<y says: 

"When I had become possessed of the keys of the Hi^ Priestess (Chrd 2), 
had read her bock, and understood the symbols, I was permitted to lift the 

veil of the Temple and enter into the inner sarrctuary. 

"And there I saw a wonan seated between the tro columns of the Tenple, 
with a golden crown and a purple mantle. In her rd^t hand she held an ipilift- 

ed sword, and in her left a pair of scales. 

"Ihe si^t of her made me tremble with fear, because her gaze was deep end 

piercing. 

" 'You are seeing Justice,' said the Voice. 'Everything is weighed in her 
scales. Ihe sword is eternally lifted in defence of Justice, and nothing can 

escape it. 

" 'Why do you turn your eyes away frem the scales and the swead? Are you 

afraid?' 

"Yes, for they deprive you of your last illusion. How will you li-ve cn 

earth without these illusions? 

"You wanted to see Jus-tLce, and now you have seen her. 

"But remember vhat awaits a mortal vhen he has seen the goddess. He will 
never ag^in be able to shut his eyes to that which does not pleare him, as he 
has dare hitherto. He will see Justice perpetually, always and in everything, 

and will realize that he reaps as he sews." 
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But the Mather Oiurch teaches that the gpspel Jesias paid it all with his 
blood. Ihat is another falsehood which does its part to fill the world with 
violence. 

The Great Law as Kanna grants to each cne the portion of goods he nerits, 

and sends him forth into this far country of earthly life, to determine what 
use he will irake of his inheritance. 

These goods are all the faculties, powers, knowledgie and wisdom gained by 
the Ego thru past ejqorience, expressed in this earthly life as inherent fac¬ 
ulties, powers and abilities, together with the, as yet, undeveloped possib¬ 
ilities which the experiences of this life are intended to unfold. 

Only by this unfoldment thru evolution can the Ego be molded and fitted to 
take its ri^tflil place in the Grand Plan. 

That is real Justice. 

The Great Law of Justice will keep nan in bondage to physical limitation, 

in the priscn house of flesh, in the treadmill of Kama, incarnation after in¬ 
carnation, until he has fulfilled every jot and tittle of the Law he has broken 
under the urge of carnal lust. 

Sinplioius wrote: 

"The Pythagoreans said that the sane things are repeated a^in and again. 
.. -Because of movements of the astral bodies and mary other things are the same 
agp after a^, vhat occurred before and vhat will occur afterwards are also the 
same. This applies also to repetition, vhidi is always the same. 

The conpilers of the New Testament knew about repetition and made their 
Jesus speak of it to his disciples. 

In the Gospels there are many veiled allusions to this, but the most cer¬ 
tain passa^, which has quite a definite meaning in the Greek and German texts, 
has lost its true meaning in translations into other languages, which tock 
that most important word from the Latin translation. 

And Jesus said unto them, \ferily I say unto you. That ye which have fol¬ 
lowed me, in the KEGEMIMTIOJ ... (Mat. 19:28). 

The word "Fegpneration" in the Greek text is "Renovation," acoording to 
Wilson’s "Emphatic DLaglott." 

The basic meaning is Reincarnation, Repeated Existence, Repeated Birth, 
Bom Again (Jn. 3: 3, 5, 7). 

And so, the very ancient doctrine of Reincarnation had to be rejected, 
had to be concealed in "Regeneraticn," in order to provide a jcb for the gps¬ 
pel Jesus. 

The entire system of Christianity is based on this passage: 

"For God so loved the world, that he ^ve his only begotten Son, that 
whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life." 
(^. 3:16). 
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Ihere is a reascn far this. For, liJce nDst niistakes, it is rather a 
misunderstanding get misapplicatican of the remenhranoe than a deliberate attenpt 

to deceive. 

In such a case the prcbability is that the ijerson did live in the period 
renenbered, and perhaps todc a prominent part in the events enacted, but he 
was not necessarily the principle character as he thinks he was when the mem¬ 

ory of it returns to him. 

In the past he nay have been ciseply interested in the characters under 
consideration, and fond of imagining himself in their place. Thus, vhen the 
menory is turned to those old times, it awakens the old currents of feeling, 
and a nan thinks he was, in the past, vhat actually he wished to be. 

CaxKi 12, JUDGEMENT 

Arcanum 12 presents nan suspended by cne foot frcan a gallcws, head down, 
the allows being constructed of a beam si^^orted cn the tcp of two c\it trees, 
each having six lopped limbs alcng their length. His hands are tied behind 
his back, and cne leg is crossed behind the other, forming a crude cross, which 
indicates the four cardinal points of the ccnpass, while the severed branches 
signify the oonpletion of the cycle of the Sun thru the tvrelve sigps of the 
Zodiakos, indicating the termonaticai of terrestrial life. 

The labors of Hercules are at an end. 

Vfe have found nothing which satisfies us as to the interpretatim of this 

syrAolism. The Bible says: 

'If a nan have committed a sin worthy of death, and he be to be put to 

death, and thou heng him on a tree, his bocfy shall not renain all ni^t i?)cn 
the -tree, but thou shalt in any wise bury him that cfey" (Deut. 21: 22, 23) . 

The biblical nokers here inserted this phrase: "Fbr he that is hanged is 

accursed of God" (Dsut. 21:23). 

Then they nada it appear that this interpolated statement was in the anc¬ 
ient scroll by inserting this statenent in the New Ttestanent: 

"For it is written Cursed is every ctie that hangpth cn a tree" (Gal. 3: 

13). 

But it was not so "written" until the biblical nakers wrote it, in their 
crafty schene of re-shaping the ancient scriptures to serve their nefarious 

purpose, which was to enslave huiranity. 

The four fijed sigps of the Zodiakos, Leo, Scorpio, Aquariis and Taurus, 
form the Cbsmic Cross cn which nan hangp in the ihysical vrorld for evil pur¬ 
poses, using the Sacred Ttenple in vhich he should glorify life, to debase his 
precious life and to satisfy his lijBts for sensation, greed, hate, jealousy, 

etc. 

Because of the positixxi in which non is presented in this card, other com- 
nentators call it the Hanged Man. But to us, the term Judgment seems to be a 

far more fitting title. 
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The fact of Reincarnation rips away the foundation of Christianity. 

REINCAMAnON 

If Iteincamation is a fact, a nan nay be justified in asking; "If such 
a phenonena as the repetition of lives cn earth is true, why do we know nothing 
of it? Why do vie not renenher irore? 

Ihere is a definite reascn why the neinory of antecedent incarnations so 
seldan occurs. 

In our evolution we have passed thru nany sad and embittering ej^erien- 
ces which, if reineiribered in subsequent incamaticns, would so depress our Ego 
- so discourage and hanper us, that we would irake little effort .to progr^s. 

Also, if we did renenber who we had been before, and whom our present 
ccsipanions were, we would find it so hard in nany cases to forgive the injur¬ 
ies, so hard to fbr^t the troubles we had gone thru in camection with them, 
that our progress would be retarded. 

Since the Great law, acting as Karma, denends perfect conpensaticai or 
adjustuent, cne great object in each new life is to readjust the mistakes of 
the past. 

Another reason why we do not renenber is, at each incarnation the Ego 
clads itself in a new robe, the brain cells of which have never respcnded to 
past conditions, and only when the brain is enable of responding to the nem- 
ory stored in the Hi^er Self, can that nEmory be inpressed upai the waking 
consciousness. 

In other words, the personality, per se, cannot remenber the past because 
it has ejqserienced only the present life. 

And a further reason is that nany of our previous lives have been so un- 
inpertant and trivial, that they have registered little of v^ue in the Hi^er 
Self, hence have little of inportanoe to remenber. 

For cut of each life, it is cnly those enaepticnal experienoes and those 
lessons vhich have made deep inpressions epen us, that are immortalized by 
being registered in the Real Self. 

Wte must not Icse sigjit of the fact that in our present life we for^t 
nany thingiS, remsnbering only those which, for various reasons, have nwdo the 
deeper inpressions upon us. 

Like the meirory of our present life, which may l3e aroused by some partL- 
cul^ event, the memory of o\^ past life may be awakened by reading abovrt or 
seeing the picture of some historical character. This arouses a consciousness 
of having lived at that tine or in that place. 

H^s may give rise to much ridicule, for many in whom the memory of past 
lives is dawning, seem not to have been lower than rulers, kings and queens 
or notable charecters in history. 
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Man's ejqjerdence with hinself and nankind in general, as depicted in Cards 
6, 7, and 8, being insufficient to teadi him the great lessen of Life and con¬ 
strain him to seek the Li^t of the Ifermt, he appears in Card 11 before the 
Bar of Justice, is found wanting in the qualities that nake a man, and receives 
the Last Judgment, which is carried cut as portrayed in the next card. No. 12. 

We have foUewed the trail of the Lfen of E&ikness from the days of his 
youth to the time when the harvest is ready, and we see that man reaps as 
he has sown. 

And this is the end of the trail of the gay youth we saw in Card 0, the 
Fool, who became the Conqueror of cities and nations in Card 7 — but failed 
to conquer his own animalistic nature. 

He new appears befeze the Bar of Justice vhere his good deeds as to his 
own beefy are weighed against the evil deeds as to his own bexfy, and we behold 
the result. 

The verdict is "Guilty." 

rtin has failed to fulfill the cbligatLons due to his own body. He has 
failed to heed the messa^ of the Ancient Masters who said: 

Flee fornicaticffi. He that oonnitteth fornication, sirmeth against his 
own body. For it is good that a nan touch not a women. 

The Bible considers the unition of man and women in marria^ as a oendL- 
tdon tolerated and accepted because it is the lesser of two evils. The Bible 

Scys: 

If they cannot control the generative urge, then "let them marry; for it 

is better to marry than to burn" (1 Cor. 7; 9). 

Vfe shall quote from an essay by Lucinda B. Chandler cn Social Purity as 

to the s\i)ject of marriage: 

'VJhen a woman has made this agreement (of marriags) ... she has made her¬ 

self permanently ... a legal prostitute till death cr divorce dissolves the 

contract. 

"I demaid the immediate and unconditicnal ABOLITICN of this vilest system 

that ever cursed the earth. 

"Iferriagp is le^lized prostitutian. . -. The term marriage is more offen¬ 
sive that the term® rape, murder, or prostitution, because it involves all of 

them, and all combined are worse than either alone. 

"The wife is the most degraded of all prostitutes, ... a forced prosti¬ 
tute ... Popular prostLtuticai, bad as it is, is not so bad as the forced 
prostitution of marriage." — Sex Worship, Wall, p. 173. 

The bibliccil makers sanctioned marriagp and lar^ families. That was 
necessary to build ijp a large force of slaves to support and sustain their 
zeligicus system. So they said this in their Bible: 

"Be fruitful, and multiply" (Gen. 1: 28). 
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That statenfint never speared in the ancient scrolls. It was interpo¬ 
lated by the biblical makers who sou^t to carry their system to success by 
guilding ip a largp mairbership. To encourage the production of lar^ famil¬ 
ies, they wrote: 

"Marriage is honorable in all, and the Cnarriage) bed (is) uncfefiled" ■' 
(Heb. 13: 4). 

But there stands the Edsnic Allegory of the Ancient rasters, to the ef¬ 
fect that the day nan puts hinself in the power of the Great Red Dragcn (Rev. 
12), 'thou Shalt surely die" (Gen. 2: 17). 

Ihis subject is so inportant that Hotema has covered it in detail in his 
work titled "Great Red Dragon." 

Judgnent is not a coidition to occur in the future, as tau^t by the 
church. The judgnent scene is enacted ri^t here cn earth, and not in the 
existence of the Ego after its sojourn here. 

ifen is constantly in the Scales of Justice here and now, and the execu¬ 
tion of the Judgment takes place here and new on the earth. 

Ihe Egyptian trial of the Ego and the wei^iing of the Jfeart in the Hall 
of Judgment of Osiris, are scenes located by the old scriptures in Amenta, and 
the fact should not be overlooked that this Amenta is the life we live here 
and now cn the earth. 

We meet the Bock Of life at birth cn the earth, not at death. For we 
bring with us at birth our past record, written tpen our inner ethereal vest¬ 
ures in letters of character. 

In this life we face the issues raised by the former good or evil work in 
our antecedent incarnations. 

Christen^jn ewes much of its success to the teaching that nan can perpe¬ 
trate vhat heinoxjsness he will in this life, and wait a millennixjDn befcare 
being hrou^it to the reckening. 

Tie certitude of the instant judgment, the reaping as we sew, has been 
obscured or denied by the church. 

The Christian is deprived of the definite knowledge end benefit that the 
consequences of his acts are in the iimediate reaction i^jcn him here and now. 

Tie shadow of the law has been deludedly removed frem his mind by the 
church, with the result that life has proceeded largely without any consider¬ 
ation of the certainty cf Justice. 

Ard with this sense of immunity bolstered by the canoommitant doctrine 
of a vicarious atonenent and the forgj.veness of sins, the delufed and misguided 
mind of the Christian has inciulgpd in such revelries of license and heedless¬ 
ness as history has never recorded at any other period of the world. 

Tie assurance that the world is ruled by law, that acts carve the shape 
of destiny, is hardly to be found in the Christian world. 
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The habiti^ philosophy of the Christian nind consists of the hazy no¬ 
tion that the theologi-cal of Judgnent, if it is to cans at all, is a Icng 
way off. 

The Qiiistian is nc3t tau^t that vhat he gets ait of this life cones as 
■the fruit of what he puts in-to it. He will reap as he has sown. 

And this may be bad news also for those half-baked occultists vho are 
looking for "hidden knowledge," for the short cuts and the secret way to the 
QOcd. of Seership. 

THE GOT) FAILS 

Upon -that stnangis extravaganza, -the curious fantasia, which presents it¬ 
self as the history and saga of "the hijman species, -the judgment of an unpre- 
judioed, _ uninvolved and renote spectator — say, an observer of anolher think¬ 
ing species or an intelligence of another planet, would be — 

Ludicrous^ ridLculoua failure! 

Even the verdict of any sufficiently cfetached hunon naturalist, a prac¬ 
tical aninol hreecter or a biologist, taking the neasure of his own species, 
would amount to an extrenely lew appraisal of its worth and aoconplishnents. 

For, of that top breed of those who are known as the blue ribbons, -the 
firsts, the prinates, the aristocrats of the vertebrates, -the ultina-te birth 
of tinB's ges-tations, placed at the very head of the hierarchy of the living, 
all thrt ooxiLd be averred would be, that ^fen•s utnost endeavors to succeed as 
a species ha\e a-ttained neither to his expectations nor his aspirations, but 
were leading oily to his degradation, if not his destruction. 

The philostphical biologist is the personification of a specific power 
and tendency of Ifen, the ability to wei^ and measure himself, to subject him¬ 

self to coiparison and appraisal, to lau^ and weep at hinself and his history 
as a whole, to lock upon himself objectively and cri-tically, and perh^ss to 
learn and change and modify, and even to inprove, his own nature. 

And because ^fan possesses self-conscioiisness, an awareness of his differ¬ 
ences and characteristics, he has long asked: 

What is tfan? 

Chce having satisfied the cravings and denands of his aninal na-t\ire, he 
turns everywhere to a coxsideration of his hunanal nature. Ftom the very be¬ 

ginning of his inquiries into the nature of all things, for his curiosity has 
always been more "than sindan, he has returned repeatedly to that final question 

What is Man? 

Provisional answers of sene sort he has always provided, since he was 
ccrpelled 'to integrate them wi-th the practices of his daily ritials, habits 
and customs by which his elenentary needs and drives were satisfied. 

Out of his hiHiEdiate observations and reflections, his dreams and imagin- 
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ings, he would invent some wor^dng theory that served as an answer to his 
wonderings about himself. Chly he never thou^t of his ideas about himself 
as provisional theories, but as revelations and intuitions of fixed and abso¬ 
lute truth. 

IHE GOD’S WRECKED INSTHUnO^S 

All any inpartial observer need do is to re^rd the renains of the wrecks 
of >fan's OTce flourishing nations and enpires left behind. They record his 
pathetic attempts to spread wide and far the domain of protected order and 
enterprise which he proudly calls his "civilization." 

Only one conclusion is afforded: While Man has tried apiin and again, 
has strained his energies to build a mon-proof civilization, he has failed 
continuously and repeatedly. 

Each one of his civilizations had its bri^t beginnings and promise of 
endurance. At its prime it seemed as secure as the earth itself. But because 

no provision was made, or no steps could be taken, to change for the better 
the human material which was their sihstratum, they possessed no lasting vi¬ 
tality. 

I-fan realizes that during the long agss of his adventures, he has contri¬ 
ved a vast multiplicity of the modifications of matter that are his tools and 
machines, adjimcts to his organs of flesh and bone, his hands and feet, his 
EiBcles and senses. And his mind in the substance of his brain has added an 
almost unmanageable horde of ideas and conceptions to the bare instinct-in¬ 
struments of his thou^t. 

But not the totality of his achievemants has touched the tree evils of 
bis life — only multiplied them. For they have aggregated more and more, so 
to pain and wound, to hiut and mutilate, to degrade and enslave, to deprive and 
frustrate, to hinder and retard the anElicmatian of his fellow creatures, vhich 
means himself, so to spoil and ruin the lives of his kind as to make men curse 
the day they vrere bom. 

This, in gene:^, is the substance of part of the story which the Ancient 
festers, after a million y^rs of observation and eiperience, told in the sym¬ 
bology of the 22 Trumps fejor, no traces of which can be found either in Egypt 
or in India. 

It was to rescue Man from this darkness’ that inspired the festers to 
found the Ancient ffysteries. And it was to guard the integrity and fidelity 
of these schools fran the superstition of the masses and the usurpation of the 
priesthood, that constrained the Masters to receive and accept for initiation 
only those who proved by appropriate tests to be worthy of acoeptancie. 

The esoteric character of the school was preserved by powerful sanctions. 
An oath of secmacy was administered in the most solemn form to the initiate, 
and to violate it was censidered a sacrilegious crime, the prescribed pmish- 
mant for vhich was immediate death. 
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CCNCLUSICN 

The Mother Church and tfedical Art do not want tten to know what he is. 
For that reasoi both institutions canhine in the schene to keep him in dark¬ 
ness. 

In spite of all the so-called nedical research, we shall quote vhat a 
great docrtor said of medical i^orance as to Man. Dr. Alexis Carrel wrote: 

"tfan is conposed of a prcressicHi of phantoms, in Ihe midst of vhich there 
strides an unknowable reality . . . 

"Cur knowledge of Ihe huiran body is, in truth, most rudimentary. It is 
inpossible, for the present, to grasp its constitution. Vfe must, 1hen, be 
content with the scientific observation of our crr^nic and mental activities, 
and without any other guide, narch forward into the unknown" (Mm The Ihknown- 
pp. 4, 109). 

That admitted i^Ktrance cn the part of ^fedical Art is the resiolt of a 

definite plot to keep Man in (ferkness as to himself in order to nake his en¬ 
slavement less difficult and mcire certain. 

All efforts by intelligent scientists to clarify the nature of Life and 
explain the constitution of hfan are opposed as vigorously by Jfedical Art as 
by he Mother Church. And the reason in both instances is the sane. 

The work of Ihe Ancimt rfysteries had for its purpose the liberation of 
hfan from the realm of darkness by teaching him the nature of Life and the con¬ 
stitution of his boc^. And that is the reason vhy they were crushed and des¬ 
troyed. 

According to lanblichus, a Neo-platcnist of the 4th century, the ritual 
of initiation into the Egyptian ttysteries required the Neofhyte to ccmidt to 
memory, as it was explained to him by the Hierophant, the interpretaticn of 
the synbolisra of the 22 Arcana of the Tarot. 

This interpretation, to be correct, must agree with the ancient philoso¬ 
phy of Life, and that is the interpretation we have presented in this work. In 
addition, we have included some of the esoteric instruction the Jfeofhyte re¬ 
ceived. More of it is contained in our other works, in which we have resur¬ 
rected the Ageless Wisdom of the Ancient Mmters. 

In referring to the Tarot, P. Christian, in his History of Magic, said 
the Neophyte was led down a long gallery, sipported by caryatides in the form 

of 24 Sphinxes, 12 cn each side. 

Ch the wall between the Sphimes there were frescoed paintings, similar 

to those that can be seen in the ruins of the temples of Thebes, capital of 
Egypt in 2,000 B.C., and especially on an ancient ceiling of one of the halls 
of the falaoe of Medinet-Abou, vhich pictured the 22 Trumps Major. 

These 22 pictures faced each other in paire, and these pairs, atxording 
to Ouspensky, were arranged in the orcfer in which we haw paired them in this 

vork. 
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As -the Necphyte was ccxiducted by the 22 pictures, he was halted before 
each pair and given appropriate instruction by the Hierophant as to the eso- 

teidc meaning of the symbolism. 'Siis meaning we have set forth in our inter- 
psretatian of the cards. 

It was the knowled^ of Life and Man revealed by the interpretation of 
the syntolism of Hie cards liiich caused the Church Fathers to destrcsy than so 
conpletely. 

UT CHRISTIAN BIBLE 

If Christians were familLar with the history of their Bible they would 
be less willing to put much faith in the so-called "Wbrd of God." 

There is no hock more reverenced and less known than is the Bible. 

The church claims that Christianity is based cn the Bible, and that the 
Bible is the work of "divinely inspired men." The facts of biblical history 
pro\« that these claims are false. 

The origin of the New Tfestament is shrouded in much mystery, but that of 
the Old is shrouded in more. 

The writings from which the Old Tfestament was conpiled were gathered by 
the Egyptian ruler Ptdeny Philactelihus (309-246 B.C.) for his library at 
Aleiandria. 

learned men of all nations and religions resorted to Aleicandria, and from 
them Ptoleny purchased the principal writings relating to their religions. 

In that way Ptcdeiiy suocsecfed in collecting about 280,000 scrolls of anc¬ 
ient scm’iptures for his library, which was ccnsidered the most valuable lib¬ 
rary in existence. 

Ihto this day scholars bemoan the destructicn of that library, which des- 
trucrtLon was necessary to hide the source of Christianity. 

In that library, frcm these scrolls written by unknown men, the Old Tfest¬ 

ament was first conpiled by the committee appointed by the first church fathers. 

No cne knew who prepared the original scriptures, nor why they were writ¬ 
ten. They may have been produced as fiction or fable. The church fathers in¬ 
vented the names of the "authors." Then Hie church claimed these fictitious 
names represented "inspired men." A biggpr lie was never told. 

A BIBLE NEEEED 

When Ccnstantine founded the Reman State Church in 325 A.D., there was 
no definite collection of writings called Hie Bible because there had been no 
need for any. 

The establishnjent of the church created the need for special literature 
to support the claims of the church and to mislead the nasses. This urgient 
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need for a Bible prcxJuced the Bible, and it became the "Word of God." 

If Christianity were based on the Bible as the church clains, then the 
Bible would have been in existence before Christianity was born. History shows 
that this is not the case. 

Had the Bible produced Christianity, the product had been called Buddhism, 
its true and correct naire. In fact, the Christians were first called Kristo- 
sites because they were the followers of Krishna, the Hindu Savior. 

Christianity produced the Bible, and nade the Bible way vdiat it wanted 
its Bible to say. Among other things, it wanted its Bible to predict the com¬ 
ing of its Christ, and tried hard to make it do so. 

There is not a version of what is called the New Testament that is older 
than the latter half of the ^fth century, or the beginning of the 5th century, 

A.D. If there were older versions, what became of them? 

The oldest extant nanuscript of the Old Testanent is dated 916 A.D. The 

wQTcJs contain no vowels, and there were no pmctuation marks. 

Vowels were first borrowed from the Syrians, and were first inserted in 
the biblical writings in the 7th century. No cne knows whether the ri^t vow¬ 
els were put in the ri^t places, and no oie cared so long as the ccntext sup¬ 
ported the claims of the church. 

Eusebius of Caesarea (260-340 A.D.), chief speaker and leading stpporter 
of Constantine's schone to establish the Rcaian State Church, be^n to collect 
literature needed to support the newly created religion and its nythical 
"Savior." 

In this respect he was the actual father of Christianity; and some of his 
ccntenporardes said that a bigger liar ne\«r li\«d. 

As Eusebius and his helpers ceiled the substancs of the Bible frcm the 
arcient scrolls, they changed, mutilated, distorted, cteleted and interpolated 
to make the writings say vhat they wanted Iheir Bible to sey in carder to serve 

iheir nefarious ends. 

This task was so great that Eusebius died before it was finished, and 
Jerome (340-420 A.D.) then took ip the job. 

From the combined efforts of these men and their assistants, there even¬ 
tually came forth about 405 A.D. the Latin Bible, temed the Vulgate because 
its i^giBgp was so coiuncn. Vulgar used to mean conmcn people. 

POETRiT 

The scriptures of the Bible were originally poetical, similar to the con¬ 
text of the Egyptian Bible, the "Bock of the Dead." 

There are still five poetical bocks in the Bible that were not changed to 
prose, — Jtobi, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Canticles or Song of Solomcn. 
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'These urraetrical hyrms, of poetical charHcter,were originally arranged 
for chanting, and are still so used in many churches, for Ihe direct purpose 
of arousing the emotions and unbalancing the Mnd — a trick not difficult to 
do when it is known that 90% of the brain cells of the average person are 
dormant. 

Man's emotions are equivalent to the sum total of his sentient powers. 
The scherae of arousing the emotions is to unbalance the Mind and control the 
man, causing him to do what he would otherwise not do. 'Thus, exoteric relig¬ 
ion thrives cn blind credulity and disorcfered inagination. 

As poetry, the original scriptures possessed an inaginative quality of 
thcu^t and a figurative mode of ejqjression. This imaginative and figurative 
work, designed to arouse the emotions and unbalance the Mind is new termed by 
the chiirch the "Word of God." 

It was not until the 15th century that punctuation marks were first used 
in the Bible. The seni-colcn was not used until after 1582, Then the contents 
of the Bible were first divided into ch^ters and verses, the purpose being to 

noke easier of execution the fraud of falsification, interpolation, deletion 
and distortion. 

THE ENGLISH BIBIE 

Before the 14th century there was no English Fible. It cane into being 
under Jehn V^liff (1320-1384) and his helpers. 

They collected material and translated the Vulgate into an English version 
in the years 1378-9, deleting, distorting, and interpolating the context to 

suit their opinions and puirposes. 

This work put the Bible within reach of the nasses, who were deli^tjed to 

learn, for the first time, sonething about the nysterious "Word of God." 

That began the spread of kncwled^ that caused the power of the church to 

show signs of fading. As knowledge spread, the church pewer weakened. 

The nore that people learn about the "Word of Gbd," the less faith have 

they in the church. 

Llewellyn Powys saj^: In the future Christianity "will dissolve back 
into the ndst" t)ecause "from the beginning (it) has prospered upon lies" (An 
Hour On Christianity). 

After Wycliff's translation, other versions of the Bible began to ^pear 

so fast, and were chan^d and distorted so freely, that England, in alarm, 
passed in 1408 a law prohibiting translation into En^ish of the "Word of God." 

This law was enacted to step the farce, because the various versions were 
so discordant and so ccntradictory. But it was all the 'Word of God." 

The law failed to fri^ten the translators. Distorted editions of the 
"Word of God" were prepared secretly until 1517, when Martin Luther shocked 
Christendom by nailing his damning theses to the chvirch door. 
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Luther's expose was so startling that the ban cn translations was 
igpored, and new Bibles flowed freely to the piiblic. 

Then came l^dale. His work cn the Bible caused an e3q)losion. He 
^ve the world his English Bible in 1525, prepared after he was driven 
from Qigland by the church. 

It was the nxDSt loved and most loathed Bible of them all. Ihe cpen- 
minded bcu^t it to read, while the closed-nrinded bou^t it to bum; and 
6,000 copies of the Bible were burned by the church in a huge bcnfire in 
London. 

Ihe church is determined to rule cr ruin. 

Ihe excitement caused by lyndale's work inspired Cbverdale in Eng¬ 
land and Olivetan in France to place within the reach of all, versions 
of the Bible in English, French and Gernan. 

At last the misled masses began to learn something of the nysterious 

'Word of God" vMch the church had carefully concealed for a thousand 
years. 

In 1568 Calvin ^ve the world a different Bible, — but it also was 
the "Word of God." 

Then in 1582 the Catholic version appeared. Other discoixlant ver¬ 
sions appeared in Frwice, Spain, Italy and other countries. No two were 
alike, but all of them were the "Word of God." 

Ccnditions grew so chaotic that in 1611 the English clergy rose 
and decided to step the farce and clarify the confusing situation. 

After more than a thousand years, Christianity and its Bible were 
still in a confused and nixed ip mess. 

So 47 English preachers, prejudiced of course, went to work as a 

conjidtrtee to make God a Bible. Ihey made it, and they called it the , 
"Authorized King Janes Version." 

It was not "authorized," nor was it a true and correct versicn fron 
the ancient manuscripts. It was a ccrnglcneraticwi based cn the Vulgate, 
the bishops Bible of 1568, and other writings. But it was the "Word of 
God." 

If the church claim that the Bible is the 'Word of GexJ" is vhat keeps 
the bock in caroulatian, the interpretation of it differs with the passing 
of every few ^nerations. 

Erery author is grafted the ri^t to revise his work from time to 
time. In the c:ase of the Bible, we have no evicJence that the alleged 
author of the bock ctoes the revising. The revising is done by the 
leaders of Christianity, and they make their revisicais to promete their 
religious system. 
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The revolution of ttiou^t tJiat was set in inotion in the 16th century 
by Luther, has destroyed all claims for the fantastic legends that consti¬ 
tute the very essence of Christianity. 

IHE CHURCH ACTS 

The fest fading power of the church caused the Catholic bishops to 
neet in the Council of Trent in the 16th century to invent ways and means 
to stem the tide of Protestantism, started by Luther and the Protestant 
reformers. They voted in favor of the Vulgate as the true "Word of God." 
The decree stated: 

"Now, if any oie reading these bodes in all their parts, as they 
are reually read in the latin Vulgate edition, does not hold them sac¬ 
red and cancnical (observe—^not 'inspired') and, knowing the aforesaid 
traditions, does industriously cendenn them, let him be anathema" 
(accairsed) (Westcott). 

Westcott then adds: 

"This fatal decree ... was ratified by 53 prelates, among whom there 
was not one scholar distinguished for historical learning, net one who 
was fitted by special study for the exandnection of a subject in which the 
truth could alone be determined by the voice of antiqiiity" (p. 474). 

Such are the men who make and build the organized institutions of 
civilization that rule humanity, both in religion and in politics. 

The contents of the various Bibles are not vdiat Gbd said should be 
there, but what stupid and prejudiced men said should he there. God had 
nothing to do with it. Man made the Bible, and then called it the "Wbrd of 
God." 

(HRISTTM WARS BEGIN 

The Protestants pronptly rejected the Catholic Bible, but accepted 
the King James Version, which is largely compiled from the Violate. 

This course so angered the church, that it threatened with eternal 
daniiation all vho followed Luther and Prertestantism. 

Luther struck back, and declared that the Bible, not the church, is 
the sole source of authority. 

The jdb was dene. This position inspired Lather's followers with 
courage, and the thmder of the Vatican was answered by the thunder of 
artillery. 

Christian armies, for the glory of God and the sake of Jesus, swept 
over Europe, as they have continuously dene since then; and in the roar 
of camcn, the horrors of battle, the groans of the wounded and the shrieks 
of the dying, the doctrine of the Prinoe of Peace, the inspiration of the 
Bible, _ and the divine 'Word of God" flourished and grew cn the blood of 
the blind supporters of the church and the deceived followers of Christ¬ 
ianity. 
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TJie world is afflicted willi economic, political and religious wars. 
All are bad, but religious wars are the worst and most useless. They are 
further evidence to prove that despots use religion, not for the good of 
humanity, but as a cloak to conceal their real scheires. 

Luther's defiance of the authority of the church started the Hefor- 
nation and the terrible Christian slau^ter that followed. 

Ihe result of a hundred years of blooc^ slau^ter between Catholics 
and Protestants on the battle fields of Europe, culminated in the terri¬ 
ble 'Thirty Years War" (1618-48), and left Europe desolate and divided on 
religious lines that remained almost maltered until 1789, when increas¬ 
ing enlightennent caused Pree-thou^t to succeed Protestantism as the 

chief rival of the Itoman Church. 

TOTALITARIAN PAPACY 

Ihe Reformaticn ended the Totalitarian Papacy of the Middle Ages, and 

brou^t the enli^tenment that was the beginning of the end of the Dark 
A^s that had settled over Europe when Christianity was bom. 

Modem Catholicism, unlike medieval Catholich-sm, has been a cfefen- 
sive orgaivLzation. Ihe modam Papacy, no longer the unchallen^d master 
of Europe as it was in the Dark Ages, has been recJucEd to fitting for its 
existence against the constantly growing moctem secular tide of "heresy." 

By skillful naneuveiing, Roman Catholicism nanages to defer its final 
exit ffcjn the stage, and still fi^ts cn, haunted by the envisioned glory 
of its former medieval gnancteur. 

PFEDIdlONS AND PRDFHEaES 

As we have said, the Bible builders made their Bible say joBt '.*at 
they wanted it to say. Ihey precfated events to rake the prophecies ccs® 
to pass as predicted. Ihey forged alleged prq^hecaes, particularly these 

foretelling of their Christ's cemung. 

An example of these prophecies: "In that day shall there be m altar 
to the Lord in the miebt of the lend of Egypt" (Isa. 19: 19). 

That altar of stene in the form of the Great Pyramid had been stand¬ 

ing "in the nddst of the land of Egypt" for thcxjsancfe of years before 

that "prophecy" was put in the Bible. 

All the alleged predictions and prophecies in the Bible were inter¬ 

polated years after the events had happened. 

Ihat is the fraudulent work that provicted Christianity with the "Word 

of God" vhich English-speaking nations have circulated far and wide. 

During the first fifty years of its existence, the Americ^an Bible 
Son'ety published ever 22,500,000 copies of the Bible, or parts of it. 
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For their English Bible, the Catholics adcpted the Vul^te, trans¬ 
lated other versions into Greek, and liien re-translated the Gteek back 
into Qiglish. Then m the title pa^ was placed this misleading inscrip¬ 
tion: 

"Translated out of the original Greek, and with the former translat¬ 
ion diligently conpared and revised." 

Man did this, God had nothing to do wi1h it. He did nothing and said 
nolhing. All Bibles are the same to God. They are the work: of nen. 

There have been more than 1800 conflicting versions of the Bible, com¬ 
piled from more than 8,000 manuscripts. Which cne is the "Word of God?" 

BIBLE HESTOror LITTLE KNOWN 

The true histcsry of the Bible is little known to orthodox Christians 
because they refuse to read anything that mi^it "poison" their minds. 

If Li^t and learning will poisan our minds, give them to us freely, 
for we want our minds well pcdsoned. 

This histo:^ of the Bible has been dug from ancient ruins left by the 
church fathers in their efforts to hide the facts about the Bible. It is 
the work of diligent researchers who were hunting fca? facts and searching 
fcr truth. If the Bible were the 'Word of God," they wanted to know it, and 
not take it for granted. 

Christendom has been supplied with its knowledge conceming biblical 
literature by prejudiced men — priests, preachers, mcrics, Christian auth¬ 

ors, who frantically support their religious system by selecting and con¬ 
structing literature most favorable to their cause. 

When the writings thenselves would not do that, they were altered and 
distorted so they would do that. The art of printing put a step to that 
brand of fraudulent work. 

In our histories and encyclopedias we find little but falsehoods about 
Christianity and its Jesus, written by prejuciiced Christians. 

Religious articles in the press, the histories, encyclopedias, biblical 
dictionaries, are rigidly censesred lyy the church to conceal the facts. 

The pecple gpt but cne side of the story, prepared ty prejudiced Christ¬ 
ians who are under control the same as are the press, the schools, colleges, 
and the government itself. 

THE "WORD OF GOD" BECOMES ESTABLISHED 

The Roman Church, in the Council of Trent, decided cnoe and for all 
what the Bible should contain; and the Vfestminster Assenbly, in 1674, gave 
the English-speaking Protestants their Bible. 
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Uie facts of history show that the "Word of God, ” as Christendom has 
it today, is about 300 years old, and that Christianity is the product of 
evolution. It tock from 325 A. D. to 1647 for it to evolve from its enbry- 
onic sta^ to what it becane in the 171h centxxry. 

It required almost fourteen hundred years for Christianity to collect, 
revise and edit the literature to make its Bible. It is not the work of 
divinely inspired nen, but of badly prejudiced schemers who have resorted 
to ftgud, forgery, falsehood, corr\^icn, svppression, slau^ter and murder 
for the sake of their religious system. 

With these facts in ndnd, read vdiat the Bishop of Manchester, En^and, 
said to his credulous and deceived followers: 

"The very foundation of our faith, the very basis of our hopes, the 
very dearest of our consolations are taken from us, vhen cne line of that 
sacred valune (Bible), on vhich we base everything, is shewn to be untruth¬ 
ful and untrustworthy" (Bible Myths, p. 17). 

Ihere is no limit to vhat prejudiced QirLstians will say and do to stp- 

port their religious system. 

NEW TESTAMENT ERTORS 

Look Maga2dne, of February 26, 1952, carried an article by Hartzell 
Spence titled "The Truth About The Bible," in which he said: 

"A stuefy of the New Ttestament now in progress indicates that much of 
it, including jxDrtions we think of as the very heart of the Bible, were in¬ 
serted or changed over the centuries, either deliberately or by irdstake. 

"Students ha^« questioned for centuries the accuracy of many biblical 
passages. As early as 1720 an English authority estinated that there were 
at least 20,000 errors in the two editions of the New Testament contnonly read 
by Protestants and Catholics. Modem students say there are probably 50,000 
errors." 

In that case, then more than cne line of the Bible is shown to be un¬ 

truthful and untrustworthy; and that takes away "frem rs" the "very dearest 
of our oonsolactLons," as the Bishep of Manchester said. 

SKILLEJL WORK 

The most remarkable feature of the Bible is the skillful manner in which 
the conpilers wo\« factism and falsism toother. 

We defy anyone to read one paiugr^ in the Bible and find in it either 

truth or falsehood separately stated. 

Each falsehood is inseparably camected with an undeniable truth, and 
yet the true and the false are so intricately and delicately interwoven, 
that it is inpossible for the inprepared mind to separate the cne ft?cni the 
other. 
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The Bible is the greatest bocJc of distortion, interpolation, freud, 
falsehood and misrepresentation that man has ever produced. 'Die purpose of 
the woric was to enthrone the church and enslave the nesses. 

Aid so, the Bible has gone exit to the world and chained in darkness and 
ignorance a largjsr number of people than any other secular boch has ever 
dene. 

Aid these deluded viertims must live in that error until they shall have 
evolved to such mental ability that they can winnow truth from falsehood, 
and come to unciarstand the falseness. 

No system of huiran enslavement which the world has ever known, has 

been so clever, cunning and caiplete as that termed Roman Catholicism, and 
what is called Protestantism is cnly cne short step better off. 
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1959 The professor has correlated all of the various interpretations of the works on the Tarot 
into one harmonious whole. Hotema says a true decipherment of the Tarot Symbolism must 
conform to the principles of the Ageless Wisdom of the Ancient Masters as preserved in the 
symbology and allegory contained in the Christian Bible and in other ancient scriptures, 
otherwise the interpretation will fail to agree with the teachings of the Masters who originated 
and designed the Major Arcana. The 78 Tarot Cards are fully illustrated. 

The Ancient Tarot was the oldest Bible on earth, and an interpretation of its mysterious 
symbolism reveals the Cosmic Phenomena that was presented to the Neophyte in the Sacred 
Drama of the Initiation in the Ancient Mysteries which included the strangest mysteries of 
Life, such as Reincarnation, Resurrection and Eternal Life. Hotema with his penetrating pen 
and wisdom clearly shows you secrets you have not known before. 
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